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ABSTRACT 
This research aims to understand the influence of different representations of 
requirements on idea generation concerning the quantity, addressment, sketch detail, 
novelty, and variety of conceptual sketches.  To solve design problems, engineers use the 
needs, desires, and wishes of stakeholders.  The requirements document the targets of a 
project because it contains constraints and design criteria. Also, requirements can be used 
to track project progress.  In essence, specifications are the raison d'être of any engineering 
project.  While there is research studying the effect of requirements on the conceptual 
sketch, little study has focused on the impact of different requirement representations 
(contextual) on solution development.  An experimental study was conducted with 52 
undergraduate mechanical engineering students in their fourth year.  Two design problems 
were formulated with three different representations:  a problem statement with embedded 
requirements (Problem Statement), a problem statement and a traditional requirement list 
(Traditional), and a problem statement with contextualized scrum stories (Contextual).  For 
each design problem, each student received different representations of requirements. 
They were given 15 minutes each to read and sketch concept solutions.  These were then 
analyzed using quantity, addressment, sketch detail, novelty, and variety.  It was found that 
the use of contextualized scrum story representations had a statistically significant impact 
on the conceptual sketch in terms of novelty of solution fragments and requirements 
addressed.  Further, there was no significant change in variety, sketch detail, or quantity.  
The contextualized representation did positively affect all metrics but the sketch detail.  
Another finding was that there was no relationship between the amount of sketch generated 
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(quantity) and addressment, novelty, variety, or sketch detail. Therefore, it is recommended 
that requirements be molded as scrum stories in projects. Also, this study has shown that 
implementation of the agile process in hardware development is not hindered by the 
contextual representation of requirements. 
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CHAPTER ONE  
MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND FOR STUDYING REQUIREMENTS  
The change in requirements and addition of requirements are few reasons why 
project fail in industry.  This chapter provides the motivation and importance of studying 
requirements.  As well as an overview of research conducted on requirements by CEDAR 
alumni.  Finishing of the chapter is an outline of this thesis. 
1.1 Motivation for studying requirements 
The engineering design process is a general framework that assist designers in 
solving design problems [1]–[6].  The design process (hardware) most presented in design 
textbooks follows the five-stage process: problem definition, conceptual design, 
embodiment, detail design, and final design.  In the design process, idea generation is a 
critical step. It is, however, dependent on how well the design problem is understood.  The 
understanding of the design problem is critical because the success of the design project is 
evaluated based on requirements [1]–[4].  It has been shown that defining requirements has 
an important impact on the final quality of the product [1], [6].  As a result, the question of 
assessing the impact of design requirements in design problem arises. 
Product development is a cross-functional activity in which marketing, design, and 
manufacturing are central functions of the product development project [1]–[3], [7], [8].  
The profitability of a product is associated with the success of a product  [3], [9].  The goal 
of developing a successful product is not only the responsibility of the design team or the 
marketing team but also of all the aspect of product development [2].  It is, however, 
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difficult to assess profitability quickly and directly [2], [3].  Nonetheless, high performance 
along the product development aspect of product quality, product cost, development time, 
development cost, and development capability are good indicators of economic success 
[2].  That being said, only a few companies are successful more than half of the time [2], 
[10].  In 2006, only 34% of studied projects were successful with 13% failing due to 
incomplete requirements and 9% failing due to frequent changes in requirements [10].  
However, in software development, companies who have adopted agile process for its 
projects have been observed to have greater success rate for projects [11]–[13].  This raises 
a question of why hardware development has lagged in implementing agile, and how can 
agile be applied in hardware development. 
Due to the importance of requirements in the success of a project, much research 
has been devoted to exploring the influence of using requirements on idea generation [14].  
However, minimal effort has been not allocated to the agile process for hardware design 
[11], [15]–[18].  Thus, this research investigates whether an element of classical design 
process can be reworked using an element of agile (scrum) process to attain more 
successful projects.  The unit of analysis in the research is the concept sketches generated 
by different representations of requirements as evaluated against quantity, addressment, 
variety, novelty, and sketch detail [19], [20].  To understand the difference between two 
processes, a closer look of each process is necessary.  The first apparent difference between 
the process is its representation of requirements.  The goal of this research is to understand 
the effect of a different representation of requirements on the conceptual sketches 
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generated by novice engineer.  This thesis strives to answer these five following the 
research questions: 
RQ1. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on quantity of sketch generated? 
RQ2. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on addressment of sketch generated? 
RQ3. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on sketch detail of sketch generated? 
RQ4. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on novelty of sketch generated? 
RQ5. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on variety of sketch generated? 
To answer these questions, an experimental study is led in a senior level mechanical 
engineering design class at Clemson University via Qualtrics, a survey tool. Twelve 
different packets were developed using a combination of three different conditions 
(Problem Statement, Traditional, and Contextual) with two different problem statement 
and two ways of sequencing the problems.  The findings of this study can be used as a 
guide to understand how different representation of requirements can assist in generating 
a greater number of solutions, greater number of requirements address within the solutions, 
more detailed concept sketches, and how novel and variant are the solutions. 
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1.2 Work on Requirements in CEDAR Lab 
Requirements are a necessary part of the product development life cycle.  The 
requirements literature has grown and expanded over the years.  Clemson Engineering 
Design Applications and Research (CEDAR) lab has conducted extensive research on 
requirements.  The research includes, but is not limited to, the analysis of requirements 
from a linguistic point of view, using requirements to predict change propagation, 
reduction of mass of a product, and impact of representation types in design problem on 
idea generation.  This section will give an overview of the current standing of requirements 
research in CEDAR. 
First, a study focused on investigating requirements from a linguistic point of view, 
resulting in a formalized syntax.  The formalized linguistic approach was developed using 
four characteristics to assist in forming a list of requirements.  The characteristics used are 
artifact, necessity, function, and condition.  Furthermore, using the syntax and linguistics 
method found in the study helps classifying requirements as functional or non-functional, 
qualitative or quantitative, and complete or incomplete requirements.  Lamar's work is 
helpful for requirement documentation and analysis [21]. 
The second study focuses on reducing the mass of a system by analyzing 
requirements.  The requirements are analyzed by the method introduced in the first study 
[21].  The pre-processing and syntax rules dictate the grammar of requirements statements.  
These rules are applied to process FMTV requirements.  Using the relational matrices helps 
prioritized requirements for mass reduction [22]. 
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The third study proposed a design method for reducing engineering changes caused 
by the propagation effect.  This method enables designers to verify, validate, and test 
(VV&T) systems regularly.  As a result, a method for reducing change propagation was 
developed, as well as a tool for predicting requirements change.  The tool was created to 
investigate how other requirements affect the requirements generated.  This enables 
engineers to predict the effects of changes [23].  
The fourth study goal was to create a computational reasoning method capable of 
constructing requirements relationships and predicting change propagation.  The study was 
conducted in three stages.  The first stage was to manually predict change propagation 
using requirements.  In the second stage, a syntactic method was used for capturing, 
reasoning, and predicting.  The requirements were related through syntactical elements 
(subjects, keywords, and POS).  The third stage was the development of a scoring algorithm 
to refine propagation results.  The tool developed from this study provides the designer a 
list of the next changes of requirements.  The list ensures no change in requirements is 
affecting other requirements within the design negatively [24]. 
The fifth study investigates the effect level of detail in the problem statement and 
requirements has on the level of detail in the final solution.  The study examines the final 
report from a senior design course.  The findings show a high level of detail in the final 
solution is most likely the result of a high or medium level of detail in the problem 
statement and requirements.  Furthermore, a final solution with a high degree of specificity 
is more likely to address a large proportion of requirements. [25]. 
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The sixth study investigates the effect of different types of requirements on concept 
generation.  The study investigates the role of the design problem assigned to participants 
in the ideation process.  It is in relation to different types of requirements, such as functional 
and non-functional requirements.  An experiment was set up with multiple groups consisted 
of only functional requirements, only non-functional requirements, a mix of prioritized and 
non-prioritized requirements.  The conceptual sketches were evaluated based on their 
quantity, quality, novelty, and variety.  The findings indicate that non-functional 
requirement can aid in idea generation by increasing the quantity and quality of solutions.  
It also demonstrates that non-functional requirements improve the variety and innovation 
of solutions [14]. 
The seventh study investigates the impact of an intervention on the generation of 
requirements by novice engineers.  An experimental study was conducted with students 
from a senior-level design course.  Participants in the experimental study were given a 
problem statement and asked to generate requirements before a lecture on requirements.  
After that, a lecture on requirements is given, followed by the presentation of the second 
problem.  After the resultant list of requirements generated by the problems is analyzed 
using quantity, completeness, variety, and novelty metric.  The study shows that 
intervention has a positive effect on quantity, novelty, and variety of requirements.  Also, 
the researcher compared novice engineers to practitioners engineers and discovered that 
novices outperformed practitioners after training.  They both performed similarly when no 
training was given [26]. 
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It is accomplished by altering the design process's order.  It also investigates the 
problem space and solution space co-evolutionary theory.  An experiment was conducted 
in which one-third of the class was asked to sketch the solution, identify the features, and 
generate requirements in response to problem statements.  The other one-third of the class 
came up with requirements first, then sketches, and then feature lists.  The last third of the 
class started with sketches, then requirements, and finally identifying features.  The 
requirements gathered during the experiments were evaluated for quantity, variety, 
typology, completeness, and novelty.  For all metrics, it was discovered that sketching and 
then identifying features worked better or equally well.  The finding suggest that problem 
space and solution space does evolve together [27]. 
 Within the CEDAR group, there has been much research done on requirements. 
From understanding to analyzing requirements are just a few of the topics covered in 
CEDAR.  This thesis contributes to the understanding of the requirements.  There is 
research on requirements' impact on ideation.  However, no research has been done on the 
impact of different representations of requirements in terms of contextual vs traditional 
requirements on idea generation.  The purpose of this thesis is to fill this void in CEDAR 
and the research community. 
1.3 Outline of Thesis 
CHAPTER Two: This chapter provides a review of the current literature on the 
design process of hardware and software design process.  Also, provides an overview of 
requirements in engineering while reasoning for the use of sketch in idea generation.  
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CHAPTER Three: The experimental design is introduced in this chapter.  This 
chapter delves deeper into the Variable, the Design Prompt, the Design Condition, the 
Participant, and the Procedure. 
CHAPTER Four: Experimental results and analysis are presented.  Introduces the 
design metrics, its coding methodology and the analysis.  
CHAPTER Five: Discussion of results is provided in this section.  Where the 
meaning of the analysis is found.  
CHAPTER Six: The conclusion, research limitations, and future works are 
examined in this chapter.  In this section the research questions are answered with summary 
of the meaning of the analysis.  As well as it answers the question of “So What?”.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
BACKGROUND FOR STYDING REQUIREMENTS 
  This chapter provides a review of the current literature on design process of 
hardware and software design process.  Also, provides an overview of requirements in 
engineering. Section 2.1 discusses the current engineering process presented in [1] for 
hardware and the software development life cycle (SDLC). The SDLC’s evolution from 
waterfall process to agile development process.  Section 2.2 discusses the importance of 
requirements in engineering.  Section 2.3 will discuss the use and benefit of sketches in 
idea generation of concept development phase.  Lastly section 2.4 discusses the goals of 
this research. 
2.1 The Engineering Design Process 
The design aims to create a plan for a system that will execute the desired purpose 
while adhering to the specified constraints [1], [2], [25], [28]–[31].  Several different 
methods for software and hardware design have been developed independent of each other.  
As a result, there has been a shift in focus, particularly in terms of how to deal with change 
in requirements.  Software has focused on small, fast developments to create immediately 
usable products [23], [32]–[34], while hardware tends to focus on multiple stage gates to 
address the uncertainty/risk [1], [8], [28], [32], [35], [36].  This includes different change 
management approaches for requirements but is out of scope for this research.  For 
hardware, the traditional design process (stage gate) is still used in the industry, with some 
outliers using the agile process [15], [17], [18].  It is worth noting that “traditional” refers 
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to the widely presented design processes in many popular textbooks [1], [2], [4], [5], [9], 
[30], [31].  While software development companies have moved on to agile framework for 
its design and the success can be seen in the improvement of success rate of a projects from 
waterfall methods to agile methods.  For software projects, agile is successful 42% of the 
time as oppose to 26% for waterfall method [11].  Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to 
verify the idea that this thesis is built upon:  does the agile process have an (positive) impact 
on the success of the development project? 
Many design processes can be found in the literature, and the product development 
process for each product/company may differ.  Table 2-1Error! Reference source not 
found. illustrates the comparison of different process found in literature.  This is not to 
suggest that one is better than other but just to show the difference in the process are 
present.  Each method is compared using the twelve categories found below: 
1) Is it a software (S) or a hardware process (H)? 
2) Number of stages present in the process  
3) Number of design reviews built into the process  
4) What is fixed? Work (W), Time (T), or Budget (B)   
5) Is the process linear? (one step must be complete before moving on to next) 
6) Is it iterative? (explicitly ask to go back if needed?) 
7) Does it have a separate define problem statement stage?  
8) Does is it validate requirements? (asks the designer to validate the 
requirements/ product)  
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9) Does it have and internal validation process? (within company or within 
designer feedback during the design process)   
10) Does it have an external validation? (customer or user feedback when they 
use the designed object)  
11) Does it have testing and refinements stage?   
12) Does the product exit the process as a complete product? (After the process 
is the product complete (needs no work)) 
This category must be explicitly stated or implicated within the design process, 
otherwise it is assumed it does not.  This was done to eliminate any bias and subjectivity 
in literature review.  In the Table 2-1 where “X” is present means yes and where it is not 
means no.  In number of design review blank space indicates zero design review stage is 
present in the process.  It is important to note that comparison of design process is not 
extensive.  This is done to show the availability of vast range of processes.  Also, the 
comparison is done for the specific references shown with the methods.   
12 
   
































































































































































S 7  W X X X  X  X X 
Waterfall [1] H 6  W X  X X X    X 
Spiral model 
[4], [12], [38], 
[39] 
S 4  W X   X X  X  
3-stage linear 
model [3] 
H 3  W X       X 
5-stage linear 
model [3] 
H 5 1 W X X X  X X X X 
9-stage [30], 
[42] 








H 6  W X X X  X   X 
A "Moder" 
process  [5] 
H 3  W X  X  X X   
Raychem's 
process [5] 
H 6 3 W X  X X X X X  
Scrum [11], 
[15], [43] 









S 6 ** W X X  X  X X  
*     Design review after every sprint, therefore, number of design review is dependent upon number of 
sprints in a project 
**   Number of design review is dependent upon number of increments ran. The product is delivered 
to customer after each increment for testing and validation 
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Based on the review of multiple design processes presented in Table 2-1, it can be 
noted that design reviews are limited for HD as opposed for SD, where plenty of design 
reviews with the customer.  Allows customer input in various stages of product 
development.  Therefore, it may be subjected to change in or addition of requirements.  To 
accommodate the change or addition of requirements, SD an iterative approach is taken.  It 
is seen by observing the last column of Table 2-1, which shows that for SD, the design 
cycle does not exist.  However, for HD, it exists as a complete product.  Mostly end in the 
delivery of the product to the customer.  The traditional hardware design process taught in 
universities is a sequential process where requirements are gathered first and then use to 
drive concept generation [46].  The traditional design method is primarily a linear, but an 
overlapping process.  The process can be categorized into five generic states mention 
previously, the problem definition, the conceptual design, the embodiment, the detail 
design, and the final design (Figure 2-1).   
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Figure 2-1 Generic Design Process [2] 
Identifying the need of the client starts the design process.  The needs of clients 
become the goal of the design team and define the problem.  The problem definition is a 
pre-processing state where client statement is used to establish the goals of the design 
product.  These goals are defined as requirements and specification [2]–[4], [6], [30], [31].  
Physical and technical requirements, as well as financial constraints, can be included in the 
specification documents. Having different type of requirements allows for the problem to 
be well defined [1], [4], [30].  As indicated by the feedback loop in Figure 2-1Error! 
Reference source not found., the requirement list must be updated continuously [2], [6], 
[47]. This is supported by the findings from [48] and [25]. 
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The concept generation is an important part of conceptual design [2].  It is an 
overview of how the product will fulfill the requirements of the customers.  A concept is 
often described by either a sketch or a three-dimensional model, along with a brief 
description [1], [2], [6].  Teams are encouraged to generate as many ideas as possible 
because it is believed that generating more ideas will lead to exploration of more design 
space [1], [2], [19], [20].  
Since it is beyond the scope of this thesis, an embodiment design, detail design, and 
design communication stages are not presented in this thesis.  This thesis focuses on the 
problem definition and conceptual design stages because studies shows seventy percent of 
life cycle cost is decided in conceptual design [49], though this notion has been questioned on 
the accuracy and verifiability [50].  Generally, though, it canonically accepted that it is crucial 
to focus on the “fuzzy front end” of product development [8], [46], [51]–[54].  According to 
study, greater expenditure of time on the problem definition stage results in higher customer 
satisfaction [55].  Another reason to explore the problem definition and the conceptual design 
phases is that the cost of introducing or modifying specifications later in the design process is 
much higher than it is to do so sooner, seen in Figure 2-2 [56]. These stages are also vital for 
designers to establish understanding of the design problem. Therefore, it allows designers to 
sufficiently explore solution space [57].  
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Figure 2-2 Cost commitment as function of time during design process [1]  
Like the hardware design process, a software design process may be realized 
through different design methods.  The traditional SD process is a linear process also 
known as waterfall method.  In SD the design process evolved from waterfall to agile 
process due to high frequency of unsuccessful projects  [11], [58], [59].  Evident in the 
result found by a consulting company, where SD projects using agile process are twice as 
more likely to be successful [11], [38], [39], [41].  Observing the success in software 
design, agile method has made its way into hardware design.  However, to understand agile 
process, it is necessary to understand the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) and 
the evolution of design processes in SD.  In depth exploration of the evolution and an agile 
process is found in next section 2.1.2.  Also, the HD process is presented in this section 
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2.1.1 since the aim is to use the problem description stage to help in the concept generation 
stage.  
2.1.1 The Traditional Design Process (Stage-Gate / Waterfall method) 
The Stage-Gate (Figure 2-3) or Waterfall method (Figure 2-4 for HDError! 
Reference source not found. and Figure 2-5 for SD) is the most common and simplest 
design method in literature and industry [1]–[3], [35], [60]. 
 
Figure 2-3 Stage-Gate process [1] 
The initial step of the stage-gate methodology is product discovery, followed by 
Stage 2 of project preparation, Stage 3 of product definition, and so on.  Each stage of the 
process gathers more information and increase in project cost than previous stage to help 
reduce uncertainty and unknown.  Also, within each stage actives are completed in parallel 
across cross-functional teams [1], [35].  The gates are known as design reviews and 
generally consist of a meeting with management and the team to discuss the progress of a 
project.  Also, during the meeting, criteria and deliverables are established for the 
upcoming stage.  This is done to assist management in decision making process [1], [35], 
[60].  During the meeting, management decides the future of the project (go/no-go) [1], 
[9]. The three possible outcomes are:   
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1. Continue the development of the product and move to the next stage 
2. Continue the development of the product; however, improvement in the 
current design stage is needed.  
3. Terminate the project if not feasible finically or other resources  
The Waterfall method has six phases (Figure 2-4) followed by a design review after 
completion of each stage [1], [35], [60].  The first stage is product discovery, where the 
designer must identify a need for a product/ solution.  Second, the project planning stage 
is where the company or a designer creates a plan of attack.  Also, during this stage, the 
budge and the time frame of a project is defined [1], [8], [15].  Defining the time frame is 
vital because not only does a product's success depends on its ability to meet all customer 
needs but also depends on it being delivered to the market at the right time [1], [9], [61], 
[62].  Identifying the tasks, stating the objective for each task, estimating the personnel and 
other resources required to accomplish the objective, developing a task sequence, and 
estimating cost are all part of the project planning phase.  The third stage is product 
definition, which identifies consumer requirements and specifications.  Fourth is the 
concept development stage, in which ideas are generated based on the goals established in 
the product definition phase.  Fifth, the product development stage is where the product is 
finalized and fabricated.  The last phase is product support, it is where the need for 
assembly support, training the customer, and support for the vendor takes place [1].  
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Figure 2-4 Waterfall Hardware Design Process [1] 
2.1.2 Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
Often, product designers are unable to resolve challenges quickly that they face 
during projects [1].  This is due to lack of information present at the time challenges arise.  
Therefore, designers are prompted to revisit challenges once sufficient knowledge is 
gathered.  However, revising tasks in the waterfall method introduced by [63] and [1] is 
not feasible for remote stages.  The waterfall method for HD is found in Figure 2-4 and SD 
in Figure 2-5.  The process is characterized by the sequential progression of typical life-
cycle stages with no feedback loop for remote stages are built into the process.  However, 
this does not imply that it is not an iterative process.  At each gate engineers and 
stakeholders have an ability to revisit the previous stage for rework [4], [6], [33], [40], [44], 
[63]–[65].  
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Figure 2-5 Waterfall Software development process 
This method has many qualities.  It is ideally suited for mature products with 
known, clear, and fixed requirements [33], [39]–[41].  Also, it is simple to understand and 
enforce.  Therefore, it offers great foundation to new teams in need of structure [33].  
However, weaknesses are also present.  One is that it does not readily encourage iteration 
through previous phases.  This leads to a weakness in this process of being able to react to 
the changes [15], [43].  It believes there is no reason to reconsider earlier stages after a 
process has been finished and signed off [33].  As a result, it requires designers and 
stakeholders to define the product requirements and specification at the front end of the 
process and they remain unchanged over the length of the project [1], [33], [66].  However, 
all the information may not be available at the beginning stage of the process to understand 
and establish the design problem [1].  In Figure 2-6, design freedom and knowledge about 
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the design problem over time is presented.  It shows the knowledge about the design 
problem will never be fully understood until the end of the design process.  Thus, the 
waterfall method is ideal for mature product or existing product.  Another weakness is the 
great amount of effort it requires at the front end of the process to plan and design a solution 
that may fail due to change in requirements [33], [44], [66].  This is due to interaction 
between customer and designer being limited and occurs in the later stage of the process.  
Therefore, requirements provided by the customer at the beginning of the stage may change 
at the end causing failure in project due to change in requirement [4].   
 
Figure 2-6 Design Paradox: more information but not enough design freedom [1] 
To help alleviate some of the weaknesses in the waterfall method, a new process, 
spiral model, was developed [67].  The spiral model has four major processes: 1) determine 
objective, 2) conducts risk analysis, 3) development and testing of a product, and 4) 
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evaluates the product and plan the next iteration.  Understanding the requirement and 
specification by constant communication between the customer and the system analyst is 
part of the determining objective phase.  Risk and alternatives are identified during the risk 
analysis phase.  During the development and testing phase, the product is developed 
alongside the testing.  The evaluation phase encourages the client to assess the product and 
the team to prepare for the next cycle.  With the spiral model, there is a major emphasis on 
evaluation and risk analysis [4], [39].  Also, each cycle involves building a prototype that 
will enable stakeholders to define and refine the requirements [4].  The ability to refine 
requirements at the end of each cycle allows for flexibility to change in requirements.  
However, there must be a balance in knowing when the product is complete and when it 
can be iterated to make an improvement. 
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Figure 2-7 Spiral model [67] 
 
 
The spiral model's value is how it easily detects some significant threats associated 
with the projects [44].  The spiral method has a benefit over the waterfall method in that it 
encourages customers and users to preview designs, and customer feedback is better and 
more frequent [1], [4], [44].  There are multiple weakness for the spiral model, one of which 
is that the amount of time and money invested in identifying risk yields no return for low-
risk projects [44].  As a result, it is ideal for projects with high uncertainty.  Another flaw 
is the system's dependency on system designers to accurately define risk for the upcoming 
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cycle.  Also, the cost involving in this model is high and the management of the process is 
complex [39].   
The agile method is a software development process that promotes consistent and 
steady improvement on design goals, even in the face of change [34].  Rather than in-depth 
project planning from the start, as the waterfall approach does, the agile process is open to 
change in requirements over time and allows for constant customer feedback at a fix time 
interval [11]. Unlike spiral method, the agile differs in a sense that it is built for change 
while spiral is built for addition of requirement.  Short iterative periods, function planning, 
and dynamic prioritization are all part of agile methods. It also demands face-to-face 
communication and encourages teams in making and acting on decisions.  There are many 
methodologies for applying agile, but the thesis focuses on scrum rather than those such as 
eXtreme programming (XP) [34], [68], [69], Dynamic Software Development method 
(DSDM) [34], [70], [71], and many others [12], [44], [71], [72]. 
 
In Scrum, activities are constrained by time unlike waterfall method [11], [12]. 
Ideal when there is a great deal of uncertainty.  Scrum provides a simple framework of 
review and adaptation instead of a specific technique [69].  It is an iterative and incremental 
project management approach.  The scrum method employs one- to four-week sprints to 
deliver a product in increments, as shown in Figure 2-8 [15], [34].  A sprint follows the 
organize (Green), plan (Orange), do (yellow), and deliver/review (blue) cycle.  First, the 
team organizes and identifies product goals, then they prepare how to accomplish the goal, 
then they do the work, then they deliver the product, and finally they revisit their work and 
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look for ways to enhance the cycle [15].  Once completed, team repeats the cycle until the 
product development is completed.  
 
Figure 2-8 Scrum Process 
In scrum, teams are made up of a product owner, technical team, and a scrum 
master.  The product owner is a client or a voice of a customer in absence of clients. The 
scrum mater manages the projects and is responsible for smooth running of the process. 
The technical team is made up of engineers, designers, analysists, and anyone who brings 
value to the team. A comparison is shown in Table 2-2. Also, scrum has four important 
meetings: sprint planning, daily stand up, review, retrospective. These are indicated on 
Figure 2-8. In sprint planning users’ stories (product requirements) are identified based on 
priorities to work on (more information in section 2.2). In daily stand-up meeting, each 
team member gives and update and any roadblocks in their way. A sprint review meeting 
is where teams review their accomplishment and retrospective meeting is where teams 
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identify what can be improved upon for next sprint. By regularly conducting these meeting 
it optimizes the process and improves team working environment. Each scrum project must 
include three artifacts: product backlog, sprint backlog, and a burn-down-chart. A product 
backlog is where stories that have not be looked at. A sprint backlog is where stories that 
needs to be implemented in current sprint cycle of future sprint cycle. A Burn down chart 
provides a cumulative work that is yet to be done [11], [13], [18], [43], [69].  
Table 2-2 Scrum team make up vs Traditional team make up 
Traditional Scrum 






Other experts added to the team 
Technical team 
Client Product owner 
Presented in Table 2-3 is a comparison of the waterfall, spiral, and scrum methods.  
The rows are as followed: 
1) Are the requirements gathered at the beginning of the process? 
2) Is frequent change in requirements appropriate for the process or not? 
3) Is the process flexible for change in requirements? 
4) How simple is the process?  
5) Is the process appropriate for use during long term projects? 
6) What level of uncertainty does the process support? 
7) How involved are customer in the process? 
8) When is the testing of the product done in the process? 
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9) How are requirements documented in the process? 
Table 2-3 Comparison of Waterfall, Spiral, and Scrum methods 
Feature/Model Waterfall Spiral Agile (Scum) 
All Requirements in the 
beginning Yes No No 
Frequently changed 
requirements Inappropriate Appropriate Appropriate 
Flexibility Not flexible Little bit flexible Flexible 
Simplicity High Low Intermediate 
Long term project Inappropriate Appropriate Appropriate 
Support uncertainty level Low High High 
Customer Involvement Low Intermediate High 









2.1.3 Challenges of Implementing Agile in Hardware 
Agile for Hardware (AfH) wants the benefit that comes with the process and use 
the philosophy of agile.  The benefit of reducing development cost, time to market, and 
improve company’s culture [11]–[13], [16], [45].  However, HD is far more complex than 
SD.  Therefore, implementing agile in HD is much slower and it is in SD.  The impedances 
of implementation of agile in hardware are: 
1) Modularity – For SD, codes can be broken down into chunks and be developed 
as a separate project. While HD projects overlap in its boundary making it 
difficult to be modular. A change in one module can cause a giant ripple effect 
in HD [15], [16], [43]. 
2) Specialization – HD has many areas of work and expertise. Therefore, if a 
skilled person is needed through several teams or is ill, the development causes 
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a bottleneck. While this not only works on agile implementation, it also only 
restricts HD [15], [43]. Also, causes an issue in terms of distribution because 
manufacturing plants may be in a different location or country than the design 
team, they may differ geographically. This can lead to lack of availability of 
specialist making it difficult in creating a good cross-functional team. 
3) Time to demonstrate function – It is quicker to write and compile a code than 
to design and construct a physical product [16], [32]. 
4) Higher cost of change – For HD costs of equipment, salaries, inventories and 
other costs, but only programmer times are expenses for SD [15], [43].  
5) 1-4 week sprint – goal of sprint is to develop “shippable increment of product 
functionality” [15]. However, for HD product is built on components and 
assemblies, while SD is built upon functional deliverable [11].  HD is a process 
that involves many different departments.  Therefore, sprints time line is 
difficult to meet.  This could be due to a variety of factors, including 1) the lead 
time of a part, 2) the ability to manufacture, assemble, and test within the time 
frame, and 3) the inability to be modular.   
These five impedances pose a challenge in terms of flexibility, continuous delivery, 
and team distribution.  Agile is focused on the ability to react to change. However, being 
flexible becomes quite difficult for HD.  For example, its inability to control supplier lead 
time, the difficulty of changing a physical product's solution, and having all options open 
creates a management issue [11], [32], [43], [73].  In addition, the inability to be modular 
causes the impact of change to be felt across multiple teams/departments.  Furthermore, as 
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previously stated, the cost accumulates for HD from salary of the designer, change in 
tooling, inventories while SD cost only comes from time of a programmer [15], [43]. 
As previously stated, implementing agile in hardware is complicated and difficult.  
Adopting the agile component, on the other hand, may result in more of an optimization of 
a traditional method.  Based on a review of the scrum method and the HD process, the first 
major difference that could be implemented within the HD process is the manner in which 
requirements are presented.  The section that follows introduces engineering design 
requirements and compares the two representations.  
2.2 Engineering Design Requirements 
The first step of any design process is to define the problem.  In defining the 
problem, requirements are introduced.  A requirements are “cornerstone of the system” [4] 
and important function for a system [74], [75].  It is believed, a product is only as good as 
its designer’s understanding of its customers' needs [4], [11].  The development of 
requirements is a subset of a problem definition stage.  In developing the problem, it is 
vital for the requirements list to be developed sufficiently in order to be able to contribute 
to a good solution [75], [76].  It is important to generate a complete list because it is used 
to evaluate the success of the design project and serve as a basis for verification and 
validation [1], [4], [14], [77].  Requirements provide a systematic approach to select and 
remove a potential solution [78].  Thus, it is evident that requirements play an important 
role in the design process.  Previous researchers focused on refining ideation and 
supporting designers throughout the design process. [14], [79]–[82].  However, they 
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focused on techniques of how-to product ideas, such as brainstorming [81], [83], C-sketch 
[79], and gallery method [81].  Some experimental evidence suggests that sketching 
solutions before detailing requirements may generate richer requirement documents [84], 
but this is not the approach traditionally taught [1], [4], [46], [47].  The impact of design 
formation on idea generation has been studied previously, but only in terms of different 
types of requirements (functional vs non-functional) [14].  The study suggested that 
providing higher number of non-functional requirements yields greater quantity and higher 
quality of conceptual sketches [14].  None of these studies[79]–[82], except [14], focuses 
on the representation of requirement and its influence on ideation.  Therefore, it is 
important to study the influence of different requirement representation in problem 
statement effect the ideation generation.  Hence, understanding the difference in 
requirement representation is vital and presented in the next section.  
2.2.1 Requirements Sources 
A requirements source is defined as a source where requirements come from [74], 
[75].  Sources can be customer, users, design team, management, legal team, 
manufacturing, CEO, and Governmental organizations [75].  At a system level, it can come 
from anybody, from any aspect, for instance, interview with a customer, legal documents, 
and system mission analysis report.  The most common source for lower-tier requirements 
should come from internal teams [74].  Requirements adhering to governmental guideline 
for safety must always be addressed. Therefore, it is important to have a traceability of a 
source of requirements.  In the traditional approach, traceability of the source of a 
requirements is listed in separate document [74].  Literature suggest that information about 
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source should not be included into the requirements itself because it would be considered 
extraneous information [74].  However, a study has found that providing the source of a 
requirements has a positive impact on perceived criticality [75].  Thus, scrum stories with 
source of requirements embedded within the story would address more requirements.  
However, for this thesis the source of the requirements has been held constant with source 
provided for the requirements to be simple and of similar level (user level).  It is done to 
avoid any impact of source on the findings.  The source provided for the requirements were 
limited to as a wheelchair user, as an administrator, or as a desk user.  
2.2.2 Writing Requirements 
Writing requirements is necessary but a difficult task [74].  However, a format of 
writing a “traditional” requirements has assisted in easing the process of writing [74].  First, 
it must have a subject, a verb, relations statement, and a threshold with units [4], [74].  The 
verbs should be shall or should.  The word “shall” is used to indicate limiting nature off 
the requirements.  The word “should” indicate goals.  A requirement should have a 
relations statements like less than or equal to.  Also, it should have a minimum acceptable 
threshold with units.  A requirement should not have an “and/or” within the statement.  As 
well as common verbs like maximize and minimize.  Also, it should not start with an if 
statement.  This is because it rare for a system to work in an optimize way [4].  To write a 
sound requirement the following attributes must be taken into consideration.   
• Unambiguous – Should only have one interpretation 
• Understandable – must be clear 
• Correct – state something required in eyes of a stakeholder 
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• Concise  
• Traced – able to trace it to a specific document 
• Traceable – ability to trace it to a higher-level requirement 
• Design independent – does not hint to a particular solution but is 
independent of it.  
• Verifiable – it is defined to check for fulfillment 
In Table 2-4, examples of good and bad requirements are presented.  In the right 
column are the requirements, and in the left column, it states whether requirements are 
good or bad and their reason. 
Table 2-4 Example of good and bad requirements 
Requirements 
Good /Bad 
The emboss machine shall have a scarp rate that is less 
than 5%. 
Good 
The testing system shall cost less than 300 USD. 
Good 
The testing system shall be compatible with mac and/or 
PC. 
Bad- need to be specific 
(Mac or PC only, or both 
Mac and PC). 
The testing system shall weigh less than 30lb and cost 
less than 300 USD. 
Bad- Traceability issue when 
combing multiple 
requirement 
Scrum stories are unique to agile and are attempts to translate the voice of a 
customer into clear and testable requirements [11].  Ideally the stories are written on a 
sticky note or a note card that is stuck to the wall/ scrum board.  It is written on sticky note 
or note card because it can be easily rearranged in an order based dependency, uncertainty, 
importance, and lead time of the stories [15].  This are written by the product owner with 
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the help of technical teams and by the customer.  The Figure 2-9, typical requirements card/ 
sticky notes can be seen.  Also, stories have a rigid format where it answers the question 
of what it is, why they want it and who needs it.  The attributes for a good story are like 
that of an attribute found for traditional approach where it must be independent, be of a 
value to stakeholder, and testable.  The attributes that are different in scrum stories from 
traditional requirements are negotiable, estimable, and small.    
• Negotiable – should be able to re-written if needed (allows for flexibility) 
• Estimable – ability to estimate time of completion 
• Small – able to estimate easily 
Story or Requirement 
Title 











Figure 2-9 Requirements/Story Card 
2.2.3 Scrum Stories VS Traditional Requirements 
In a traditional design approach, multiple tools of documenting requirements are 
available.  The design literature introduced a checklist [9], quality function deployment 
(QFD) [1], [85], and a product definition and specification  (PDS) [86] tool to help 
document requirements.  In the scrum design process, a scrum story is written to convey 
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the needs [15].  Traditional requirements and scrum stories both captures the voice of the 
customer [1], [15], [78].  However, they are represented differently in terms of amount of 
context provided, seen in Table 2-5.  The stories provide a justification to the requirements.  
In traditional approach requirements are generated at the beginning of the process while 
for scrum the stories are evolving through the process.    
Table 2-5 An example representation of a traditional requirement and a scrum story 
(Contextual) 
Traditional Contextual Story 
The device must be manually operated. 
As a user, I would like the device to be 
manually operated so I can enjoy the 
peach picking process. 
In the traditional approach, requirements follow the format of:  
“The <system> <shall/must> <be/do> <modifiers>...”  
While scrum stories are written as: 
“As a < customer role or system > I want to < perform an action > so that I can 
<gain this benefit>.” 
A scrum story can be defragmented into who is this requirement for, what do they 
want, and why do they want it [15], [45].  Also, the stories are expected to evolve during 
the project life cycle while the traditional list of specifications is ideally fixed in the 
traditional waterfall approach [9], [87], [88].  Another major difference is that scrum stories 
provide justification and empathy for that requirements explicitly.  Empathy in design is 
recognized as useful for generating better understanding of the problem [89]–[91].  As the 
representation of requirements is the first major difference between the processes, it is vital 
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to explore the impact of the different representations on concept generation. From this point 
on scrum stories will be mentioned as contextual requirements.  
2.3 Use of Sketching in Design 
For conceptual design, there are many methods for generating ideas.  They are made 
up of various base components and are said to withstand various obstacles.  There are two types 
of representation used to convey information, textual and graphical [82].  For example, gallery 
method, story boarding, and c-sketching rely on graphical representations of the concepts 
while, Brainstorming, K-J method, checklists, and 6-3-5 employ textual means for capturing 
concepts.  It is believed that more often than not engineers are visual learners, hence, they work 
better with graphical representation [1].  The belief was tested and supported by [82].  It was 
concluded sketching is a preferred idea generation method during conceptual design [82].  
It is important to grasp the basic processes by which sketches assist design engineers.  
For instance, sketches help capture fleeting images from sketchers imagination, quickly and 
cheaply [92]–[94].  It converts imagination to physical drawing before the designer forgets 
[93], [94].  For that reason, it is believed to extend memory [1].  Also, sketches can resemble 
what the designer wants to create, thus amplifying designers’ imagination and provide insight 
to designer about its own idea [82], [84], [94].  Not only does sketch provide insight but it 
allows information to be communicated and be understand easily [82], [95]–[98].  Ease of 
understanding information help speeds up reasoning for design [1], [93], [97]–[99]. 
Sketches spatially group similar details [92].  As a result, design problems and solutions 
can be expressed concisely [1], [82], [95].  Thus, understanding information via graphical form 
is easier  and it speeds up reasoning as compared to information presented in textual form [82].  
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In visual thinking it is common for an individual to look for patterns, therefore, connections 
are made unconsciously in designer’s mind. Hence, the designer is able to extract information 
beyond what the original designer intended [81], [82].  Also, ambiguity in sketch creates an 
unexpected relationship that encourages design creativity. [82], [94].  Therefore, sketching is 
a good design tool for innovation and improvement in the ideation process [80], [93], [96], 
[99], [100].  Thus, a graphical sketch tool is used to assist the designer in generating quick 
ideas while being creative [101]. 
2.4 Research Goal 
The background provided in this chapter has shown some gaps in the literature.  It 
provides evidence of some of the success that the agile method has brought to SD where 
many large and small SD companies have implemented agile method [11], [69]. Even with 
the success of SD companies, HD have yet to accept agile process outside of few innovate 
and technology heavy based companies (Tesla, SpaceX, Bosch, Raytheon) [11], [16].  
However, implementation of agile method is complicated in HD, as mention in section 
2.1.3.  Therefore, this thesis explores the next option for companies wanting to implement 
agile.  Based on the literature review, first major difference between agile and traditional 
HD process is the representation of requirements.  The goal of this thesis is to investigate 
the impact that different representations of requirements (contextual versus traditional) 
have on conceptual sketch in terms of quantity, addressment, sketch detail, novelty, and 
variety.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
An experiment was conducted with senior level mechanical engineering students at 
Clemson University to explore how different representations of requirements influence the 
generation of conceptual sketches with respect to quantity, addressment, sketch detail, 
novelty, and variety of design solutions.  The research contained two design prompts and 
three design conditions (Problem Statement, Traditional, and Contextual).  The first 
condition is the problem statement, in which participants are given a problem statement 
with five embedded requirements written in a paragraph format.  Second, in the traditional 
condition, participants were given the same problem statement in addition to an expanded 
set of requirements written in a list format.  Lastly, the contextual representation is where 
the participants are given the problem statement and requirements written in the form of 
scrum stories.  The experiment was conducted using Qualtrics. In this experiment two 
design problem were utilized with three different conditions and two ways of sequencing.  
This yielded twelve different packets which were distributed to the participants with a 
predefined range.  The control group was only given the problem statement with embedded 
requirements.  The independent variable in this experiment is the different type of 
representation of requirements.  The dependent variable is the sketch generated from the 
problem given.  It is important to note that the use of sketch and applying the metric of 
sketch detail is subjected to vary based on participants drawing skills.  However, this was 
controlled by distributing packets at random.  Table 3-1 shows an overview of parameters 
and its method of control to avoid external impact on the study.  Further details for Design 
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Prompt, Participant, Experimental Environment, Packet Design and Procedure are 
discussed in the upcoming section.  The study was approved by the Clemson University 
Institutional Review Board (IRB). 
Table 3-1 Summary of observed parameter and its method of control 
Variable Method of Control 
Participant Experience 52 novice engineers from senior level design course 
Student Differences Packets were randomly distributed among students 
Motivation for Effort Created as a class assignment 
Quality of Education Same professor for all the participant 
Experimental Environment Unable to control due to COVID-19 
Requirement and Concept 
Generation Familiarity 
Lecture presented on requirements and concept generation 
before experiment 
Packet Equivalency Same two design problem used for all the packets and the same amount of time given for each design problem 
3.1 Experimental Environment 
The original goal was to conduct the experiment in class during class time to 
comfort and ease participant and to avoid any discrepancy in quality of solution generated 
by participant based.  However, due to COVID-19, students were confined to online 
schooling.  Therefore, there was no control on the different environments each student 
experienced while completing the exercise.  However, it can be assumed that each student 
was conducting the exercise in a familiar environment, much as they had done for other 
coursework in the virtual classes, therefore, they were comfortable in the environment they 
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completed the survey.  The class was taught by the same professor. Hence, participants 
have received the same amount of information on requirements and concept generation. 
Thus, allowing the design experiment to observe only the effect of the independent variable 
on the dependent.  
3.2 Design Prompt 
The design problems used in this study are drawn from previous design experiments 
[83], [102].  Total of twenty-nine design problems were reviewed and submitted to a 
similarity test; these problems can be seen in Appendix J.  These problem prompts were 
compiled from various research to conduct a study [103] to understand the role and 
importance of design problem in creative research. The list of problem was used to help 
decide upon the prompts.  Problem A was obtained from an experiment studying 
relationship between design methods, design activities, and creativity [83].  Problem B was 
selected from an experiment studying elicitation of requirements on idea generation in 
terms of requirement addressed [102].  These two problems were chosen based on how 
relatable the participants are with each topic.  Two design problems were employed to 
increase the number of data points and to allow for conducting within-participant analysis 
[104].  The problems were modified to fit the experimental design, seen in Table 3-2.  
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Table 3-2:  The two design problems 
Problem A: Work Desk Problem 
Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 which 
left her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate students are 
required to stay on campus their freshman year. Because of the rule, Emily will be 
staying in a dorm room on campus for the first year of her university career. Due to her 
disability and limited space in a dorm room, she has asked Clemson University to design 
a desk that will be able to alternate position and save space in the room. Having an ability 
to manipulate the desk to provide more surface area in the room will help Emily be safe 
and will be easy for her to navigate the room. She has few things that she would like the 
desk to have. First, it should have 2 states, desk state and non-desk state. Second, it 
should be manually operated and should take less than 10 seconds to go from state A to 
State B. Also, the desk should include a storage system for most commonly used office 
supplies (i.e., Pencil, paperclip, stapler etc.). The device must cost less than 100 dollars. 
Problem B: Peach Picking Problem 
Emma is a 19-year-old mechanical engineering student at Clemson. She suffered a car 
accident couple of years back which left her in a wheelchair. Before the accident Emma 
loved the outdoors and picking fruits with her family. During the next summer break, 
she and her family have decided to go picking peaches. Since she is in a wheelchair, she 
has a limited range of reach, especially for height. Due to this limitation, she cannot 
experience the pleasure of picking peaches with her family. For her 20th birthday her 
family has decided to surprise her with a device that will help her pick peaches while in 
a wheelchair. The family has asked Clemson University to help design a device that will 
allow Emma, who is in a wheelchair, to experience the joy of picking peaches from the 
tree with her whole family. The family has few things in mind that they would like the 
device to accomplish. They would like the device to be manually operated and it should 
be attached to the wheelchair. Also, it should not damage the fruit and fall on the ground 
while picking. Also, the device should not cost more than 100 dollars. 
After the modification of the design problem, the two problems were subjected to 
similarity tests using various metrics [104].  These similarity tests were conducted on 
structural aspect of the design prompt.  The metrics employed to analyses similarity 
between design problems are the number of word count, the number of characters, the 
number of sentences, the number of embedded functions, the prompt reading level, and 
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others seen in Table 3-3.  The chosen problems are not technical.  It is done to ensure 
novice engineers can understand and interpret each problem statement easily.  Problem A 
and Problem B are both shy of 200 words, with 2.5% difference between each of them.  
The Flesh’s reading level to be at 64.  The characters and the number of sentences are 
similar, with problem B having one more sentences and 60 more characters than problem 
A.  Design problems A and B each have five embedded functions.  The summary of the 
similarity test is found in Table 3-3. For this study, the difference ranges from 0% to 8.3% 
which is relatively low. Therefore, it can be concluded that the problems are similar based 
on structure of the problem.  
Table 3-3 Similarity test summary 





Word Count 191 196 2.5 % 
Characters 860 920 6.5 % 
Paragraphs 1 1 0 % 
Sentences 11 12 8.3 % 
Words per Sentences 17.4 16.4 6.1 % 
Characters per word 4.5 4.7 4.3 % 
Flesch Reading EAS 64.8 64.7 0.15 % 
Grade Level* 8.9 8.3 7.22 % 
Number of 
Requirements 5 5 0 % 
* Rating for Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 
Requirements developed for Problem A and Problem B are illustrated in Table 3-4 
and Table 3-5, respectivelyError! Reference source not found..  Each traditional 
requirement is reformulated into a scrum story styled requirement.  It can be seen that 
additional words are required for recasting the requirements into the contextualized format, 
but the meaning of each requirement has been held constant.  Ten requirements were 
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derived for each problem, drawn directly from the original sources when possible. The 
problem statement condition has five embedded functions, while traditional and contextual 
representations have ten requirements given.  In Table 3-4 and Table 3-5, the rows that are 
light grey in color are embedded within the problem statement. 
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Table 3-4 Requirements for Problem A 
Traditional Contextual (Scrum stories) 
The system must have 2 state, 
desk state and non-desk state. 
As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to have 
2 state, desk and non-desk state so that I can 
maximize the space in my dorm room. 
The system must be manually 
operated. 
As an administrator, I would like the system to be 
manually operated so that the electrical bill and the 
maintenance cost is minimum. 
The system must take ≤10 
seconds to go from state A to 
state B and vise-versa. 
As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to take 
≤ 10 seconds to go from state A to State B and vise-
verse so that I can quickly transition from minimum 
space to maximum for mobility freedom. 
The system must cost ≤ 100 
dollars. 
As an administrator, I would like the system to cost 
≤100 dollars so that it can be installed in all the ADA 
rooms. 
The system must be safe to 
operate. 
As an administrator, I would like the system to be 
safe to operate so that it can be safe from liability. 
The system must require ≤ 10-
pound force (lbf) to transition 
from state A to state B and 
vise-versa. 
As a user in a wheelchair user, I would like the 
system to require ≤ 10 pounds force(10lbf) so that I 
do not strain my back when transitioning from State 
A to state B and vise-versa. 
The system must store 
commonly used office items. 
As a desk user, I would like the system to have 
storage for most used office supplies so that I have a 
quick access to the supplies. 
When in desk mode, the 
system must not exceed 4.5 
ft2. 
As a wheelchair user I would like the system to not 
exceed 4.5 ft2 when in desk mode so that I have the 
maximum tabletop area to work 
The system must be easy to 
operate. 
As an administrator I would like the system to be 
easy to operate so that no training or a manual is 
needed for students in wheelchairs. 
When in non-desk mode, they 
system must limit its footprint 
to be less than 1ft2. 
As a wheelchair user, I would like the footprint to ≤1 
ft2 when in non-desk mode so that I can maximize the 
space in the dorm room for mobility. 
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Table 3-5 Requirements for problem B 
Traditional Contextual (Scrum stories) 
The device must be 
manually operated 
As a user, I would like the device to be manually 
operated so I can enjoy the peach picking process. 
The device must attach to a 
wheelchair. 
As a wheelchair user, I would like the device to be 
attached to the wheelchair so it can be a part of me as I 
move down the orchard. 
The device must not 
damage the peaches. 
As a user, I would like the device to not damage peaches, 
so that the peaches can be harvested and use for 
consumption. 
The device must pick 
multiple peaches at a time. 
As a user, I would like the device to pick multiple 
peaches at a time so that it is less time consuming to pick 
peaches. 
The device must prevent 
peaches from falling on to 
the ground. 
As a user, I would like the device to prevent Peaches 
from falling on to the ground so that no damage is done 
to the peaches and are harvestable. 
The device must reach 
from the range of 10 ft to 
12 ft in height. 
As a wheelchair user, I would like the device to reach 
from the range of 10 ft to 12 ft in height so that I can 
reach the harvest while maintaining a proper seating 
posing in my wheelchair. 
The device must cost ≤ 
100 dollars 
As a customer, I would like device to cost ≤ 100 dollars 
so that I can afford it. 
The device must be safe to 
operate. 
As a company, I would like the device to be safe to 
operate so that we are safe from liability. 
The force requires to 
operate the device must be 
≤ 10 pound force (lbf). 
As a wheelchair user, I would like the force required to 
operate the device to be ≤ 10 pound force (lbf) so that it 
does not becoming strenuous on myself. 
The device must fit in a 
minivan. 
As user, I would like the device to fit in a minivan so that 
I can transport the device from orchard to orchard. 
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3.3 Condition 
This thesis explores the impact of different requirements on concept sketch.  Each 
student was assigned two design problems (section 3.2) under three variants of 
requirements representation: 1) a problem statement alone, 2) problem statement + 
“traditional” requirements, and 3) problem statement + “contextual” requirements.  Based 
on these three conditions, two design problems, and two way of sequencing the problems, 
twelve experimental packets were developed.  Each problem has three possibility of 
representation.  First, problem statement alone, for instance Problem A only.  Second, 
problem statement with traditional requirements list.  For example, Problem A and 
traditional requirement list found in the left column of Table 3-4.  Third possibility is a 
problem statement with contextual representation.  For example, Problem A and contextual 
requirements found in the right column of Table 3-4.  These possibilities are repeated for 
Problem B.  Each of the variant of problems with its specific requirements can be seen in 
Appendix A.  In Table 3-6, packet distribution is visible with its corresponding design 
problem and condition.  From left to right, the first column introduces packet numbers, the 
next states which design problem will be encountered first by the participant, then the 
condition presented with the first design problem.  Next columns introduce the second 
problem that the participant will encounter with the condition of the design problem 
following next.  From packet 1 to packet 6, problem A is given first.  Then for the next six 
packets (7-12), it is given second.  This was done to control advantages or disadvantages, 
if any are present, based on the sequencing of problems addressed by participants.  For 
packet one, Problem A is given first with the condition of problem statement, then Problem 
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B is given second with the requirements condition of traditional list.  For packet eight, 
Problem B is given first with the condition of problem statement, then Problem A is given 
second with the contextual condition. 
Table 3-6 Twelve packets with its corresponding design problems (A & B) and 
conditions (Problem Statement or Traditional or Contextual) 




1 A Problem St. B Traditional 00-08 6 
2 A Problem St. B Contextual 09-16 2 
3 A Traditional B Problem St. 17-25 5 
4 A Traditional B Contextual 26-33 4 
5 A Contextual B Problem St. 34-42 3 
6 A Contextual B Traditional 43-50 2 
7 B Problem St. A Traditional 51-59 3 
8 B Problem St. A Contextual 60-67 5 
9 B Traditional A Problem St. 68-75 6 
10 B Traditional A Contextual 76-83 6 
11 B Contextual A Problem St. 84-91 5 
12 B Contextual A Traditional 92-99 5 
Key: 
P# = Packet Number 
P1 = Problem 1  
RR1 = Requirement representation condition for Problem 1 
P2 = Problem 2 
RR2 = Requirement representation condition for Problem 2 
3.4 Participant 
This experiment was conducted with participants from the fourth year of 
mechanical engineering at Clemson University.  All 52 participants were selected from one 
class (ME4010, Mechanical Engineering Design course) and taught by a single professor 
in the same section.  The instructor was not directly involved in this research as either an 
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advisor or researcher.  ME4010 is a project-oriented course and was deliberately chosen 
since a basic understanding of the design process was needed.  Thus, could be considered 
novice engineers.  Other studies have used this population in past experiments [84], [105]–
[110].  Moreover, as this is a required course, self-selection is not a factor to consider with 
respect to the participants being representative of the general population of early career 
engineers or late career undergraduates.  The participants were randomly assigned one of 
the twelve packets, seen in Table 3-6.  The last two digits of each participant's Clemson 
Identification number (CUID #) was used to distribute the packets with a predefine range 
to avoid any bias.  As the study was conducted online, it was necessary to develop a 
predetermined distribution approach.  The random assignment of the packets was done to 
avoid any discrepancy in individual differences between participants.  The resulting 
distribution is seen in Table 3-7.   This was not an equal distribution experiment. The 
participants were not awarded any extra credit but were motivated by assigning the survey 
as a regular class assignment.  This was done to eliminate any potential bias in the quality 
of solutions generated by participants.  
Table 3-7 Distribution of students (condition and problem) 
Problem Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
A 19 17 16 
B 16 20 16 
Total 35 37 32 
This study included 52 participants.  Each participant was identified by a unique 
self-generated code.  The identifier code was created by following the following 
instructions: 
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“Please provide the first two letters of your mother’s first name followed by 
the date of the month and day you were born on (2 digits). Also, add your 
last 2 digits of your CU-ID # following the date of the month and day you 
were born on.  For example, my mother’s first name is Isabella and I was 
born on the fifth of July. Also, my CU-ID # = C31478187.  Therefore, 
Unique ID would be: IS040587” 
The use of a unique code allowed participants to remain anonymous while also 
allowing the researcher to identify each participant.  No two codes created by the 
participant were the same.  
3.5 Procedure 
The experiment was conducted virtually due to Covid-19.  A survey software, 
Qualtrics, was employed to aid in supervising the experiment and collecting the data.  The 
first step of this experiments is for participants to grant consent.  Once the participants 
accepted the consent form, seen in Appendix K, they are directed to another page with the 
instruction of the experiments, unique identifier, and CUID #.  Instructions are provided 
with opportunity to contact the study administrator with questions via chat.  Participants 
are told to gather ~10-15 pages of copy paper and a dark pen for the sketching activity.  
They are told that the activity will take approximately 60 minutes.  Then participants are 
instructed to generate unique identifier and are provided with how to generate a unique 
identifier so that submitted sketches can be aligned with individual participants while 
maintaining anonymity of the participant.  Once they have provided the unique identifier 
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(seen in previous section), they are asked for the last two digits of their Clemson 
Identification number.  The question that is asked to the participants is as followed: 
“What range does your last 2 digits of your CU-ID # fall under 
I.e.=C3147818, last 2 digits = 87, therefor it falls under 84-91 range.” 
As shown above, participants must provide consent, a unique identifier, and the last 
two digits of their CU-ID before moving on.  A unique identifier, created from first two 
letters of participant mother’s name, birth month and day, and last two digits of CU-ID, is 
used to avoid bias when analyzing the data.  With last two digits of the CU-ID, participants 
can be assigned to a specific packet and to their corresponding experimental conditions 
(Table 3-6).  The student is provided the first problem prompt and requirement list as 
prescribed by the packet.  Participants are timed automatically with a built-in timer in 
Qualtrics. A countdown timer was placed at the top and the bottom of the page for ease of 
time observation.  A countdown is provided for 30 minutes of sketching solutions based 
on the provided information.  Once the timer ends, it will automatically change over to the 
next page.  Participants are unable to go back a page because it will restart the timer 
allowing for no control of the duration of the experiment.  After the design problem, 
participants are directed to upload the sketches.  A minimum of one and a maximum of ten 
sketch submission spots per problem were given.  The student is provided the second 
problem prompt and requirement list as prescribed by the packet.  Again, 30 minutes are 
allowed to generate and submit the sketches. The flow of the survey is shown in Figure 
3-1.  
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Figure 3-1 Flow of the survey 
The survey flow is provided in Figure 3-1.  First, all participants are directed to a 
consent form and can only move on in the survey if they provide consent.  Then instruction 
is provided, the unique identifier is generated, and the last two digits are provided by 
participants.  Participants are filter to one of the six problem provided.  As seen in Figure 
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3-1, there are six possibilities of a design problem with its two-corresponding range of the 
last two digits of CU-ID #.  After completion of the first problem, participants are asked to 
submit the sketches.  Then based on the CU-ID # second problem is assigned.  In Figure 
3-1 this can be seen by following the arrow which are label and color coordinated.  The 
symbol of a circle with an x inscribed within the figure means “and”, as in, the participants 
must submit sketches and move on to next problem.  
An example of a prompt can be seen below where for first problem, Problem A 
with a requirement list is provided (Figure 3-2).  For second problem, Problem B with 
contextual requirements is given (Figure 3-3).  This is to show what a participant would 
see if they received the packet 4, discussed in section 3.3 and provided in Table 3-6.  The 
comparison for words per problem can be seen in Table 3-8.  The time to read is calculated 
based on 300 words per minute average for high school educated individuals [111].  
Table 3-8 Total words and time it takes to read each problem 
Condition Total Words Time to Read [s] 
Problem A: Problem 
Statement 236 47.2 
Problem A: Problem 
Statement + traditional 
Requirements 
355 71 
Problem A: Problem 
Statement + contextual 
requirements 
527 105.4 
Problem B: Problem 
Statement 240 48 
Problem B: Problem 
Statement + traditional 341 68.2 
Problem B: Problem 




   
The data show that problem A with problem statements and contextual 
requirements takes the longest time to read, with 105.4 seconds, or approximately 11.7 
percent of the time allotted, fifteen minutes, for completion of the experiment.  The shortest 
amount of time is spent on is Problem A with just problem statements.  However, it can be 
assumed that there were no advantages to reading fewer words as opposed to reading many 
words.  This can be concluded because a pilot study was carried out for this purpose.  
During the pilot study, no comments were received regarding the fact that fifteen minutes 
was insufficient for any of the conditions.  
The pilot study was carried out in an online senior design course (ME4010) during 
the summer of 2020.  For the pilot study, the distribution method, the procedure, and the 
design prompt mentioned above were held constant.  The purpose of the study was to 
understand the flow of the survey and the data collection procedure.  Also, it was to 
investigate the time required for the experiment.  It was critical to generate survey traffic 
to understand the survey's flow.  Therefore, participants were given extra credit for 
completing the survey.  Finding from the pilot study suggested that fifteen minutes were 
sufficient for the design problem, resulting in a total work time of 30 minutes for the 
experiments, excluding sketch upload time.  The data collection was going as planned.  In 
the end, the pilot study aided in the improvement of the survey's flow and operation of 
survey.  Other important insights gained from pilot studies include: 1) gaining a better 
understanding of the survey software, Qualtrics, 2) not allowing students to go back, 3) not 
allowing students to save and continue later, and 4) adding the ability to upload pdf. 
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Figure 3-2 Problem A with requirements list 
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Figure 3-3 Problem B with Contextual requirements 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The experiment that was designed and discussed in CHAPTER Three was 
conducted within ten days.  As a result, a total of 186 concept sketches were generated by 
52 participants.  This chapter describes how these results are analyzed to evaluate the 
influence and impact that the representation of the requirements has on several relevant 
idea generation metrics.  The metrics used to evaluate the sketched in this study are 
quantity, addressment, sketch detail, novelty, and variety.  The result of each of the metrics 
and its methodology is explained in the following section. In the Table 4-1, data resolution 
and unit of analysis is shown.   
Table 4-1 Data resolution and unit analysis performed per metrics 
Metric Resolution Unit of Analysis 
Quantity Participant Counting 
Addressment Participant Identifying with Protocol 
Sketch Detail Participant Computer software 
Novelty Requirements Identifying with Protocol 
Variety  Requirements Identifying with Protocol 
4.1 Set Equivalency 
Based on the procedure explained in CHAPTER Three, 186 concept sketches were 
generated by 52 participants.  First, an analysis was done to determine whether sequencing 
of the problems influences results.  This was done with between participant using analysis 
of the variance test (ANOVA) at a significance level of 0.05. This test concluded no 
influence was recorded based on the sequencing of the problems and that the impact was 
originated from representation of requirements.  Results showed that there was no 
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statistical difference when evaluating the population of students receiving Problem A first 
or Problem B first.  Table 4-2 shows the result of the ANOVA test and further detail can 
be found in Appendix C.  With these preliminary tests, further analysis was done to explore 
the creativity metrics of quantity, addressment, sketch detail, novelty, and variety.  Further, 
it was shown that there are significant differences in results based on the requirement 
representation as presented in sections to follow.  
Table 4-2 Summary for Equivalency test 
Condition Quantity Addressment Sketch Detail Novelty Variety 
WD – PP2 0.496 0.761 0.116 0.738 0.455 
WD – PP1 0.843 0.276 0.929 0.256 0.162 
PP1 – WD2 0.814 0.160 0.155 0.707 0.305 
PP2 – WD2 0.522 0.604 0.636 0.094 0.729 
 
4.2 Quantity Results 
In this study, quantity is the total number of sketches generated by each participant 
from the given design problem.  Quantity is chosen because it is claimed that generating 
more ideas will lead to a greater probability of generating better ideas [1], [19], [20].  It 
was found there were multiple sketched within a single submission. Also, single sketch 
across multiple submission.  Therefore, a coding method was created to separate the sketch. 
The methodology is explained in section 4.2.1.  
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4.2.1 Coding Methodology for Quantity 
The participants submitted sketches in a pdf or an image file.  A minimum of one 
file was required for a participant to move on to the next step.  Many participants submitted 
multiple image files.  However, some participants submitted a single pdf file containing 
multiple pages.  A pdf file is converted into an image file (.jpg) using Adobe, where each 
page is counted as one image file.  For example, a pdf file with five pages converts into 
five separate image files (.jpg).  Each file counts as one sketch unless otherwise stated by 
the participant as concept one or next concept within one file or across multiple files.  If 
multiple concepts is identified by the participants within one file, then the file is split.  If a 
concept is stated to span multiple files, the files are combined and count as one sketched 
solution.  In this way, the quantity metric is objective, with no need for the researcher to 
interpret the data.   
After isolation of files, sketches are subject to an evaluation for their validity.  To 
be valid, a sketch must address at least one requirement found in the design problem.  If a 
sketch is not related to or addressing the design problem, then it is not counted.  For 
example, if the participant submitted three concepts corresponding to one, five, and zero 
requirements addressed, then the quantity value of two is given.  This verification of 
submission can introduce some subjectivity to the quantity metric.  Inter-rater tests are 
described for the addressment metric and will be discussed in the following section.  In 
Table 4-3, the result of total number of sketches generated per condition and per problem 
is shown.  
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Table 4-3 Total number of sketches per condition and per design problem 
Problem Problem Statement Traditional Contextual  
1 42 28 26 
2 29 34 27 
Total 71 62 53 
4.2.2 Quantity Analysis 
Once all the concept sketches for each participant were counted and recorded, it 
was then tested whether the number of sketches generated by an individual differ between 
each test condition.  An analysis of variance (ANOVA; α= 0.05) was used to examine 
whether there was a significant difference in two of the three experimental conditions.  It 
was hypothesized, both the traditional and the contextual representations of requirements 
would result in a greater number of conceptual sketches being generated as opposed to the 
condition problem statement.  A p-value of 0.227, on the other hand, indicates that there is 
no statistically significant difference in the number of sketches generated by any of the 
experimental conditions.  In Table 4-4, a summary of quantitative analysis is shown. 
Table 4-4 Summary of Quantity value 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Problem Statement 35.0 71.0 2.03 1.44 
Traditional 37.0 62.0 1.68 0.89 
Contextual 32.0 53.0 1.66 0.68 
Table 4-5 provides an overview of the ANOVA results.  
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Table 4-5 ANOVA result for Quantity 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 3.05 2.00 1.52 1.50 0.223 3.09 
Within Groups 102. 101 1.01    
       
Total 105. 103     
Although there is no statistically significant difference in the quantity of concept 
generated, on average, the problem statement condition yielded a higher number of concept 
sketches per student, 2.03, as opposed to the traditional representation, 1.68, and contextual 
representation with 1.66 concept sketches per student.  It is important to note that there is 
no adverse effect on the number of concept sketches generated by having contextual 
requirements or traditional requirements.  
4.3 Addressment Results 
The second metric used to analyze the sketches is addressment.  The addressment 
metric focuses on how many requirements the solution addresses [84], [105].  It is difficult 
to predict the ability of a solution to meet a requirement early in conceptual design [98].  A 
solution sketch might address one, a few, or all of the requirements.  Ideally, subsequent 
design tasks would include extracting solution fragments (or means) and creating 
morphological charts for combinatorial exploration of integrated solutions [112], [113].  
Sketches that address more requirements are of greater value than those addressing fewer 
requirements as they can be segmented in the future into more fragments.  Further, as 
requirements are used to evaluate the solution, those sketches that address more 
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requirements are more complete [1]–[3], [9].  In this study, assessment measures, number 
of requirements addressed by the participant. 
4.3.1 Coding Methodology for Addressment 
Each concept sketch generated by the participant was subjected to addressment 
evaluation.  Only requirements that were explicitly stated or identified by the designer were 
counted with an example of the prescribed protocol for problem A is illustrated in Table 
4-6. An example of what is deem as an addressment of a requirement is provided following 
the coding protocol, seen in Figure 4-1. 
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Table 4-6 Addressment protocol for Problem A 
Requirements Comments/Explanation 
2 state, Desk and Non-
Desk 
The sketch must include visual sign of two separate state of 
the desk, or it must describe how the desk will accomplish 
the goal of being in desk state and non-desk state. As well as 
state if the requirement is mention. 
Manually Operated The sketch must mention or include visual sign that indicate 
manual operation. For instance, having a handlebar, rope, 
and/or cable to push or pull the desk for it to transition 
between states.  
≤ 10 seconds to go from 
state A to State B and 
vise-verse 
The sketch must contain details about the time it takes form 
state A to State B and vise-versa or it state it will take less 
time. For example, its stats device takes less than 10 seconds 
or quick transition between state A and B.  
Cost ≤ $100 The sketch must explicitly state that it cost less than $100.00 
or list the requirement next to sketch. Also, it can use 
adjective like cheap, inexpensive, low-priced, economical, 
and affordable.  
Safe to Operate The sketch must include visual or textual evident of safety. 
Also, it can include a method or feature that prevent injury, 
maintain safe environment. For instance, a locking 
mechanism, way to control motion (track, guide, etc.), 
warnings label and/or document, safety manual, etc.  
Require ≤ 10-pound 
force (lbf) to transition 
from state A to state B 
and vise-versa 
The sketch must contain a visual or textual evidence of 
assistant to the user. For instance, the sketch that contains 
motion control/assisted motion (lift, motorize, etc.), 
lightweight material, etc. 
Have Storage The sketch must include visible sign of the storage system. 
Also, it can include descriptive words like compartment, 
storage, drawer, etc.  
4.5 ft2 when in desk 
mode 
The sketch must include rectangular or parallelogram 
shape/drawing, mention table or desk and include 
dimensions. For instance, the dimension of 4.5 ft by 1 ft, 3 ft 
by 1.5 ft or any other combination or shape.  
Easy to Operate The sketch must include visible or textual evidence that 
suggest ease of use. For example, a sketch that contains 
switches, buttons, or assistance in operating or minimal 
operation to transition from state A to state B.  
Footprint of ≤ 1 ft2 when 
in a Non-desk mode 
The sketch must contain a textual evidence of minimal 
footprint. For instance, the sketch contains dimension or 
description like flatten to floor or wall, flush, 
“folds/collapse/flip/disassemble/etc. for space saving”, etc.  
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For the requirement that the system should have multiple states (Desk and Non-
desk) for Problem A, it must be visually or textually shown.  Consider the concept sketch 
in Figure 4-1.  In this sketch, the participant has clearly stated that there are two conditions 
by showing the solution folded and unfolded.  Thus, this sketch is deemed to be addressing 
requirement that the system should have multiple states.  
 
Figure 4-1 Example of addressment of requirement 
An inter-rater reliability test was done with two coders to test the scheme.  The 
Cohen’s kappa result was 0.82 and was deemed acceptable.  This is similar to previous 
tests of similar codes for addressment [84].  A single rater was then used to evaluate all the 
sketches. 
4.3.2 Addressment Analysis 
Sketches are examined for addressment using the protocol mentioned above.  The 
overall results are found in Table 4-7. 
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Table 4-7 Addressment summary for each test condition 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Problem Statement 71.0 198 2.79 1.23 
Traditional 62.0 209 3.37 1.85 
Contextual 53.0 193 3.64 2.11 
A statistically significant difference in requirements addressed within each test 
group was hypothesized.  An ANOVA (α=0.05) is performed between all of the test 
conditions to verify the hypothesis.  Table 4-8 shows the result of ANOVA.  
Table 4-8 An ANOVA summary for Addressment 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F-crit 
Between Groups 24.0 2.00 12.0 8.57 0.0003 3.05 
Within Groups 256. 183 1.40    
       
Total 280. 185     
From the analysis of variance, a p-value of 0.0003 was obtained.  It indicates a 
significant difference between at least two out of three pairs of the test conditions.  To 
determine which pairs are significantly different, a post-hoc Fisher's Least Significant 
Difference (LSD) test was conducted.  Table 4-9 shows the result obtain from LSD method. 












Problem St. 0.582 0.206 
(0.176, 
0.988) 2.83 0.005 
Contextual – 
Problem St. 0.853 0.215 
(0.429, 
1.28) 3.97 0.000 
Contextual - 
Traditional 0.271 0.221 
(-0.166, 
0.708) 1.22 0.223 
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According to Fisher’s LSD, the problem statement condition is statistically 
different from the contextual and the traditional representation with a p-value of 0.000 and 
0.005, respectively.  This suggests that there is an influence of having requirements in 
contextual or traditional form increases the likelihood of a participant to address 
requirements within the sketches.  However, no significant difference was observed 
between the contextual and the traditional representation in terms of requirements 
addressed per sketch.  It was observed that the contextual representation (3.64 
requirements) addresses higher number of requirements compare to traditional 
requirements (3.37). The contextual and the traditional representation addresses a higher 
number of requirements as opposed to the problem statement condition (2.79 
requirements).  To conclude, the representation of requirements does have an impact on 
requirement address within the conceptual sketch. The result can be seen in Appendix E. 
4.4 Sketch Detail Results 
The third metric used to evaluate the sketch is sketch detail.  Sketch detail is defined 
in terms of line, shading, and annotation [93], [97], [114].  It is used to analyze sketches 
because it provides a quantifiable difference in the quality of the sketch [93].  The detailing 
metric found in [93] has five levels.  The simplest sketches where only the physical 
principle is shown without any other detail is level one.  The most detailed sketch is a three-
dimensional view including shading, colors, dimensions, and annotation is level five.  The 
coding scheme for detail is subjective.  For instance, for level three the protocol state 
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“dimension might be apparent” [93].  For this study, a sketch image analysis tool is 
developed to mitigate the subjectivity. 
4.4.1 Coding Methodology for Sketch Detail 
Python is used to develop the code that returns a sketch detail value between 0 and 
250,000.  The flow of code is presented later in this section and the script can be seen in 
Appendix F.  All sketches are converted into an image file before they are analyzed.  Then 
all image files are all visually inspected by a ratter to check if an image needs processing.  
The processing of an image may be necessary due to the objectivity of the analysis.  The 
coding does not distinguish between an image with a border around the sketch inserted by 
an external source (scanning app), an image drawn on notebook paper with lines (Figure 
4-2), or any other unnecessary information presented with the sketch in an image unrelated 
to the design solution.  Therefore, a quick visual inspection of sketches is necessary.  
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Figure 4-2 Example of sketch submitted that was processed before analysis 
To assist the rater in deciding when and how to process an image, a protocol is 
developed and is seen in Table 4-10.  
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Table 4-10 Sketch detail protocol for image processing 
Reason Action to take 
Large border 
A border is created by a 
scanning app on a phone, 
picture is taken from too far 
out 
Crop an image 
Crop an image until the border is 
eliminated and the edge of an 
image is at the edge of the paper, or 
edge of an image is at the edge of 
the farthest line or mark created by 
the designer 
Unnecessary lines 
(notebook paper, graph 
paper, other marks not 
related to design solution) 
Trace the sketch 
Use a computer or a pen with a 
same thickness as a pencil and 
trace the image 
Border or part of an image 
is dark could be due to 
lighting or miss alignment 
of sketch when taking a 
picture 
and the code will be 
mistaken it for a line/ 
shading/ annotation 
Trace the sketch and 
apply a filer (only if 
it is traced on a 
computer) 
Using a computer or a pen, with a 
same thickness as of pencil, trace 
the image. Then apply a filter if it 
is trace on a computer. (Figure 4-3) 
If the sketch is traced on a new 
copy aper no filter is needed. 
Unable to see the sketch. 
(Sketch too light) Trace the sketch 
Using a computer or a pen, with a 
same thickness as of pencil, trace 
the image 
Multiple concepts in one 
image Split an image 
Split an image into multiple images 
(same number as number of 
concept present). A copy of an 
image is made and cropped into the 
concept size. The border of each 
image is set at the farthest line or 
mark for that specific concept. 
 
In a case presented in Figure 4-2, using the protocol, the image will be cropped near 
the edge of the farthest line or mark created by the designer of the sketch.  Then it will be 
traced over to highlight the sketch.  Finally, a filter will be applied.  The picture in Figure 
4-2 will convert into an image shown in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3 An Imager ready to be analyzed 
Once all the images have been visually inspected and needed images have been 
processed, the automated analysis can be completed.  All sketches are compiled into a 
folder, then passed through the script.  The steps of the script are:   
1. Creates an output .CSV file where output value of sketch detail, file name, and 
size of the image are stored. 
2. Creates the list of all the files ending in .jpg, .png, and .jpeg 
3. Converts the image into a black and white  
4. Resize to 500 x 500 
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5. Evaluates each pixel 
6. Pixel value below or equal to 128 is converted to 0 (black pixel) 
7. Pixel value above 128 is converted to 255 (white pixel)  
8. Creates an image using the new pixel array and saves under the same name 
with added extension “_BW.png”  
9. Reads the new image (_BW.png) for all the black pixel 
10. Writes the .CSV file with the file name, output black pixel value and image 
size.  
11. From step 3 to step 8 the given code is written in a loop and will run until all 
the file in the list (created in step 2) has been evaluated using the script.  
Finally, a .csv file containing all the file names and their raw sketch detail values is 
created.  The raw value does not correspond to the solution's true sketch detail value.  The 
size of the image being analyzed determines the true sketch detail value.  As a result, a 
larger image provides more room for discussion [93].  Therefore, a size factor is added.  A 
true value for sketch detail is found using the equation:  
𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑆𝐷𝑉) = 𝑟𝑎𝑤 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑅𝑉) ∗ 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜 (𝑆𝐹) 
Where the size factor is between zero and five, and the raw sketch value is from 0 
to 250,000.  The largest image with dimension 3456 x 4608 will have the largest space for 
discussion, therefore, a factor value of 5 is assigned.  The smallest size of an image is 1000 
x 451, which corresponds to a size factor of 1.  In between size factors are assigned based 
on linear interpolation of maximum and minimum size of the image 
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4.4.2 Sketch Detail Analysis 
After the analysis of all the sketches was completed (Table 4-11), an ANOVA test 
was used to determine whether there was a significant difference between any experimental 
conditions in terms of the amount of sketch detail present.  
Table 4-11 Summary of Sketch Detail analysis 
Groups Count Sum (x105) Average (x104) Variance (x107) 
Problem Statement 71.0 8.39 1.18 3.77 
Traditional 62.0 7.21 1.16 4.31 
Contextual 53.0 5.59 1.05 2.43 
Based on the result obtain from ANOVA (Table 4-12), it can be concluded that 
there is no statistical difference in any of the experimental conditions with the p-value of 
0.469.  However,  Table 4-11 shows Contextual representation of requirements averages 
lower than the problem statement and the traditional representations of requirements. It is 
important to note that the finding is inconclusive. However, the difference state above can 
be studied in future experiments. 
Table 4-12 ANOVA summary for Sketch Detail 
Source of Variation SS (x107) df MS (x107) F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 5.43 2 2.71 0.760 0.469 3.05 
Within Groups 653 183 3.57    
       
Total 659 185     
4.5 Novelty Results 
The fourth metric observed was novelty.  Novelty is an indicator of how unusual or 
unexpected an idea is compared to other ideas [19], [20], [77].  According to [19], a higher 
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number of novel ideas indicates more exploration of the design space, which increases the 
chances of finding a unique or an innovative design solution.  As a result, an improvement 
or innovation of a product will take place.  The development of new and improved products 
will benefit society [83], [115].  Since the goal of product design is to innovate and be 
creative, it is vital to consider novelty [77].  For the goal of improvement and innovation, 
a higher novelty is desired [115].  A solution is novel if the likelihood of discovering a 
concept fragment within the entire population of the sample is low.  In this study, a solution 
fragment was novel if it was presented in sketches by less than three participants or less 
than five percent of the entire sample population [84], [105].  As a result, an a posteriori 
analysis was conducted. 
4.5.1 Coding Methodology for Novelty 
To aid in coding concept sketch, a protocol was developed to identify solution 
fragments from all the concept sketches.  An example of a protocol of what can be 
constitute as a solution fragment for Problem B is shown in Table 4-13. 
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Table 4-13 Novelty Protocol for Problem B 
Requirements Comments/Explanation 
Manually Operated The sketch must mention or include visual sign that indicate 
manual operation. For instance, the sketch contains a trigger to 
squeeze, having a rope, cable to push or pull, etc.  
attach to a wheelchair The sketch must contain a visual or textual evidence that 
indicate devise is connected to wheelchair. For instance, the 
device is strapped, clamp, bolted, pinned etc.  
not damage the peaches The sketch must contain a method or feature that prevents 
damage to the peaches. For instant the sketch indicates peaches 
are cushioned when being cut, shield, to fall in after its being 
cut, soft material is used to grab the peach, or vacuum suction, 
etc.  
pick multiple peaches at a 
time 
The sketch must provide evidence of multiple peaches being 
picked either visually or textually. For instance, to hold the 
picked peaches the sketch includes net, basket, compartment, 
etc.  
prevent peaches from 
falling on to the ground. 
The sketch must imply textually or visually that peach will not 
falling on the ground after being cut. For instance, the sketch 
contains a basket under blade, claw that holds a peach, a gripper, 
etc.  
reach from the range of 10 ft 
to 12 ft in height. 
The sketch must signify the device can reach the height of 10 to 
12 feet. It can be done by stating the range of the devices, or by 
type of rod like telescopic, adjustable, extendable etc. 
cost ≤ 100 dollars The sketch must explicitly state that it cost less than $100.00 or 
imply the device is cheap by listing cheap material. For 
example, it can use adjective like cheap, inexpensive, low-
priced, economical etc.  
safe to operate The sketch must suggest a method or a feature that prevent 
injury and maintain safe environment. For instance, the sketch 
denotes the word “safe to use”.  
requires ≤ 10 pound force 
(lbf) to operate the device  
The sketch must contain a visual or textual evidence of assistant 
to the user. For instance, the sketch that assisted motion (lift, 
motorize, etc.), lightweight material, motion control (spring 
assist) etc. 
fit in a minivan The sketch must contain an evidence that will indicate the 
device will fit in minivan. For instance, its small enough to fit, 
specifically state the device dimension etc.  
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A similar protocol was also developed for Problem A to identify solution fragments, 
seen in Table 4-14.  The coder is advised to follow the following guideline with the protocol 
for each of the design problem: 
• Must be clearly be identified or presented by the designer to count as fragment. 
• Can address the requirement with multiple fragments 
• A fragment can address multiple requirements  
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Table 4-14 Novelty Protocol for Problem A 
Requirements Comments/Explanation 
2 state, Desk and Non-
Desk 
The sketch must include visual sign of two separate state 
of the desk, or it must describe how the desk will 
accomplish the goal of being in desk state and non-desk 
state. For instance, a drawing of desk and another drawing 
of non-desk state is visible or a description stating 
foldable, collapsible, or flips up and down etc.  
*Note: Flip vs. Fold, Fold is a bend in the surface or 
leg, and Flip is where the surface or leg turns do not 
bend. Like t-shirt fold is where you have a crease. Flip is 












Manually Operated The sketch must mention or include visual sign that 
indicate manual operation. For instance, having a 
handlebar, rope, and/or cable to push or pull the desk for 
it to transition between states.  
≤ 10 seconds to go from 
state A to State B and 
vise-verse 
The sketch must contain details about the time it takes 
form state A to State B and vise-verss. For example, its 
stats device takes less than 10 seconds or quick transition 
between state A and B.  
Cost ≤ $100 The sketch must explicitly state that it cost less than 
$100.00 or list the requirement next to sketch. Also, it can 
use adjective like cheap, inexpensive, low-priced, 
economical, and affordable.  
Safe to Operate The sketch must include method or feature that prevent 
injury, maintain safe environment. For instance, a locking 
mechanism, way to control motion (track, guide, etc.), 
warnings label and/or document, safety manual, etc.  
Require ≤ 10-pound force 
(lbf) to transition from 
state A to state B and 
vise-versa 
The sketch must contain a visual or textual evidence of 
assistant to the user. For instance, the sketch that contains 
motion control/assisted motion (lift, motorize, etc.), 
lightweight material, etc. 
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Requirements Comments/Explanation 
Have Storage The sketch must include visible sign of the storage system. 
Also, it can include descriptive words like compartment, 
storage, drawer, etc.  
4.5 ft2 when in desk mode The sketch must include rectangular or parallelogram 
shape/drawing, mention table or desk and include 
dimensions. For instance, the dimension of 4.5 ft by 1 ft, 3 
ft by 1.5 ft or any other combination or shape.  
Easy to Operate The sketch must include visible or textual evidence that 
suggest ease of use. For example, a sketch that contains 
switches, buttons, or assistance in operating or minimal 
operation to transition from state A to state B.  
Footprint of ≤ 1 ft2 when 
in a Non-desk mode 
The sketch must contain a textual evidence of minimal 
footprint. For instance, the sketch contains dimension or 
description like flatten to floor or wall, flush, 
“folds/collapse/flip/disassemble/etc. for space saving”, 
etc.  
Following the guidelines and protocol, all the individual sketches were coded, and 
fragments were noted.  An example of sketch coding for a novelty is presented in Figure 
4-4.  For each requirement, the sketch is reviewed.  If a requirement is addressed, the 
feature of the sketch that addresses the requirement is circled.  The solution fragment for 
that requirement is recorded in the table.  Thus, addressment and novelty are addressed 
concurrently. 
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Figure 4-4 Example of a novelty coding for an individual sketch 
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An integrated morphological chart was developed with all the solution fragments 
identified from the sketches for each of the three condition (and excerpt is found in Table 
4-15). A complete integrated morphological can be found in Appendix H. 
Table 4-15 Example of Morphological chart for solution fragments 
Requirements Fragment 
2 States, Desk and 
Non desk Foldable Top Roll in and out Elevates surface 
Manually operated Pull cable Lift handle  
Have storage Drawer Wall Compartment Built in compartment  
Footprint to ≤ 1ft2 Turns into Sofa Bookshelves  
An inter-rater reliability (IRR) test was conducted to verify the coding scheme.  The 
defining solution fragments scheme was found to be sufficient with the kappa value of 
0.73.  
To mitigate bias due to an unequal number of participants in all three condition, an 
analysis was performed per requirements.  Therefore, twenty ANOVA test were conducted, 
ten for problem A and ten for problem B.  Additionally, four more ANOVA test were 
performed, they are as follow with corresponding test number, found in Table 4-17: 
1. Test effect of experimental condition in Problem A (test number 21) 
2. Test effect of experimental condition in Problem B (test number 22) 
3. Test Problem A to Problem B (test number 23) 
4. Test effect of experimental condition, an overall test (test number 24) 
The rating protocol for assigning participant a novelty score is derived from [105].  
To assign each participant a novelty score, rater is advice to follow the following protocol. 
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1) Count the number of participants that identified that fragment within their 
solution 
2) If the number of participants is less than 3 (5% of 52) then define the fragment 
as a novel fragment 
3) Count the number of times a novel fragment is used by a participant.  
The value obtain in step 3 of the protocol is the novelty score for that participant. 
An example of the table generated is shown in Table 4-16. Table for all of the requirements 
can be found in Appendix H. 
Table 4-16:  Novelty table for Problem A Requirement 7 (WD7) 
WD-Problem Statement WD-Traditional WD-Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 








   
The first participant in Problem Statement group generated zero novel fragments, 
thereby scoring a 0.  While the third participant generated one novel fragment, scoring a 1.  
A value of 0 does not indicate no fragment was generated.  A novelty table was created for 
all twenty requirements and an ANOVA test was performed 
4.5.2 Novelty Analysis 
A summary table of the ANOVA (α=0.05), and a mean comparison between the 
Problem Statement group (P), the Traditional Requirement Representation group (T), and 
the Contextual Requirement Representation group (C) for all the requirements is shown in 
Table 4-17.  If the p-value is less than the significant level of 0.05, then a post-hoc Fisher’s 
LSD analysis is performed. 
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Table 4-17:  Summary table of an ANOVA test for Novelty 
Test Number Problem Requirements P-value Comparison of Mean 
1 A WD1 0.324 P>C>T 
2 A WD2 0.039 C>P>T 
3 A WD3 - - 
4 A WD4 0.428 P>C=T 
5 A WD5 0.019 C>T>P 
6 A WD6 0.784 C>T>P 
7 A WD7 0.557 P>C>T 
8 A WD8 0.114 C>T>P 
9 A WD9 0.620 C>T>P 
10 A WD10 0.145 C>P>T 
11 B PP1 0.154 C>T>P 
12 B PP2 0.271 C>T>P 
13 B PP3 0.889 T>C>P 
14 B PP4 0.520 C>T>P 
15 B PP5 0.669 C=T>P 
16 B PP6 0.260 P>T>C 
17 B PP7 - - 
18 B PP8 0.433 T>C>P 
19 B PP9 0.653 T>C>P 
20 B PP10 0.325 C>T>P 
21 A All 0.020 C>P>T 
22 B All 0.123 C>T>P 
23 A to B All 0.768 - 
24 A + B All 0.019 C>T>P 
There is no statistically significance difference in eighteen of the twenty 
requirements.  Two requirements with a significant difference are WD2 (p-value of 0.039) 
and WD5 (0.019).  The summary for WD2 can be seen in Table 4-18, and for WD5 can be 
seen in Table 4-19.  The result for ANOVA at significant level of 0.05 is presented in Table 
4-20 for WD2 and Table 4-21 for WD5. 
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Table 4-18 Summary for WD2 for Novelty 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Problem Statement 19 4 0.211 0.175 
Traditional 17 0 0 0 
Contextual 16 7 0.438 0.529 
Table 4-19 Summary for WD5 for novelty 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Problem Statement 19 2 0.105 0.099 
Traditional 17 4 0.235 0.191 
Contextual 16 9 0.563 0.396 
Table 4-20 ANOVA result for WD2 for novelty 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1.58 2 0.789 3.484 0.0385 3.187 
Within Groups 11.1 49 0.226    
       
Total 12.7 51         
Table 4-21 ANOVA result for WD5 for novelty 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1.89 2 0.944 4.29 0.019 3.19 
Within Groups 10.8 49 0.220    
       
Total 12.7 51         
  Also, a statistical difference between at least two of the test conditions for Problem 
A (test number 21) was determined with the p-value of 0.020.  The summary for Problem 
A can be seen in Table 4-22, and the result can be seen in Table 4-23. 
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Table 4-22 Summary of Problem A for novelty 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Problem Statement 19 29 1.53 2.26 
Traditional 17 17 1 1.63 
Contextual 16 42 2.63 4.25 
Table 4-23 ANOVA result of Problem A for novelty 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 22.6 2 11.3 4.24 0.020 3.19 
Within Groups 130. 49 2.66    
        
Total 153. 51         
 A post-hoc Fisher’s LSD analysis is conducted to determines which pair is 
significantly different.  The result of LSD analysis for WD2, WD5, and Problem A is 
highlighted in the Table 4-24. 
Table 4-24 Summary LSD result for WD2, WD5, Problem A 





Traditional – Problem Statement 0.191 0.410 0.339 
Contextual – Problem Statement 0.166 0.006 0.053 
Contextual – Traditional 0.011 0.051 0.006 
For WD2, it is determined that there is no statistical difference between the 
contextual and the problem statement (0.166) condition, and between the traditional and 
the problem statement (0.191) condition.  However, the contextual representation is 
statistically different from the traditional representation (0.011).  The contextual 
representation on average generated 0.430 novel fragments per participant as opposed to 
0.240 novel fragments for the problem statement condition and zero for the traditional 
representation.  Like WD2, there is no statistical difference between the Traditional and 
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the Problem Statement condition (0.410) for WD5.  However, a difference between the 
Contextual and the Problem Statement (0.006) condition is found.  The Contextual and 
Traditional conditions are not found to be statistically different with a p-value of 0.051.  
But, with the significant level of 0.05, the difference in p-value is 0.001.  It fails to reject 
the null hypothesis, but it is of interest and will require further investigation.  The 
Contextual (0.560) and Traditional (0.190) representation of requirements on average 
generated a higher number of novel concept fragments per participant compared to the 
Problem Statement (0.100) group. 
Based on Fisher’s LSD analysis for Problem A, the Problem Statement condition 
does not differ statistically from the Contextual (0.053) and the Traditional representation 
(0.339).  However, the Contextual representation is statistically different for the Traditional 
representation, with a p-value of 0.006.  The Contextual representation outperforms the 
Problem Statement and the Traditional representation condition with an average novel 
fragments per participant of 2.63, 1.53, and 1, respectively.  The difference in p-value based 
on a significant level of 0.05 between the Problem Statement and the Contextual 
representation condition is 0.003, warrants further study. 
The overall novelty of the experimental condition is determined statistically using 
the data from both design problems.  An ANOVA test (test number 24) is employed to 
check if there is a statistical difference between the experimental condition for generating 
novel concept fragments.  Therefore, a novelty table is created by grouping the novelty 
score by experimental conditions for both design problems, yielding a total of 104 data 
points (52 for Problem A and 52 for Problem B).  The test resulted in a p-value of 0.019, 
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less than the significant value of 0.05.  Therefore, the test indicates an alternative 
hypothesis of a significant difference between at least two of the experimental conditions.  
A post-hoc Fisher’s LSD analysis is used to determine which representation is statistically 
different. 
Table 4-25 LSD for an overall result of Novelty 
Difference of Levels Difference of Means 
SE of 
Difference 95% CI 
Adjusted 
P-Value 
Traditional – Problem Statement 0.175 0.377 (-0.573, 0.924) 0.643 
Contextual – Problem Statement 1.060 0.391 (0.279, 1.83) 0.008 
Contextual - Traditional 0.880 0.386 (0.114, 1.65) 0.025 
The Contextual representation is statistically different from the Problem Statement 
and the Traditional representation of requirement.  However, the Traditional and the 
Problem Statement condition are not statistically different.  Nonetheless, the Traditional 
representation yields a higher number of novel fragments per participant than the Problem 
Statement condition with 1.43 and 1.25, respectively.  Therefore, the Traditional 
representation is suggested to perform better than the Problem Statement condition.  Still, 
the Contextual representation of requirements results in the highest average of novel 
fragments per participant at 2.31 novel fragments.  
Upon further observation, out of twenty requirements, the Contextual 
representation averaged highest in eleven of the requirements, the Problem Statement 
average highest in four of the requirements, and the Traditional representation average best 
in three of the requirements.  However, the Traditional representation averaged second in 
ten of the requirements, and the Problem statement averaged worst in twelve of the 
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requirements. Table 4-26 presents a full count of the rankings for each condition, with 1st 
being highest and 3rd being the lowest average of novelty fragments. 
Table 4-26 Ranking of condition based on highest average of novelty per 
requirement 
Condition/Rank 1st 2nd 3rd 
Contextual 11 6 1 
Traditional 3 11 4 
Problem Statement 4 2 12 
In conclusion, the Contextual representation of requirements outperforms the 
Problem Statement and the Traditional representation of requirements for generating more 
novel concept fragments.  Thus, the addition of a contextual representation of requirements 
in the traditional design process can benefit the overall design in terms of generating novel 
solution fragments, hence novel solutions. 
4.6 Variety Results 
The last metric use to evaluate sketches is variety.  Variety is a measure of how 
well a design space has been explored [19].  An observation of a similar ideas is an 
indication of low variety.  Therefore, less likely to find a “better” solution [20].  Hence, 
high variety is desired.  For this study, variety is the number of different concept fragment 
generated  for each requirement per participant [105]. 
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4.6.1 Coding Methodology for Variety  
To obtain variety, each concept sketch is subjected to methodology mentioned in 
novelty for coding sketch for concept fragments.  To assign each participant a variety score, 
the rater is asked to follow the following guidelines: 
• Count the number of solution fragments participant used to address a 
requirement. 
• Observe the experimental condition that the solution is for 
• Enter the value obtain in the Variety table for a requirement to its 
corresponding experimental condition  
In Table 4-27, an example of a morphological chart used for variety scoring is 
provided. The full morphological chart is found in Appendix H.  
Table 4-27:  Example of a fragment table for Variety scoring 
Participant Sketch # Solution fragments for PP1 
1 1 Pull string to close scissor 
1 2  
1 3 Pull string to close scissor 
2 1 Crank arm to move device 
2 2 Pull string 
For instance, seen in Table 4-27, participant 1 has three sketches but only addresses 
PP1 with one solution fragment.  Therefore, variety score of one is given.  This is seen in 
the highlighted cell presented in Table 4-28.  As for participant 2, a value of two is given 
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because two solution fragments were used to address requirement PP1 across a set of ideas. 
Table for all the requirements can be found in Appendix I. 
Table 4-28 An example of Variety score table for PP1 
Problem statement Traditional Contextual 
1 1 0 
2 1 1 
1 1 1 
0 3 1 
0 1 1 
1 2 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 2 
2 0 1 
0 0 2 
0 2 2 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 2 
 0  
 3  
 1  
 2  
For the same reason as for novelty, the analysis was conducted per requirements.  
Therefore, twenty-four ANOVA test were performed (10 for problem A, 10 for problem 
B, 1 comparing A and B, 1 for each problem, 1 overall test for variety).  In an overall test, 
problem A and B are combine based on the experimental condition. 
4.6.2 Variety Analysis 
A summary table of the ANOVA (α=0.05) and a mean comparison between the 
Problem Statement group (P), the Traditional requirement representation group (T), and 
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the Contextual requirement representation group (C) for all the requirements is shown in 
Table 4-29.  If the p-value is less than the significant level of 0.05, then a post-hoc Fisher’s 
LSD analysis is performed. 
Table 4-29:  Summary table for ANOVA for Variety 
Test Number Problem Requirements P-value Comparison of Mean 
1 A WD1 0.352 P>T>C 
2 A WD2 0.089 C>P>T 
3 A WD3 - - 
4 A WD4 0.428 P>C=T 
5 A WD5 0.039 C>T>P 
6 A WD6 0.766 C>T>P 
7 A WD7 0.483 P>T>C 
8 A WD8 0.114 C>T>P 
9 A WD9 0.404 C>T>P 
10 A WD10 0.442 C>P>T 
11 B PP1 0.265 T>C>P 
12 B PP2 0.777 C>T>P 
13 B PP3 0.480 C>T>P 
14 B PP4 0.697 C>T>P 
15 B PP5 0.518 C>P>T 
16 B PP6 0.032 T>P>C 
17 B PP7 - - 
18 B PP8 0.424 C>T>P 
19 B PP9 0.549 C>T>P 
20 B PP10 0.325 C>T>P 
21 A All 0.378 C>P>T 
22 B All 0.196 C>T>P 
23 A to B All 0.200 - 
24 A + B All 0.188 C>T>P 
There is no statistically significant difference in twenty-two out of the twenty-four 
ANOVAs performed.  Two tests with a significant difference were for requirements WD5 
(p-value of 0.0393) and PP6 (p-value of 0.0317).  The result summary for WD5 is presented 
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in Table 4-30, and the result of ANOVA in Table 4-31.  For PP6, the result summary is 
shown in Table 4-32, and ANOVA results in Table 4-33.   
Table 4-30 Summary of WD5 for variety 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Problem Statement 19 8 0.421 0.591 
Traditional 17 13 0.765 0.441 
Contextual 16 19 1.19 1.23 
Table 4-31 ANOVA result of WD5 for variety 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 5.10 2 2.55 3.46 0.039 3.187 
Within Groups 36.1 49 0.737    
       
Total 41.2 51         
Table 4-32 Summary of PP6 for variety 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Problem Statement 16 7 0.438 0.396 
Traditional 20 17 0.850 0.345 
Contextual 16 6 0.375 0.250 
Table 4-33 ANOVA result of PP6 for variety 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 2.45 2 1.23 3.70 0.032 3.19 
Within Groups 16.2 49 0.331    
       
Total 18.7 51         
A post-hoc Fisher’s LSD analysis is conducted to determines which pair is 
significantly different, and the result of LSD analysis for WD5 and PP6 is shown in Table 
4-34. 
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Table 4-34:  Variety LSD Analysis summary 




Traditional – Problem Statement 0.236 0.038 
Contextual – Problem Statement 0.011 0.760 
Contextual – Traditional 0.164 0.011 
For WD5, it is concluded that there is a statistical difference between the Contextual 
and Problem Statement representations.  However, the Traditional representation of 
requirements is not statistically different from the Contextual representation and Problem 
Statement representation.  Unlike WD5, the Traditional representation of requirements is 
different from both the Contextual and the Problem Statement conditions for PP6.  Also, 
the Contextual and the Problem Statement conditions are not statistically different.  It is 
shown by ANOVA tests that there is no statistical difference between the problems (p-
value of 0.200) and between experimental conditions (p-value of 0.188).   However, the 
data summary of the overall variety is shown in Table 4-35.  
Table 4-35 Data summary of the overall Variety 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Problem Statement 35 168 4.80 7.58 
Traditional 37 197 5.32 7.34 
Contextual 32 195 6.09 10.2 
For the overall variety, there was no significant difference between any of the 
experimental conditions.  However, the Contextual representation averages 6.09 solution 
fragments per participant for a set of idea, while the Traditional and the Problem Statement 
averages 5.32 and 4.80 fragments per participant, respectively 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Base on the analysis, the representation of the requirements does have an impact on 
concept generation.  It is determined that the Contextual representation leads to a more 
novelty and variety of solution fragments in the conceptual sketch.  The Contextual 
representation performed similarly to Traditional representation in the addressment of 
requirements and the quantity of sketches generated.  However, it did not perform as well 
as the Traditional and the Problem Statement conditions in sketch detail, but the differences 
are not statistically significant.  The Traditional representation outperformed the Problem 
Statement condition in variety and addressment.  They both behaved similarly in novelty 
and sketch detail.  However, the Problem Statement yielded the best results for the quantity 
of sketches.  The summary of these conclusions for each experimental condition in 
quantity, addressment, sketch detail, novelty, and variety, is found in Table 5-1.  One 
represents the best, and the ranking of three represents the worst performance relative to 
each other. All in all, the contextual representation can provide benefits while not 
sacrificing much in terms of quantity and sketch detailing. The contextual addresses more 
requirements and generates more novel and variety of solution fragments. Thus, creating 
innovative and unique design solution.  It is important to note sketch detailing is 
inconclusive in terms of if representation of requirements has any impact.  
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Table 5-1 Summary of Conclusions for comparisons of each experiments condition 
 Problem Statement Traditional Contextual P-Value 
Quantity 1 2 2 0.223 
Addressment 3 1 1 0.0003 
Sketch Detailing 1 1 3 0.469 
Novelty 2 2 1 0.019 
Varity 3 2 1 0.188 
Overall 3 2 1  
5.1 Quantity Findings 
For quantity, having a different representation of requirements has no significant 
impact on the number of sketches generated between all the test conditions.  However, by 
average, the problem statement condition, where requirements are embedded into the 
problem statement, does increase the quantity of the concept generated.  Further, it does 
not improve any other aspect of the solution.  It may be that the problem statement group 
was only given five requirements (embedded in the problem statement) as opposed to the 
traditional and the contextual conditions with ten requirements.  For the same reason, it has 
increased the quantity of sketches.  Having fewer constraints might allow for greater design 
space or larger solution space.  The finding is in line with literature, where it was shown 
having fewer requirements or non-functional requirements generated a greater number of 
sketches [105].  Having a greater number of sketches did not address more requirements, 
generated more novel requirements, or created a greater variety of concept fragment.  The 
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statement that more sketches (higher quantity) lead to better performance against the other 
metrics should be studied in the future.  
5.2 Addressment Findings 
For addressment, having requirements embedded within the problem statement 
does impact the concept generated negatively in terms of addressing the requirements.  
There is not enough evidence to conclude if the contextual requirement representation is 
better than the traditional representation of requirements.  However, it is important to note 
it does not impact negatively in terms of addressment of requirements.  As stated for 
quantity, having five requirements, means fewer constraints.  It also, means that 
participants were unaware of the other five requirements provided to the Contextual and 
the Traditional groups.  However, it was observed that participants in the problem 
statement group were addressing requirements that were not given to them.  This 
corroborates how eliciting requirement from sketches may increase the number of 
requirements considered, as found in [84].  Also, proving that sketch an idea generation 
tool provides more insight.  However, the Contextual requirement averaged higher than the 
traditional and the problem statement groups.  It may be due to the justification provided 
within the requirement for contextual representation.  It may motivate individuals to 
address more requirements, through a more empathetic description of the need.  
5.3 Novelty and Variety Findings 
For novelty, it was concluded that there was a significant difference between 
different representations.  The Contextual representation of requirements outperforms the 
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Problem Statement and the Traditional representation of requirements for generating more 
novel concept fragments.  However, no difference was found for variety base on different 
representations.  It does follow the finding found in novelty where the contextual 
representation yields a greater number of solution fragments per participant.  As seen in 
Table 5-2, on average, the participants from the Contextual group produce 37.9% of their 
concept fragments per participant as a novel. While the Traditional representation results 
in 26.9% of its solution fragments per participant as novel fragments, closely followed by 
the problem statement group with 26% of novel solution per participant.  Thus, the addition 
of a contextual representation of requirements in the traditional design process can benefit 
the overall design in terms of generating novel and variety of solution fragments.  It yields 
a unique and innovative design for a problem.  It may be because the additional information 
in contextual requirements motivates the users to generate a greater variety of solution 
fragments and novel solution fragments. 
Table 5-2 Percentage of novel solution per participant 
Novelty and variety Novel Fragment  Total Solution Fragment Percentage 
Contextual 2.31 6.09 37.93 
Traditional 1.43 5.32 26.87 
Problem Statement 1.25 4.8 26.04 
5.4 Sketch Detail Findings 
Sketch detail finding suggests that there was no statistically significant difference 
between any of the conditions was found.  It indicates, no additional work is being required 
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with a different representation.  On average, Contextual did result in lower sketch detail 
value.  However, when visually observed, no difference can be identified.  It is important 
to note that the metric of sketch detail is sensitive to any changes.  It was found that if the 
image is resized by 2.5 times or 0.3 times the original size the value of sketch detail skews.  
Figure 5-1 shows the effect of multiple size factors for the two different images where 1 
and 2 represent different images.  The ideal best fit line should have the gradient value of 
0. Indicating change in size of an image does not change the level of detail of an image.  
 
Figure 5-1 Sketch Detail vs Resize Factor plot 
Table 5-3 present the sensitive test conducted between two solution.  Progressing 
from right to left, the first column differentiates sketch as either first or the second, then 
the name of the file is present, the number in the file name indicates the width size of the 
image.  The next column is Dimension of the image.  Following that is Scale factor column.  
y = -116.9x + 9980.2



























   
Finally, the sketch detail value for that sketch image.  Using this data, a graph was plotted, 
found in Figure 5-1 














picture 1870 1797 1.00 9742 
200.jpg 200 192 0.11 10269 
500.jpg 500 480 0.27 9800 
1000.jpg 1000 960 0.53 9831 
3000.jpg 3000 2882 1.60 9768 
5000.jpg 5000 4804 2.67 9748 
2 
Original 
picture 1499 1522 1.00 7293 
200 200 203 0.13 6218 
500 500 507 0.33 7406 
1000 1000 1015 0.67 7267 
3000 3000 3046 2.00 7314 
5000 5000 5076 3.34 9768 
Though not reported, based on visual observation, it can be concluded that all of 
the sketches are rated between one to three using the metric provided in  [93] against the 
sketch.  It does suggest there are no difference between the sketches visually; however, 
sketch detail value analysis suggests that on average contextual representation requires less 
detail of sketch to generate a solution that score higher in the other metrics.  It is suggested 
that to eliminate the issue of sensitivity of sketch image due to resize, a concept sketch be 
generated on same size of paper, A4 or other similar size.  Then, the sketches can be 
scanned with the same setting using a single scanner.  This will avoid any discrepancy 
found between different companies of scanners and variation between the product of same 
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brand. This allows for controlling the variables like lighting, camara quality, and size 
factor. All in all, sketch detail metric is inconclusive and further research is needed to be 
to conclude if the representation of requirement impacts the concept sketch detail.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, the contextual representation generated more complete solution with 
higher novelty and variety of solution fragments and addressed more requirements per 
sketch.  It is important to note that there is no adverse effect on the number of concept 
sketches generated by having contextual requirements or traditional requirements, as 
ANOVA has shown that they are statistically equivalent.  Also, an impact of having a 
greater number of sketches was not found on any other aspect of the solution in terms of 
addressment, sketch detail, novelty, and variety.  The Contextual representation can help 
designers generate more creative and unique solutions.  Therefore, innovation in the 
product can take place if Contextual representation is used. 
RQ1. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on quantity of sketch generated? 
Answer: The finding illustrates that having only a problem statement with 
embedded requirements or having fewer requirements results in a greater number of 
sketches.  This was to be expected, as requirements are a way to limit the solution space.  
As a result of having fewer requirements, the solution space for the problem statement 
condition is more open than the solution space for the Traditional condition and the 
Contextual condition.  This finding is consistent with the literature [14], [116].  
Furthermore, it is believed that producing a greater number of sketches will increase the 
likelihood of producing a better solution [19], [20].  However, based on the findings of this 
thesis, it appears that the contrary is true.  It shows that generating a greater number of 
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sketches does not result in better ideas in terms of addressment, novelty, and variety.  More 
research is needed to fully understand this finding. 
RQ2. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on addressment of sketch generated?  
Answer: It was determined that there was no statistical difference between 
Traditional and Contextual representation.  However, the problem statement differs 
statistically from the other two conditions in a negative way.  As a result, it is concluded 
that either Traditional or Contextual requirements should be provided with the problem 
statement to assist the designer in addressing additional requirements.  
RQ3. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on sketch detail of sketch generated? 
Answer: There was no statistical difference between any of the conditions.  As a 
result, any representation of requirements can be provided, and the detail of the sketch will 
not be affected.  It demonstrates that there is no difference in sketch detail.  It shows the 
opposite but cannot be verified. However, it is critical to note that the sketch detail metric 
was not a reliable metric for this experiment and is found to be inconclusive.  It is due to 
participants' failure to follow instructions.  They were specifically instructed to use copy 
paper and a pen to avoid subjectivity in terms of tracing and unnecessary lines within the 
sketch.  Further research is required to answer the following question. 
RQ4. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on novelty of sketch generated? 
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Answer: It was found that there is a statistical difference between the Contextual 
representation and both the Problem Statement and the Traditional representation.  It shows 
that providing contextual requirements affects the number of novel solutions to increase.  
With a p-value of 0.64, it suggests no difference between the problem statement and the 
traditional condition.  The contextual requirements increase the number of novel solutions.  
Therefore, Contextual representation of requirements should be implemented within the 
traditional process to assist the designer in design a more novel solution. 
RQ5. What is the influence of having different representation of requirements has 
on variety of sketch generated? 
Answer: The finding suggests no statistical difference between any of the 
conditions was found in variety.  However, it is important to note that the contextual 
requirements group on average yielded 6 fragments per participant which is the highest 
among the condition tested.  Therefore, providing contextual requirements would be 
recommended to increase the variety. 
6.1 So, What? What does this mean? 
Based on the analysis it is suggested that to improve idea generation in terms of 
conceptual sketch and assist designers to create a unique and innovative concept is by 
providing the requirements in the contextualized form.  The contextual requirements help 
designer generate more novel solution that addresses more requirements with a greater 
variety of concept fragment.  It is important to note that Contextual representation did not 
negatively affect any metric.  The positive impact could be due to the justification provided 
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within the contextualized requirement. The justification is just a higher level of 
requirements. Therefore, providing a greater view of the problem, thus, helps the designer 
understand the problem. Hence, a greater chance of generating better solutions in terms of 
addressment, novelty, and variety.  
Based on this study it can be concluded that contextual representation is not the 
reason for lack of implementation of the agile method in hardware. This study has found 
that contextual requirements (scrum stories) assist conceptual sketch in providing novel 
solution while addressing more requirements. Therefore, other aspect of agile process 
needs to be looked at for the reason of impedance in implementation. For instance, its 
team’s makeup, meeting setup, and its timeframe. All of which can be further topics of 
research that can help understand the impedance in implementation of agile process in 
hardware.  
6.2 Research Limitations 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this study was conducted via online surveys.  
Thus, the researchers were unable to directly control the experiment as well as if it were 
conducted in a traditional classroom setting.  There was little control over whether the 
participants read all directions thoroughly, whereas in a classroom-based study, at least the 
instructions could have been read aloud by the experimenter.  This was evident in cases 
where participants were asked to use copy paper to eliminate foreseen complication in 
sketch detail metric analysis.  Another reason the survey posed a challenge was the inability 
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of participants to go back, as some of them did skip the question.  Therefore, it is not known 
if all of the requirements were read by the participants.  
6.3 Future Work 
This study does pose some questions that can be looked at for future works. Several 
idea generations tools, such as brainstorming, and the 6-3-5 method require the designer to 
consider requirements and problem statements during their use.  Further, these activities 
might be done multiple times for different aspects of the overall problem across multiple 
weeks, as in the case of scrum sprints.  Therefore, can contextual representations help 
designers retain these requirements across time beyond the duration of the activity?  If this 
is the case, then a more efficient and effective design process may be achieved such that 
the designers do not need to continually return to the documented requirements to be 
reminded of the problem and task at hand.  Further, it might be of interest to determine 
whether this contextualized representation has similar influence and impact on idea 
generation tools that employ textual descriptions of the solution space. 
Another question that can be asked is of the metric sketch detail. One can go and 
use previous study to verify the metric. For instance, use the sketch generated from [27] 
and conclude if the detail of sketch matters. This study has same size canvas for designers 
to draw, as well as can be scanned using one scanner. This allows for more control over 
sketch. Based on the finding one can say if sketch detail should be used in further studies 
or not.  
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Appendix A.  
In this appendix, the prompts that were used for the experiment are presented.  
Possible combination of prompts.  
• Problem A: Problem statement  
• Problem A: Problem statement + traditional Requirement’s list 
• Problem A: Problem statement + contextual requirements list 
• Problem B: Problem Statement  
• Problem B: Problem Statement + traditional requirement list 
• Problem B: Problem Statement + contextual requirements list  
 
Problem A: Problem statement  
Prompt #1 
Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 which left 
her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate students are required 
to stay on campus their freshman year. Because of the rule Emily will be staying in a dorm 
room on campus for the first year of her university career. Due to her disability and limited 
space in a dorm room, she has asked Clemson University to design a desk that will be able 
to alternate position and save space in the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk 
to provide more surface area in the room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her 
to navigate the room. She has few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it 
should have 2 state, desk state and non-desk state. Second, it should be manually operated 
and should take less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the desk should 
include a storage system for most commonly use office supplies (i.e. Pencil, paperclip, 
stapler etc.). The device must cost less than 100 dollars.  
 
Problem A: Problem statement + traditional Requirements list 
Prompt #1 
Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 which left 
her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate students are required 
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to stay on campus their freshman year. Because of the rule Emily will be staying in a dorm 
room on campus for the first year of her university career. Due to her disability and limited 
space in a dorm room, she has asked Clemson University to design a desk that will be able 
to alternate position and save space in the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk 
to provide more surface area in the room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her 
to navigate the room. She has few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it 
should have 2 state, desk state and non-desk state. Second, it should be manually operated 
and should take less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the desk should 
include a storage system for most commonly use office supplies (i.e. Pencil, paperclip, 
stapler etc.). The device must cost less than 100 dollars.  
Requirements: 
Requirements list: 
1) The system must have 2 state, desk state and non-desk state. 
2) The system must be manually operated.  
3) The system must take ≤10 seconds to go from state A to state B and vise-versa. 
4) The system must cost ≤ 100 dollars.  
5) The system must be safe to operate.  
6) The system must require ≤ 10 pound force (lbf) to transition from state A to state 
B and vise-versa.  
7) The system must store commonly used office items.  
8) When in desk mode, the system must not exceed 4.5 ft2.  
9) The system must be easy to operate. 
10) When in non-desk mode, they system must limit its footprint to be less than 1ft2. 
 
 
Problem A: Problem Statement + contextual requirements list  
Prompt #1 
Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 which left 
her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate students are required 
to stay on campus their freshman year. Because of the rule Emily will be staying in a dorm 
room on campus for the first year of her university career. Due to her disability and limited 
space in a dorm room, she has asked Clemson University to design a desk that will be able 
to alternate position and save space in the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk 
to provide more surface area in the room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her 
to navigate the room. She has few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it 
should have 2 state, desk state and non-desk state. Second, it should be manually operated 
and should take less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the desk should 
include a storage system for most commonly use office supplies (i.e. Pencil, paperclip, 
stapler etc.). The device must cost less than 100 dollars.  
Requirements: 
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Contextual requirements list (SCRUM Stories) 
1) As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to have 2 state, desk and non-desk 
state so that I can maximize the space in my dorm room.  
2) As an administrator, I would like the system to be manually operated so that the 
electrical bill and the maintenance cost is minimum.  
3) As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to take ≤ 10 seconds to go from state 
A to State B and vise-verse so that I can quickly transition from minimum space to 
maximum for mobility freedom.  
4) As an administrator, I would like the system to cost ≤100 dollars so that it can be 
installed in all the ADA rooms.  
5) As an administrator, I would like the system to be safe to operate so that it can be 
safe from liability.  
6) As a user in a wheelchair user, I would like the system to require ≤ 10 pounds 
force(10lbf) so that I do not strain my back when transitioning from State A to state 
B and vise-versa.  
7) As a desk user, I would like the system to have storage for most used office supplies 
so that I have a quick access to the supplies.  
8) As a wheelchair user I would like the system to not exceed 4.5 ft2 when in desk 
mode so that I have the maximum tabletop area to work.  
9) As an administrator I would like the system to be easy to operate so that no training 
or a manual is needed for students in wheelchairs. 
10) As a wheelchair user, I would like the footprint to ≤1 ft2 when in non-desk mode 
so that I can maximize the space in the dorm room for mobility.  
 
Problem B: Problem Statement  
Prompt #2 
Emma is a 19-year-old mechanical engineering student at Clemson. She suffered a car 
accident couple of years back which left her in a wheelchair. Before the accident Emma 
loved the outdoors and picking fruits with her family. During the next summer break, she 
and her family have decided to go picking peaches. Since she is in a wheelchair, she has a 
limited range of reach, especially for height. Due to this limitation, she cannot experience 
pleasure of picking peaches with her family. For her 20th birthday her family have decided 
to surprise her with a device that will help her pick peaches while in a wheelchair. The 
family has asked Clemson university to help design a device that will allow Emma, who is 
in a wheelchair, to experience the joy of picking peaches from the tree with her whole 
family. The family has few things in mind that they would like the device to accomplish. 
They would like the device to be manually operated and it should be attached to the 
wheelchair. Also, it should not damage the fruit and fall on the ground while picking. Also, 
the device should not cost more than 100 dollars.  
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Problem B: Problem Statement + traditional requirement list 
Prompt #2 
Emma is a 19-year-old mechanical engineering student at Clemson. She suffered a car 
accident couple of years back which left her in a wheelchair. Before the accident Emma 
loved the outdoors and picking fruits with her family. During the next summer break, she 
and her family have decided to go picking peaches. Since she is in a wheelchair, she has a 
limited range of reach, especially for height. Due to this limitation, she cannot experience 
pleasure of picking peaches with her family. For her 20th birthday her family have decided 
to surprise her with a device that will help her pick peaches while in a wheelchair. The 
family has asked Clemson university to help design a device that will allow Emma, who is 
in a wheelchair, to experience the joy of picking peaches from the tree with her whole 
family. The family has few things in mind that they would like the device to accomplish. 
They would like the device to be manually operated and it should be attached to the 
wheelchair. Also, it should not damage the fruit and fall on the ground while picking. Also, 
the device should not cost more than 100 dollars.  
Requirements: 
Requirements list: 
1) The device must be manually operated.  
2) The device must attach to a wheelchair.  
3) The device must not damage the peaches. 
4) The device must pick multiple peaches at a time.  
5) The device must prevent peaches from falling on to the ground. 
6) The device must reach from the range of 10 ft to 12 ft in height.  
7) The device must cost ≤ 100 dollars. 
8) The device must be safe to operate.  
9) The force requires to operate the device must be ≤ 10 pound force (lbf).  
10) The device must fit in a minivan.  
 
Problem B: Problem Statement + contextual requirements list  
Prompt #2 
Emma is a 19-year-old mechanical engineering student at Clemson. She suffered a car 
accident couple of years back which left her in a wheelchair. Before the accident Emma 
loved the outdoors and picking fruits with her family. During the next summer break, she 
and her family have decided to go picking peaches. Since she is in a wheelchair, she has a 
limited range of reach, especially for height. Due to this limitation, she cannot experience 
pleasure of picking peaches with her family. For her 20th birthday her family have decided 
to surprise her with a device that will help her pick peaches while in a wheelchair. The 
family has asked Clemson university to help design a device that will allow Emma, who is 
in a wheelchair, to experience the joy of picking peaches from the tree with her whole 
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family. The family has few things in mind that they would like the device to accomplish. 
They would like the device to be manually operated and it should be attached to the 
wheelchair. Also, it should not damage the fruit and fall on the ground while picking. Also, 
the device should not cost more than 100 dollars.  
Requirements: 
Contextual requirements list (SCRUM Stories) 
1) As a user, I would like the device to be manually operated so I can enjoy the peach 
picking process.  
2) As a wheelchair user, I would like the device to be attached to the wheelchair so it 
can be a part of me as I move down the orchard. 
3)  As a user, I would like the device to not damage peaches, so that the peaches can 
be harvested and use for consumption. 
4) As a user, I would like the device to pick multiple peaches at a time so that it is less 
time consuming to pick peaches.  
5) As a user, I would like the device to prevent Peaches from falling on to the ground 
so that no damage is done to the peaches and are harvestable.  
6) As a wheelchair user, I would like the device to reach from the range of 10 ft to 12 
ft in height so that I can reach the harvest while maintaining a proper seating posing 
in my wheelchair. 
7) As a customer, I would like device to cost ≤ 100 dollars so that I can afford it.  
8) As a company, I would like the device to be safe to operate so that we are safe from 
liability.  
9) As a wheelchair user, I would like the force required to operate the device to be ≤ 
10 pound force (lbf) so that it does not becoming strenuous on myself.  
10) As user, I would like the device to fit in a minivan so that I can transport the device 
from orchard to orchard.  
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Appendix B. Data File Collected name and Problems 
 
Detailed file names Packet ID Problem Condition 
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_DeskSketch1 1 AL050604 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_DeskSketch2 1 AL050604 Work Probl. Stat 
R_3Gkuktd6jhXog5B_work desk 9 AN070273 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_1 9 CA041371 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_2 9 CA041371 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_3 9 CA041371 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_4 9 CA041371 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1o6J2HHqpCEzoYp_survey drawing 1 8 Ce090364 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27 2020 (4) 9 CH021669 Work Probl. Stat 
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 2020 (2) 9 CH021669 Work Probl. Stat 
R_XMrlgRlWwgnNnhf_IMG_1053 5 CH072439 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1 3 CR081124 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_sketch 2 3 CR081124 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 1 8 DE111565 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 2 8 DE111565 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 3 8 DE111565 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 4 8 DE111565 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach1 5 DO050641 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach3 5 DO050641 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_pgVgmUnKpzGl7ix_20200930_155830 1 EM102601 Work Probl. Stat 
R_3pfl4ZfmKj4TAaY_Work desk 11 FA121884 Work Probl. Stat 
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 1 7 HE060256 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 2 7 HE060256 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 3 7 HE060256 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_1 9 jo040971 Work Probl. Stat 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_2 9 jo040971 Work Probl. Stat 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_3 9 jo040971 Work Probl. Stat 
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey 
Problem 2 Sketch 1 
3 JO071920 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4223 1 JO081108 Work Probl. Stat 
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4223 1 JO081108 Work Probl. Stat 
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation 
Survey Peach Picker 
5 JU030242 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_2TBN7jkP4Y4SW71_IMG-1874 11 JU080986 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk1 11 JU111091 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk2 11 JU111091 Work Probl. Stat 
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R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk3 11 JU111091 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk4 11 JU111091 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk4 11 JU111091 Work Probl. Stat 
R_2abMYWn7Wjh5VG6_peaches sketch 3 KA080725 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6703 2 KA110913 Work Probl. Stat 
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6704 2 KA110913 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_230411 3 KB052020 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_230416 3 KB052020 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_State 2 KI072311 Work Probl. Stat 
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 1_Page_1 8 LA110861 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 1_Page_2 8 LA110861 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Desk Concept 11 LI021985 Work Probl. Stat 
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Desk 11 MA101186 Work Probl. Stat 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_1 9 MO102669 Work Probl. Stat 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_2 9 MO102669 Work Probl. Stat 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_3 9 MO102669 Work Probl. Stat 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_4 9 MO102669 Work Probl. Stat 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_5 9 MO102669 Work Probl. Stat 
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_1  1 MO121008 Work Probl. Stat 
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_2 1 MO121008 Work Probl. Stat 
R_2U6nLLVXr7wAG5S_PeachPicker_sketch 3 PA083123 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_2VR7PMsz4uQ4B2q_PeachPicker 7 RA051658 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.05.29 PM 
1 RE011508 Work Probl. Stat 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.05.37 PM 
1 RE011508 Work Probl. Stat 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.05.43 PM 
1 RE011508 Work Probl. Stat 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.05.50 PM 
1 RE011508 Work Probl. Stat 
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_213006 8 SA070363 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_213016 8 SA070363 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_concept2desk 9 SH062675 Work Probl. Stat 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_2546 7 ST032155 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_2547 7 ST032155 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_2548 7 ST032155 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 1_W 1 SU102707 Work Probl. Stat 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 2_W 1 SU102707 Work Probl. Stat 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 3_W 1 SU102707 Work Probl. Stat 
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Peach Concept 
Generation_Page_1 
8 SU110167 Peach Probl. Stat 
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R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Peach Concept 
Generation_Page_2 
8 SU110167 Peach Probl. Stat 
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_Peach Picker 1 AL050604 Peach Traditional 
R_3Gkuktd6jhXog5B_peach picker 9 AN070273 Peach Traditional 
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Peach 1 10 AR120778 Peach Traditional 
R_1QM9Y6EH4MZ0oNg_work desk 12 BE062899 Work Traditional 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker _Page_1 9 CA041371 Peach Traditional 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker _Page_2 9 CA041371 Peach Traditional 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker _Page_3 9 CA041371 Peach Traditional 
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6942_inked_processe
d_LI 
10 CA050176 Peach Traditional 
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6943 10 CA050176 Peach Traditional 
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 1 6 ca102046 Peach Traditional 
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 2 6 ca102046 Peach Traditional 
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 3 6 ca102046 Peach Traditional 
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 2020 9 CH021669 Peach Traditional 
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_Sketch 1 10 CR063082 Peach Traditional 
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_1 3 CR081124 Work Traditional 
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_2 3 CR081124 Work Traditional 
R_4GwIwG5588D97rz_part2 6 DE122944 Peach Traditional 
R_2WG7NGx8TBeCeSf_3EB6362D-A519-491D-
8312-594F858B80D3 
10 EL051379 Peach Traditional 
R_pgVgmUnKpzGl7ix_20200930_160155 1 EM102601 Peach Traditional 
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 2_w 7 HE060256 Work Traditional 
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch_1_w 7 HE060256 Work Traditional 
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_desk 12 HE071698 Work Traditional 
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 1 10 JA050881 Peach Traditional 
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 2_Page_1 12 JA081092 Work Traditional 
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 2_Page_2 12 JA081092 Work Traditional 
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Shetch 1_w 4 JE031131 Work Traditional 
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 2_w 4 JE031131 Work Traditional 
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 3 4 JE031131 Work Traditional 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_205912 9 jo040971 Peach Traditional 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_205917 9 jo040971 Peach Traditional 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_205923 9 jo040971 Peach Traditional 
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey 
Problem 1 Sketch 1 
3 JO071920 Work Traditional 
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey 
Problem 1 Sketch 2 
3 JO071920 Work Traditional 
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4224 1 JO081108 Peach Traditional 
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R_6F0GVobyascrzB7_ME 4010-001_Concept 
Generation Survey_Work Desk 
12 JU022392 Work Traditional 
R_2abMYWn7Wjh5VG6_drawer sketch 3 KA080725 Work Traditional 
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch1 4 KA090233 Work Traditional 
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_225039 3 KB052020 Work Traditional 
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_225044 3 KB052020 Work Traditional 
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 2 12 LI121493 Work Traditional 
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4681 10 LY072376 Peach Traditional 
R_2b3inv6FCMh1RNe_sketches 4 MA082131 Work Traditional 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-2020 
15.21.36[471]_Page_1 
9 MO102669 Peach Traditional 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-2020 
15.21.36[471]_Page_2 
9 MO102669 Peach Traditional 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-2020 
15.21.36[471]_Page_3 
9 MO102669 Peach Traditional 
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_Sketch 1 picker 1 MO121008 Peach Traditional 
R_2U6nLLVXr7wAG5S_desk_sketch 3 PA083123 Work Traditional 
R_2VR7PMsz4uQ4B2q_Desk 7 RA051658 Work Traditional 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.19.16 PM 
1 RE011508 Peach Traditional 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.19.24 PM 
1 RE011508 Peach Traditional 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.19.30 PM 
1 RE011508 Peach Traditional 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.19.37 PM 
1 RE011508 Peach Traditional 
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_InkedWork Desk Sketch 
1_LI 
4 RE112433 Work Traditional 
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_InkedWork Desk Sketch 
2_LI 
4 RE112433 Work Traditional 
R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_concepts1wheelchar 9 SH062675 Peach Traditional 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2549 7 ST032155 Work Traditional 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2549 7 ST032155 Work Traditional 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2550 7 ST032155 Work Traditional 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2551 7 ST032155 Work Traditional 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2552 7 ST032155 Work Traditional 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 1_p 1 SU102707 Peach Traditional 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 2_p 1 SU102707 Peach Traditional 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 3_p 1 SU102707 Peach Traditional 
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Desk 1 10 AR120778 Work Contextual 
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Desk 2 10 AR120778 Work Contextual 
R_1QM9Y6EH4MZ0oNg_peach picker 12 BE062899 Peach Contextual 
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R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6944 10 CA050176 Work Contextual 
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 1 6 ca102046 Work Contextual 
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 2 6 ca102046 Work Contextual 
R_1o6J2HHqpCEzoYp_survey drawing 2 8 Ce090364 Work Contextual 
R_XMrlgRlWwgnNnhf_IMG_1052 5 CH072439 Work Contextual 
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_sketch1desk 10 CR063082 Work Contextual 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_1 8 DE111565 Work Contextual 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_2 8 DE111565 Work Contextual 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_3 8 DE111565 Work Contextual 
R_4GwIwG5588D97rz_part1 6 DE122944 Work Contextual 
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_sketch1 5 DO050641 Work Contextual 
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_sketch2 5 DO050641 Work Contextual 
R_2WG7NGx8TBeCeSf_D13E9A53-5390-46C0-
AA24-F721EE7A1F43 
10 EL051379 Work Contextual 
R_3pfl4ZfmKj4TAaY_Peach picker_p 11 FA121884 Peach Contextual 
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 01 10 JA050881 Work Contextual 
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 02 10 JA050881 Work Contextual 
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_1 
12 JA081092 Peach Contextual 
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_2 
12 JA081092 Peach Contextual 
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_3 
12 JA081092 Peach Contextual 
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 1_p 4 JE031131 Peach Contextual 
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 2_p 4 JE031131 Peach Contextual 
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 3_p 4 JE031131 Peach Contextual 
R_6F0GVobyascrzB7_ME 4010-001_Concept 
Generation Survey_Peach 
12 JU022392 Peach Contextual 
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation 
Survey Sketch 1 
5 JU030242 Work Contextual 
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation 
Survey Sketch 2 
5 JU030242 Work Contextual 
R_2TBN7jkP4Y4SW71_IMG-1873 11 JU080986 Peach Contextual 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches1 11 JU111091 Peach Contextual 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches2 11 JU111091 Peach Contextual 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches3 11 JU111091 Peach Contextual 
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch2 4 KA090233 Peach Contextual 
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6705 2 KA110913 Peach Contextual 
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6706 2 KA110913 Peach Contextual 
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6707 2 KA110913 Peach Contextual 
R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_Sketch 1 2 KI072311 Peach Contextual 
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 2_Page_1 8 LA110861 Work Contextual 
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R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 2_Page_2 8 LA110861 Work Contextual 
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach Pickers_Page_1 11 LI021985 Peach Contextual 
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach Pickers_Page_2 11 LI021985 Peach Contextual 
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach Pickers_Page_3 11 LI021985 Peach Contextual 
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 1_Page_1 12 LI121493 Peach Contextual 
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 1_Page_2 12 LI121493 Peach Contextual 
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4684 10 LY072376 Work Contextual 
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4685 10 LY072376 Work Contextual 
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4686 10 LY072376 Work Contextual 
R_2b3inv6FCMh1RNe_unnamed (1) 4 MA082131 Peach Contextual 
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Peach picker 11 MA101186 Peach Contextual 
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_Peach Picker Sketch 2 4 RE112433 Peach Contextual 
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_214917 8 SA070363 Work Contextual 
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Desk Concepts  8 SU110167 Work Contextual 
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Appendix C. Set Equivalence 
 
 
Quantity: Number of sketches per participant  
ID Work Desk Peach Picking 2 Peach Picking 1 
Work 
Desk2 
AL050604 2 1   
EM102601 1 1   
JO081108 2 1   
MO121008 2 1   
RE011508 4 4   
SU102707 3 3   
KA110913 2 3   
KI072311 1 1   
CR081124 2 2   
JO071920 2 1   
KA080725 1 1   
KB052020 2 2   
PA083123 1 1   
JE031131 3 3   
KA090233 1 1   
MA082131 1 1   
RE112433 2 1   
CH072439 1 1   
DO050641 2 2   
JU030242 2 1   
ca102046 2 3   
DE122944 1 1   
HE060256   3 2 
RA051658   1 1 
ST032155   3 4 
Ce090364   1 1 
DE111565   4 3 
LA110861   2 2 
SA070363   2 1 
SU110167   2 1 
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AN070273   1 1 
CA041371   3 4 
CH021669   1 2 
jo040971   3 3 
MO102669   3 5 
SH062675   1 1 
AR120778   1 2 
CA050176   2 1 
CR063082   1 1 
EL051379   1 1 
JA050881   1 2 
LY072376   1 3 
FA121884   1 1 
JU080986   1 1 
JU111091   3 4 
LI021985   3 1 
MA101186   1 1 
BE062899   1 1 
HE071698   0 1 
JA081092   3 2 
JU022392   1 1 
LI121493   2 1 
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 2 
Mean 1.818181818 1.636363636 
Variance 0.632034632 0.909090909 
Observations 22 22 
Pooled Variance 0.770562771  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 42  
t Stat 0.68695714  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.247942756  
t Critical one-tail 1.681952357  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.495885512  
t Critical two-tail 2.018081703   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 1 
Mean 1.818181818 1.766666667 
Variance 0.632034632 1.012643678 
Observations 22 30 
Pooled Variance 0.852787879  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat 0.198739763  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.421636124  
t Critical one-tail 1.675905025  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.843272247  
t Critical two-tail 2.008559112   
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 2 Work Desk2 
Mean 1.636363636 1.833333333 
Variance 0.909090909 1.385057471 
Observations 22 30 
Pooled Variance 1.185151515  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat -0.644588829  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.26107008  
t Critical one-tail 1.675905025  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.52214016  
t Critical two-tail 2.008559112   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
Mean 1.766666667 1.833333333 
Variance 1.012643678 1.385057471 
Observations 30 30 
Pooled Variance 1.198850575  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 58  
t Stat -0.235815226  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.407203388  
t Critical one-tail 1.671552762  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.814406776  




   
 
Addressment: Requirement per participants 
ID Work Desk Peach Picking 2 Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
AL050604 6 5     
EM102601 1 3     
JO081108 2 4     
MO121008 4 3     
RE011508 5 3     
SU102707 5 4     
KA110913 2 8     
KI072311 3 3     
CR081124 2 3     
JO071920 4 4     
KA080725 3 2     
KB052020 3 4     
PA083123 2 4     
JE031131 4 6     
KA090233 3 3     
MA082131 3 3     
RE112433 5 5     
CH072439 7 3     
DO050641 5 4     
JU030242 6 3     
ca102046 5 6     
DE122944 3 3     
HE060256     5 6 
RA051658     3 5 
ST032155     2 3 
Ce090364     4 3 
DE111565     4 5 
LA110861     4 6 
SA070363     2 3 
SU110167     4 4 
AN070273     4 2 
CA041371     7 4 
CH021669     5 3 
jo040971     8 2 
MO102669     5 6 
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SH062675     4 2 
AR120778     4 2 
CA050176     6 7 
CR063082     2 2 
EL051379     5 4 
JA050881     1 2 
LY072376     6 5 
FA121884     2 3 
JU080986     3 2 
JU111091     7 3 
LI021985     4 5 
MA101186     4 5 
BE062899     4 3 
HE071698     5 3 
JA081092     4 3 
JU022392     4 3 
LI121493     6 5 
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 2 
Mean 3.77272727 3.90909091 
Variance 2.46969697 1.8961039 
Observations 22 22 
Pooled Variance 2.18290043  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 42  
t Stat -0.30611031  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.38051647  
t Critical one-tail 1.68195236  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.76103295  
t Critical two-tail 2.0180817   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
Mean 4.26666667 3.7 
Variance 2.61609195 2.14827586 
Observations 30 30 
Pooled Variance 2.38218391  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 58  
t Stat 1.42195435  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0801975  
t Critical one-tail 1.67155276  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.16039499  
t Critical two-tail 2.00171748   
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 2 Work Desk2 
Mean 3.90909091 3.7 
Variance 1.8961039 2.14827586 
Observations 22 30 
Pooled Variance 2.04236364  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat 0.52124141  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.30224987  
t Critical one-tail 1.67590503  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.60449973  
t Critical two-tail 2.00855911   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 1 
Mean 3.77272727 4.26666667 
Variance 2.46969697 2.61609195 
Observations 22 30 
Pooled Variance 2.55460606  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat -1.10098649  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.13808735  
t Critical one-tail 1.67590503  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.2761747  




   
Sketch Detail: Average detail value per participant 
ID Work Desk Peach Picking 2 Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
AL050604 13351 10905   
EM102601 6195 5594   
JO081108 7272 4580   
MO121008 19694.5 12216   
RE011508 12563 13124.5   
SU102707 12981.6667 7892.66667   
KA110913 14913 14001.3333   
KI072311 4287 5807   
CR081124 3391.5 6729.5   
JO071920 14913 14123   
KA080725 17730 6726   
KB052020 16580.5 20101.5   
PA083123 16731 5101   
JE031131 10187.3333 10849.3333   
KA090233 9871 11442   
MA082131 12815 9639   
RE112433 5532.5 9179   
CH072439 15165 6082   
DO050641 9261 10443   
JU030242 11903 10413   
ca102046 12366.5 10794   
DE122944 13017 11378   
HE060256   12961.66667 18446 
RA051658   12948 7581 
ST032155   8408 10403.75 
Ce090364   21357 17107 
DE111565   7408.75 4168.333333 
LA110861   10828 8943.5 
SA070363   11402.5 9011 
SU110167   17287.5 13307 
AN070273   6639 13863 
CA041371   6049.666667 4868.75 
CH021669   11122 6178 
jo040971   21914.66667 20428.66667 
MO102669   10013 8570 
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SH062675   9428 9603 
AR120778   7973 6907.5 
CA050176   17453 15991 
CR063082   15067 6115 
EL051379   38951 19967 
JA050881   7692 1843.5 
LY072376   24090 12753 
FA121884   6221 5070 
JU080986   12571 7750 
JU111091   19054.33333 22543.25 
LI021985   4328.666667 3553 
MA101186   18474 9742 
BE062899   11480 11664 
HE071698   0 7881 
JA081092   9537.333333 6828 
JU022392   8046 7279 
LI121493   10311.5 8102 
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 2 
Mean 11850.97727 9869.128788 
Variance 19697484.63 13725915.34 
Observations 22 22 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 41  
t Stat 1.607890527  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.057766927  
t Critical one-tail 1.682878002  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.115533854  
t Critical two-tail 2.01954097   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 1 
Mean 12482.75 12633.91944 
Variance 22417236.13 55664960.9 
Observations 22 30 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 49  
t Stat -0.089163187  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.464657833  
t Critical one-tail 1.676550893  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.929315667  
t Critical two-tail 2.009575237   
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 2 Work Desk2 
Mean 9609.628788 10215.60833 
Variance 14644182.86 28654422.03 
Observations 22 30 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat -0.475986146  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.318078762  
t Critical one-tail 1.675905025  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.636157524  
t Critical two-tail 2.008559112   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
Mean 12633.91944 10215.60833 
Variance 55664960.9 28654422.03 
Observations 30 30 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 53  
t Stat 1.442477637  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.077525818  
t Critical one-tail 1.674116237  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.155051635  




   
Novelty: Uniqueness of concept fragment (5% of the participant) 
Id Work Desk Peach Picking 2 Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
EM102601 0 1   
AL050604 4 0   
SU102707 1 0   
MO121008 1 1   
JO081108 1 1   
RE011508 4 2   
KI072311 0 1   
KA110913 0 4   
JO071920 0 2   
KB052020 1 1   
PA083123 0 0   
CR081124 0 0   
KA080725 0 0   
JE031131 1 4   
MA082131 1 0   
KA090233 1 2   
RE112433 4 3   
CH072439 4 0   
DO050641 3 1   
JU030242 1 1   
DE122944 1 1   
ca102046 1 1   
ST032155   1 1 
HE060256   4 4 
RA051658   0 2 
LA110861   1 3 
SA070363   0 1 
Ce090364   1 1 
DE111565   2 8 
SU110167   0 2 
CH021669   1 1 
MO102669   5 4 
CA041371   5 3 
jo040971   2 3 
AN070273   3 0 
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SH062675   3 2 
CA050176   4 3 
LY072376   1 6 
AR120778   0 3 
EL051379   1 3 
JA050881   0 2 
CR063082   2 0 
FA121884   1 0 
LI021985   3 1 
JU080986   0 0 
MA101186   3 1 
JU111091   2 3 
JU022392   1 1 
JA081092   2 1 
LI121493   4 0 
HE071698   1 0 
BE062899   1 0 
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 2 
Mean 1.318182 1.181818 
Variance 2.132035 1.489177 
Observations 22 22 
Pooled Variance 1.810606  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 42  
t Stat 0.336111  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.36923  
t Critical one-tail 1.681952  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.738461  
t Critical two-tail 2.018082   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 1 
Mean 1.318182 1.8 
Variance 2.132035 2.303448 
Observations 22 30 
Pooled Variance 2.231455  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat -1.1491  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.12799  
t Critical one-tail 1.675905  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.25598  
t Critical two-tail 2.008559   
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 2 Work Desk2 
Mean 1.181818 1.966667 
Variance 1.489177 3.550575 
Observations 22 30 
Pooled Variance 2.684788  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat -1.70648  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.047062  
t Critical one-tail 1.675905  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.094123  
t Critical two-tail 2.008559   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
Mean 1.8 1.966667 
Variance 2.303448 3.550575 
Observations 30 30 
Pooled Variance 2.927011  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 58  
t Stat -0.3773  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.353665  
t Critical one-tail 1.671553  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.707331  




   
Variety: Group of concept fragment per participant per requirements 
Id Work Desk Peach Picking 2 Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
EM102601 1 3   
AL050604 8 5   
SU102707 8 8   
MO121008 2 4   
JO081108 5 3   
RE011508 11 9   
KI072311 2 3   
KA110913 3 12   
JO071920 6 4   
KB052020 5 7   
PA083123 2 6   
CR081124 2 3   
KA080725 5 3   
JE031131 4 12   
MA082131 3 3   
KA090233 3 3   
RE112433 6 7   
CH072439 6 2   
DO050641 7 8   
JU030242 8 3   
DE122944 3 4   
ca102046 6 8   
ST032155   2 6 
HE060256   9 8 
RA051658   1 5 
LA110861   7 9 
SA070363   4 2 
Ce090364   4 3 
DE111565   7 14 
SU110167   4 4 
CH021669   4 5 
MO102669   12 11 
CA041371   13 7 
jo040971   9 7 
AN070273   5 2 
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SH062675   5 3 
CA050176   10 7 
LY072376   4 9 
AR120778   6 4 
EL051379   6 5 
JA050881   2 3 
CR063082   2 2 
FA121884   3 3 
LI021985   8 4 
JU080986   3 1 
MA101186   4 5 
JU111091   9 6 
JU022392   10 5 
JA081092   5 3 
LI121493   9 5 
HE071698   6 3 
BE062899   6 4 
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 2 
Mean 4.818182 5.454545 
Variance 6.632035 9.021645 
Observations 22 22 
Pooled Variance 7.82684  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 42  
t Stat -0.75441  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.227406  
t Critical one-tail 1.681952  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.454811  
t Critical two-tail 2.018082   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Work Desk Peach Picking 1 
Mean 4.818182 5.966667 
Variance 6.632035 9.550575 
Observations 22 30 
Pooled Variance 8.324788  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat -1.41811  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.081181  
t Critical one-tail 1.675905  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.162362  
t Critical two-tail 2.008559   
 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 2 Work Desk2 
Mean 5.454545 5.166667 
Variance 9.021645 8.350575 
Observations 22 30 
Pooled Variance 8.632424  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 50  
t Stat 0.349071  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.364251  
t Critical one-tail 1.675905  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.728502  
t Critical two-tail 2.008559   
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 
   
  Peach Picking 1 Work Desk2 
Mean 5.966667 5.166667 
Variance 9.550575 8.350575 
Observations 30 30 
Pooled Variance 8.950575  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
df 58  
t Stat 1.035643  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.152334  
t Critical one-tail 1.671553  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.304667  
t Critical two-tail 2.001717   
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Appendix D. Quantity Results 
This appendix provides result for Quantity 
 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   



























































































































   
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
2 1 2 
1 2 1 
4 2 2 
2 1 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 1 
3 2 3 
2 1 1 
1 1 2 
5 1 1 
2 2 2 
1 1 2 
1 1 3 
1 1 2 
5 1 1 
2 2 1 
4 4 1 
1 1 1 
3 1 1 
1 1 3 
1 3 3 
2 2 1 
4 3 1 
2 1 3 
3 1 1 
1 1 3 
1 1 1 
1 1 3 
2 1 2 
2 3 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 3  
3 1  
2 4  
 1  
 3  
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SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 35 71 2.028571 1.440336   
Traditional 37 62 1.675676 0.891892   
Contextual 32 53 1.65625 0.684476   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 3.047867 2 1.523934 1.504593 0.227043 3.086371 
Within Groups 102.2983 101 1.012854    
       
Total 105.3462 103         
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Appendix E. Addressment Results  
 
Work Desk Problem  



















R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2549 1           1       
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2550 1           1     1 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2552 1           1     1 
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6944 1       1 1 1 1 1 1 
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_DeskSketch1 1 1     1 1 1   1   
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_DeskSketch2 1           1       
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 1 1 1     1   1   1   
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 2 1           1       
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_214917 1               1 1 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk1 1           1       
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk2 1           1       
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk3 1           1     1 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk4 1           1     1 
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_225039 1       1   1       
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_225044 1                   
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_desk 1       1   1       
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_1 1           1       
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_2 1           1       
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_3 1                 1 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_4 1           1   1 1 
R_1o6J2HHqpCEzoYp_survey drawing 2 1           1     1 
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Desk 1 1                 1 
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Desk 2 1                 1 
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 2_Page_1 1       1   1       
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 2_Page_2 1       1           
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_1 1           1       
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_2 1           1       
R_1QM9Y6EH4MZ0oNg_work desk 1           1     1 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 1 1 1     1           
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 2 1           1     1 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 3 1           1       
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 2 1       1 1 1 1 1   
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R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch_1 1           1       
R_2abMYWn7Wjh5VG6_drawer sketch 1       1   1       
R_2b3inv6FCMh1RNe_sketches 1           1     1 
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 01 1                   
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 02 1           1       
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey Problem 
1 Sketch 1 
1       1   1       
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey Problem 
1 Sketch 2 
1       1   1   1   
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_1  1       1         1 
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_2 1           1       
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6703 1           1       
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6704 1                   
R_2TBN7jkP4Y4SW71_IMG-1874 1           1       
R_2U6nLLVXr7wAG5S_desk_sketch 1           1       
R_2VR7PMsz4uQ4B2q_Desk 1       1 1 1   1   
R_2WG7NGx8TBeCeSf_D13E9A53-5390-46C0-
AA24-F721EE7A1F43 
1       1     1   1 
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_InkedWork Desk Sketch 
1_LI 
1           1       
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_InkedWork Desk Sketch 
2_LI 
1       1 1 1   1   
R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_State 1           1     1 
R_3Gkuktd6jhXog5B_work desk 1           1       
R_3pfl4ZfmKj4TAaY_Work desk 1           1     1 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_1 1         1 1       
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_2 1           1       
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_3 1 1       1 1       
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_4 1         1 1   1 1 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_5 1           1       
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch1 1           1     1 
R_4GwIwG5588D97rz_part1 1       1 1         
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Shetch 1 1 1     1   1       
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 2 1           1       
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 3 1           1       
R_6F0GVobyascrzB7_ME 4010-001_Concept 
Generation Survey_Work Desk 
1       1   1       
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 2 1 1     1 1 1       
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_sketch1 1       1 1 1 1     
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_sketch2 1       1 1   1     
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4223 1           1       
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Desk Concept 1 1     1   1   1   
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R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_concept2desk 1     1             
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation Survey 
Sketch 1 
1       1 1 1       
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation Survey 
Sketch 2 
1               1 1 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_1 1           1     1 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_2 1           1     1 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_3 1           1     1 
R_pgVgmUnKpzGl7ix_20200930_155830 1                   
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 2020 (2) 1           1       
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 2020 (4) 1 1         1       
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4684 1 1       1 1   1   
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4685 1           1   1   
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4686 1 1     1   1   1   
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_1 1 1         1     1 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_2 1       1   1       
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_3 1 1         1     1 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_4 1                 1 
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Desk  1 1     1   1   1   
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Desk Concepts  1 1     1   1       
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 2_Page_1 1 1     1   1       
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 2_Page_2 1 1     1 1 1   1   
R_XMrlgRlWwgnNnhf_IMG_1052 1 1     1   1 1 1 1 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.05.29 PM 
1                 1 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.05.37 PM 
1           1     1 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.05.43 PM 
1       1 1 1     1 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 
at 7.05.50 PM 
1           1     1 







   
Peach Picking Problem 



















R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_2546   1                 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_2547                 1   
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6942_inked_pro
cessed_LI 
1   1   1 1         
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6943   1 1   1     1     
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_Peach Picker 1 1 1   1 1         
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 1 1 1 1   1 1         
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 2 1 1   1   1         
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 3   1 1 1   1         
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_213006         1           
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_213016 1       1           
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches1   1     1 1         
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches2 1   1   1 1         
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches3       1 1       1   
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_230
411 
1 1   1 1           
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_230
416 
  1     1           
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_sketch 1 1 1     1 1         
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_sketch 2   1 1   1 1         
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker 
_Page_1 
1 1   1 1 1         
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker 
_Page_2 
1 1 1 1 1           
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker 
_Page_3 
1 1   1         1   
R_1o6J2HHqpCEzoYp_survey drawing 1   1     1 1     1   
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Peach 1 1 1     1 1         
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_1 
  1     1           
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_2 
1 1     1           
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_3 
  1     1       1   
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1 1 1                 
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_sketch 2 1 1     1           
R_1QM9Y6EH4MZ0oNg_peach picker   1     1 1     1   
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R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 1 1 1     1 1         
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 2         1 1         
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 3 1       1 1         
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 1 1 1     1 1         
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 2   1     1           
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 3         1 1     1   
R_2abMYWn7Wjh5VG6_peaches sketch         1 1         
R_2b3inv6FCMh1RNe_unnamed (1) 1       1 1         
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 1   1                 
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey 
Problem 2 Sketch 1 
  1     1 1     1   
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_Sketch 1 picker   1       1     1   
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6705 1 1     1 1     1 1 
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6706   1     1 1     1   
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6707 1 1 1   1     1   1 
R_2TBN7jkP4Y4SW71_IMG-1873   1     1       1   
R_2U6nLLVXr7wAG5S_PeachPicker_sketch   1     1 1     1   
R_2VR7PMsz4uQ4B2q_PeachPicker   1     1       1   
R_2WG7NGx8TBeCeSf_3EB6362D-A519-
491D-8312-594F858B80D3 
1 1       1     1 1 
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_Peach Picker Sketch 1 1 1     1         1 
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_Peach Picker Sketch 2 1 1     1     1     
R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_Sketch 1 1 1 1               
R_3Gkuktd6jhXog5B_peach picker 1       1 1     1   
R_3pfl4ZfmKj4TAaY_Peach picker 1       1           
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-
2020 15.21.36[471]_Page_1 
1 1     1           
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-
2020 15.21.36[471]_Page_2 
  1 1   1       1   
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-
2020 15.21.36[471]_Page_3 
1 1 1   1           
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch2 1 1               1 
R_4GwIwG5588D97rz_part2 1 1     1           
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 1 1 1   1 1           
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 2_   1 1   1       1   
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 3 1 1   1 1           
R_6F0GVobyascrzB7_ME 4010-
001_Concept Generation Survey_Peach 
  1     1       1 1 
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 1_Page_1 1 1     1 1         
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 1_Page_2 1 1 1   1 1     1   
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach1   1     1           
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R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach2   1   1 1           
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach3   1     1       1   
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4224 1 1     1 1         
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach Pickers_Page_1 1       1 1         
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach Pickers_Page_2 1       1           
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach Pickers_Page_3 1     1 1           
R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_concepts1wheelchar 1 1 1     1     1   
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation 
Survey Peach Picker 
  1 1   1           
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_20591
2 
1 1       1         
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_20591
7 
1 1       1         
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_20592
3 
  1   1 1 1     1   
R_pgVgmUnKpzGl7ix_20200930_160155   1       1     1   
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 2020   1     1 1 1   1   
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4681   1 1   1 1     1   
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 1 1 1                 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 2   1     1 1         
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 3 1 1     1           
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 4   1     1           
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Peach picker   1 1 1 1           
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Peach Concept 
Generation_Page_1 
1 1                 
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Peach Concept 
Generation_Page_2 
  1 1   1           
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 1_Page_1 1 1 1               
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 1_Page_2 1 1 1   1           
R_XMrlgRlWwgnNnhf_IMG_1053 1 1       1         
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-
09-27 at 7.19.16 PM 
1       1           
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-
09-27 at 7.19.24 PM 
1   1   1           
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-
09-27 at 7.19.30 PM 
1                   
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-
09-27 at 7.19.37 PM 
1   1   1           
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_Sketch 1               1 1   
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Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 4 3 
1 4 4 
1 5 3 
2 5 4 
4 4 4 
2 4 2 
4 5 3 
2 5 3 
3 4 4 
4 4 3 
2 4 6 
3 2 4 
2 3 6 
4 1 3 
4 3 4 
3 5 4 
2 4 3 
3 3 2 
3 4 3 
3 4 4 
2 3 4 
3 4 6 
3 4 3 
2 4 2 
2 4 3 
3 5 4 
3 3 7 
4 3 5 
3 5 2 
6 3 3 
2 5 3 
2 5 2 
2 2 2 
3 3 1 
3 1 2 
2 3 4 
2 2 3 
2 2 5 
4 3 4 
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3 3 4 
3 3 3 
2 1 5 
6 3 3 
2 3 5 
3 2 4 
2 2 3 
2 2 4 
1 3 2 
2 3 4 
3 3 4 
2 3 6 
3 4 7 
3 2 2 
2 5  
4 2  
5 5  
2 3  
2 4  
5 2  
2 2  
3 3  
3 5  
3   
1   
2   
3   
5   
2   
3   
5   
3   
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SUMMARY      
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement  71 198 2.788732 1.226157   
Traditional 62 209 3.370968 1.286356   
Contextual 53 193 3.641509 1.772859   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 24.02872 2 12.01436 8.57207 0.000276 3.045312 
Within Groups 256.4874 183 1.401571    
       
Total 280.5161 185         
 










Problem Stat 0.582 0.206 
(0.176, 
0.988) 2.83 0.005 
Contextual - 
Problem Stat 0.853 0.215 
(0.429, 
1.277) 3.97 0.000 
Contextual - 
Traditional 0.271 0.221 
(-0.166, 
0.708) 1.22 0.223 










   
Addressment protocol for Peach picking problem  
Requirements Comments/Explanation 
Manually Operated The sketch must mention or include visual sign that indicate 
manual operation. For instance, the sketch contains a trigger to 
squeeze, having a rope, cable to push or pull, etc.  
attach to a wheelchair The sketch must contain a visual or textual evidence that 
indicate devise is connected to wheelchair. For instance, the 
device is strapped, clamp, bolted, pinned etc.  
not damage the peaches The sketch must contain a method or feature that prevents 
damage to the peaches. For instant the sketch indicates peaches 
are cushioned when being cut, shield, to fall in after its being 
cut, soft material is used to grab the peach, or vacuum suction, 
etc.  
pick multiple peaches at a 
time 
The sketch must provide evidence of multiple peaches being 
picked either visually or textually. For instance, to hold the 
picked peaches the sketch includes net, basket, compartment, 
etc.  
prevent peaches from 
falling on to the ground. 
The sketch must imply textually or visually that peach will not 
falling on the ground after being cut. For instance, the sketch 
contains a basket under blade, claw that holds a peach, a gripper, 
etc.  
reach from the range of 10 ft 
to 12 ft in height. 
The sketch must signify the device can reach the height of 10 to 
12 feet. It can be done by stating the range of the devices, or by 
type of rod like telescopic, adjustable, extendable etc. 
cost ≤ 100 dollars The sketch must explicitly state that it cost less than $100.00 or 
imply the device is cheap by listing cheap material. For 
example, it can use adjective like cheap, inexpensive, low-
priced, economical etc.  
safe to operate The sketch must suggest a method or a feature that prevent 
injury and maintain safe environment. For instance, the sketch 
denotes the word “safe to use”.  
requires ≤ 10 pound force 
(lbf) to operate the device  
The sketch must contain a visual or textual evidence of assistant 
to the user. For instance, the sketch that assisted motion (lift, 
motorize, etc.), lightweight material, motion control (spring 
assist) etc. 
fit in a minivan The sketch must mention or contain an evidence that will 
indicate the device will fit in minivan. For instance, its small 




   





from PIL import Image 










#the file name must match  
    file_exists = path.isfile('size_verification.csv') 
    with open('size_verification.csv', 'a') as outcsv: 
        writer = csv.writer(outcsv, delimiter=',', quotechar='|', quoting=csv.QUOTE_MINIMAL, 
lineterminator='\n') 
        if not file_exists: 
            writer.writerow(['FileName', 'Output', 'width', 'Height']) 
        for item in fileOut: 




#directory is where you have all the images stored 
    directory = 
r'C:\Users\FBI\Documents\School\GraduateSchool\Thesis\size_verifaction_folder' 
    lst_names = [] 
    for filename in os.listdir(directory): 
        if filename.endswith(".png") or filename.endswith(".jpg") or filename.endswith(".jpeg") or 
filename.endswith(".PNG"): 
            # print(filename) 
            lst_names.append(filename) 
        else: 
            continue 
 
    print(lst_names) 
    output_lst = [] 
    for i in lst_names: 
        FileName = i 
        print(FileName) 
        image_size = Image.open(FileName) 
        #print(image_size) 
        width, height = image_size.size 
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        #print(image_size.size) 
        im = np.array(Image.open(FileName).convert('L').resize((500, 500))) 
        # thrushold what pixcel to keep. (how gray of an pixcel) 
        th = 128  # higher bound 
        im_bool = im > th 
        # 0 = to black  255 = white 
        im_bin_128 = im_bool * 255 
        Image.fromarray(np.uint8(im_bin_128)).save(FileName + '_BW.png') 
        # print(im_bin_128) 
        # not needed. if use need to install the cv2 package 
        image = cv2.imread(FileName + '_BW.png', 0) 
        count = cv2.countNonZero(image) 
        # print(count) 
        # Counting white space 
        count_white = np.count_nonzero(im_bin_128) 
        # print(countt) 
        # take count_white and subtract with 250,000 - white pixel to get the white pixel 
        print('Complexity value is =', 250000 - count_white) 
        output = 250000 - count_white 
        output_lst.append([FileName, output, width, height]) 







   




   delete the file cause its same 
Red word means re-did analysis for that image 
  
will take out the data due to the value 
being skew (can't re do because its not 
possible to image process)  
  Bottom 10 percent      
  top 10 percent      
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Problem Statement  
ID Req. Addressed 
Detail 
Value Problem Order 
AL050604 4 10801 Work 1 
EM102601 1 6195 Work 8 
JO081108 2 21171 Work 11 
MO121008 3 16158 Work 19 
MO121008 2 23231 Work 20 
RE011508 1 11722 Work 22 
SU102707 1 10670 Work 25 
AL050604 2 15901 Work 31 
JO081108 2 21171 Work 36 
RE011508 2 15400 Work 40 
SU102707 2 16520 Work 41 
RE011508 1 13678 Work 43 
SU102707 2 11755 Work 44 
RE011508 3 9452 Work 45 
KA110913 1 16100 Work 15 
KI072311 3 4287 Work 17 
KA110913 1 13726 Work 38 
CR081124 2 6166 Peach 143 
JO071920 2 14123 Peach 161 
KA080725 3 6726 Peach 167 
KB052020 4 19972 Peach 170 
PA083123 6 5101 Peach 186 
CR081124 3 7293 Peach 216 
KB052020 3 20231 Peach 223 
CH072439 3 6082 Peach 141 
DO050641 3 8479 Peach 146 
JU030242 5 10413 Peach 164 
DO050641 3 12407 Peach 234 
HE060256 3 17826 Peach 150 
HE060256 3 12418 Peach 151 
HE060256 4 8641 Peach 152 
RA051658 4 12948 Peach 187 
ST032155 2 13059 Peach 192 
ST032155 1 5312 Peach 226 
ST032155 1 6853 Peach 239 
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Ce090364 3 21357 Peach 139 
DE111565 2 3958 Peach 144 
LA110861 3 7492 Peach 172 
LA110861 5 14164 Peach 173 
SA070363 2 9097 Peach 190 
SU110167 2 13754 Peach 194 
SU110167 2 20821 Peach 195 
DE111565 3 6749 Peach 217 
SA070363 3 13708 Peach 225 
DE111565 5 13982 Peach 233 
DE111565 4 4946 Peach 245 
AN070273 2 13863 Work 46 
CA041371 1 3835 Work 49 
CA041371 2 5093 Work 50 
CA041371 2 4410 Work 51 
CA041371 3 6137 Work 52 
CH021669 2 5637 Work 55 
jo040971 2 18161 Work 66 
jo040971 2 20250 Work 67 
jo040971 2 22875 Work 68 
MO102669 3 7148 Work 78 
MO102669 2 9679 Work 79 
MO102669 3 9163 Work 80 
MO102669 4 8380 Work 81 
MO102669 2 8480 Work 82 
SH062675 2 9603 Work 85 
CH021669 4 6719 Work 101 
JU080986 2 7750 Work 70 
JU111091 2 29739 Work 71 
LI021985 3 3553 Work 74 
MA101186 3 9742 Work 77 
FA121884 1 5070 Work 103 
JU111091 3 17608 Work 105 
JU111091 2 18061 Work 114 
JU111091 2 24765 Work 115 
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Traditional 
ID Req. Addressed 
Detail 
Value Problem Order 
AL050604 3 10905 Peach 130 
AN070273 6 6639 Peach 131 
AR120778 4 7973 Peach 132 
BE062899 3 11664 Work 48 
CA041371 3 5656 Peach 134 
CA041371 3 8091 Peach 135 
CA041371 2 4402 Peach 136 
CA050176 4 16442 Peach 137 
CA050176 5 18464 Peach 214 
ca102046 3 11755 Peach 138 
ca102046 5 12410 Peach 215 
ca102046 3 8217 Peach 232 
CH021669 5 11122 Peach 140 
CR063082 2 15067 Peach 142 
CR081124 2 3016 Work 4 
CR081124 2 3767 Work 5 
DE122944 4 11378 Peach 145 
EL051379 6 38951 Peach 147 
EM102601 2 5594 Peach 148 
HE060256 3 13957 Work 60 
HE060256 3 22935 Work 61 
HE071698 2 7881 Work 62 
JA050881 4 7692 Peach 153 
JA081092 3 6189 Work 64 
JA081092 1 7467 Work 65 
JE031131 2 12442 Work 9 
JE031131 2 9050 Work 34 
JE031131 2 9070 Work 42 
jo040971 3 16643 Peach 158 
jo040971 3 23993 Peach 159 
jo040971 5 25108 Peach 160 
JO071920 3 5867 Work 10 
JO071920 2 23959 Work 35 
JO081108 4 4580 Peach 162 
JU022392 3 7279 Work 69 
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KA080725 2 17730 Work 13 
KA090233 2 9871 Work 14 
KB052020 2 12931 Work 16 
KB052020 1 20230 Work 39 
LI121493 3 8102 Work 75 
LY072376 6 24090 Peach 179 
MA082131 3 12815 Work 18 
MO102669 4 12596 Peach 182 
MO102669 4 10008 Peach 183 
MO102669 4 7435 Peach 184 
MO121008 2 12216 Peach 185 
PA083123 3 16731 Work 21 
RA051658 3 7581 Work 83 
RE011508 1 18353 Peach 188 
RE011508 3 10278 Peach 224 
RE011508 1 13679 Peach 238 
RE011508 5 10188 Peach 246 
RE112433 2 5393 Work 23 
RE112433 3 5672 Work 24 
SH062675 4 9428 Peach 191 
ST032155 1 15966 Work 86 
ST032155 1 9489 Work 107 
ST032155 1 6874 Work 117 
ST032155 2 9286 Work 118 
SU102707 6 6324 Peach 193 
SU102707 4 5328 Peach 227 
SU102707 4 12026 Peach 240 
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Contextual 
ID Req. Addressed 
Detail 
Value Problem Order 
KA110913 7 11289 Peach 169 
KI072311 4 5807 Peach 171 
KA110913 5 15453 Peach 222 
KA110913 7 15262 Peach 237 
JE031131 3 8738 Peach 157 
MA082131 3 9639 Peach 180 
RE112433 4 9327 Peach 189 
JE031131 4 12772 Peach 219 
KA090233 2 11442 Peach 221 
JE031131 5 11038 Peach 235 
CH072439 2 15165 Work 3 
DO050641 4 10490 Work 7 
JU030242 2 18789 Work 12 
DO050641 3 8032 Work 33 
JU030242 1 5017 Work 37 
ca102046 2 6989 Work 2 
DE122944 1 13017 Work 6 
ca102046 2 17744 Work 32 
Ce090364 2 17107 Work 54 
DE111565 3 4906 Work 57 
LA110861 4 7594 Work 72 
LA110861 4 10293 Work 73 
SA070363 2 9011 Work 84 
SU110167 3 13307 Work 87 
DE111565 2 4077 Work 102 
DE111565 3 3522 Work 112 
AR120778 1 7632 Work 47 
CA050176 2 15991 Work 53 
CR063082 2 6115 Work 56 
EL051379 4 19967 Work 58 
JA050881 1 1415 Work 63 
LY072376 2 11055 Work 76 
AR120778 2 6183 Work 100 
JA050881 3 2272 Work 104 
LY072376 4 11604 Work 106 
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LY072376 3 15600 Work 116 
FA121884 3 6221 Peach 149 
JU080986 3 12571 Peach 165 
JU111091 4 18858 Peach 166 
LI021985 3 4493 Peach 174 
LI021985 3 4020 Peach 175 
LI021985 3 4473 Peach 176 
MA101186 3 18474 Peach 181 
JU111091 5 22313 Peach 220 
JU111091 2 15992 Peach 236 
BE062899 5 11480 Peach 133 
JA081092 3 9152 Peach 154 
JA081092 2 10291 Peach 155 
JA081092 2 9169 Peach 156 
JU022392 5 8046 Peach 163 
LI121493 4 9138 Peach 177 
LI121493 7 11485 Peach 178 
RE112433 4 9031 Peach 1000 
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Used marker so lines are thicker and the croped make the 




Would be intresting to see the raw data related to the usage of space. 
Like is the image spread out or no??     
LY072
376 
Sketch done on line paper so line is though of it as a part of the sketh so 
value is bit hight that it should be.      
JO07
1920 23959 worekd on notebook paper                 
RE01
1508 Done on sketch paper  
KA11
0913 note book paper so high value            
JU111
091 
Used marker so lines are thicker hense 
higher value           
jo040
971 worked with markers            
KB05
2020 markers              
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Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
10801 10905 11289 
6195 6639 5807 
21171 7973 15453 
16158 11664 15262 
23231 5656 8738 
11722 8091 9639 
10670 4402 9327 
15901 16442 12772 
21171 18464 11442 
15400 11755 11038 
16520 12410 15165 
13678 8217 10490 
11755 11122 18789 
9452 15067 8032 
16100 3016 5017 
4287 3767 6989 
13726 11378 13017 
6166 38951 17744 
14123 5594 17107 
6726 13957 4906 
19972 22935 7594 
5101 7881 10293 
7293 7692 9011 
20231 6189 13307 
6082 7467 4077 
8479 12442 3522 
10413 9050 7632 
12407 9070 15991 
17826 16643 6115 
12418 23993 19967 
8641 25108 1415 
12948 5867 11055 
13059 23959 6183 
5312 4580 2272 
6853 7279 11604 
21357 17730 15600 
3958 9871 6221 
7492 12931 12571 
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14164 20230 18858 
9097 8102 4493 
13754 24090 4020 
20821 12815 4473 
6749 12596 18474 
13708 10008 22313 
13982 7435 15992 
4946 12216 11480 
13863 16731 9152 
3835 7581 10291 
5093 18353 9169 
4410 10278 8046 
6137 13679 9138 
5637 10188 11485 
18161 5393 9031 
20250 5672  
22875 9428  
7148 15966  
9679 9489  
9163 6874  
8380 9286  
8480 6324  
9603 5328  
6719 12026  
7750   
29739   
3553   
9742   
5070   
17608   
18061   
24765   
1440   
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SUMMARY       




















5   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 













4    
       
Total 
658724419
0 185         
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Appendix H. Novelty Results 
This section will contain all the fragments and novelty table and its ANOVA test. 
There is four table with two table for work desk problem and two for peach Picking 
problem.  
Part 1:  
Novelty for work desk problem with first table containing first 5 requirements and next 
table with 5 requirements.  Following the table will have a novelty score tables for each 
requirement. A fragment is cauterized as novel if its used by less than 3 students.  
File Name 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2549_processed Fold (top 
and leg) 
        
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2550_processed Fold (leg)         
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2552 Collapsible         















, lock pin 
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_DeskSketch2 flip (top)         
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 1 Slides in 




    Control 
Motion 
(track) 
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 2 fold (top)         
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_214917 flip (top)         
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk1 flip (top)         
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk2_processed Fold (top, 
leg) 
        
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk3_processed Disassembl
e (top) 
        





      Safe 
Environme
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Slid in and 
out, 
collapsible 
        
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_desk flip (top)       Locking 
mechanism  
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_1           
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_2 flip (top)         
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_3 Slid out of 
bed 
        
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_4 Drop from 
celling 
        
R_1o6J2HHqpCEzoYp_survey drawing 2 Fold (top         
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Desk 1 Extend leg         
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Desk 2_processed Fold (leg , 
top) 
        
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 2_Page_1 Flip (top)       Assisted 
motion 
(spring) 
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 2_Page_2 Fold middle 
of desk 
      Locking 
mechanism,  
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_1 Flip (top)         
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_2 Flip (top)         
R_1QM9Y6EH4MZ0oNg_work desk Collapsible 
(top), fold 
(leg) 
        
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 1 Slide in and 
out 
Handle     Guided 
motion 
(track) 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 2 Folds (shelf 
to desk) 
        
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 3 Flip (top)         





        
R_2abMYWn7Wjh5VG6_drawer sketch Fold (legs)       locking 
mechanism 
R_2b3inv6FCMh1RNe_sketches Fold (leg, 
top) 
        
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 01 tilts top to 
side 
        
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 02_processed Flip (whole 
table) 
        
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey 
Problem 1 Sketch 1 
Flips (top)       Locking 
mechanism 
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R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey 
Problem 1 Sketch 2 
Collapsible       Guided 
movement 
(track),  
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_1  Flip (top)       Support 
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_2 Elevate 
surface 
        
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6703 Flip (top)         
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6704 Flip (top)         
R_2TBN7jkP4Y4SW71_IMG-1874           
R_2U6nLLVXr7wAG5S_desk_sketch Fold (top)         

















        
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_InkedWork Desk 
Sketch 2_LI 
Fold (leg)       Control 
motion 
(motorized) 
R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_State Linked top 
to shelf 
        
R_3Gkuktd6jhXog5B_work desk Fold (side, 
top) 
        
R_3pfl4ZfmKj4TAaY_Work desk_processed Flip (top)         
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_1 fold(top, 
side) 




        
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_3 Flip (top) Rope       
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_4 slid out 
under the 
bed 
        
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_5 fold(top)         
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch1 Flip (top), 
Fold side 
        
R_4GwIwG5588D97rz_part1 Fold (top       Secure latch 
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Shetch 1 Fold (top) Handle     Lock pin 
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 2 Fold (top)         
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 3 Folds          
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R_6F0GVobyascrzB7_ME 4010-001_Concept 
Generation Survey_Work Desk 
Collapsible 
half desk 
      Licking 
mechanism,  
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 2 Flip (top) Hand 
crank  
wheel 
    Locking 
mechanism,  
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_sketch1 Leg folds to 
drop the top  
      Control 
motion 
(cylinder) 









R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4223 Fold (Top)         
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Desk Concept flip (top pull 
lever 
    Locking 
mechanism 
(catch) 
R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_concept2desk Flip and 
fold (top) 






Survey Sketch 1 











Survey Sketch 2 










        
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-
6_Page_3 
Flip (bed to 
get to desk) 
        
R_pgVgmUnKpzGl7ix_20200930_155830 Fold (top)         




        
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 2020 
(4)_processed 
Flip (top) Pull 
down 
desk 
      
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4684_processed Flip (top) car 
trunk 
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R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4685 slid (part of 
desk) 
        
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4686_processed Flip (top0 Iron 
board 
like  
    magnetic 
close 







      











      
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_4_processed top goes up 
and down 
        




    control 
motion 
(track) 
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Desk Concepts  Flip (top) Pull 
down 
desk 
    locking 
mechanism  




R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 2_Page_2 Flip (top) crank 
to 
lower 
    Locking 
system 
R_XMrlgRlWwgnNnhf_IMG_1052 Shelf to 
desk 
rope     Secure to 
wall,  
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-
09-27 at 7.05.29 PM 
collapsible         
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-
09-27 at 7.05.37 PM 
elevating 
surface 
        
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-
09-27 at 7.05.43 PM 
Slid under 
bed 




09-27 at 7.05.50 PM 
flip (top)         
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_sketch1desk flip (top)               
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File name 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-
2549_processed 
  Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-
2550_processed 
  Built in 
storage 
    portable 
(like white 
board) 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2552   Build in 
compartme
nt 


























R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_DeskSketch2   Build in 
compartme
nt 
      









R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 2   built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_21491
7 




R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk1   Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk2_processe
d 
  Built in 
compartme
nt 
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R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk3_processe
d 
  Built in 
storage 
    Disassemb
le (top) 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk4   Built in 
dresser 




  Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_
225044 
          
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_desk   Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table 
dorm_Page_1 
  Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table 
dorm_Page_2 
  Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table 
dorm_Page_3 





nt on top 




R_1o6J2HHqpCEzoYp_survey drawing 2   Built in 
compartme
nt 
    converts to 
compartme
nt 











  Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 
2_Page_2 
          
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_1   Built in 
Compartme
nt 
      
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_2   Built in 
Compartme
nt 
      
R_1QM9Y6EH4MZ0oNg_work desk   Built in 
compartme
nt 
    minimal 
footprint 
stated 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 1           
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 2   Compartme
nt on top 




   
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 3   Built in 
compartme
nt 
      












R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch_1   Built in 
storage 
      
R_2abMYWn7Wjh5VG6_drawer sketch   Built in 
Drawer 
      
R_2b3inv6FCMh1RNe_sketches   Drawers     Convert 
(drawer) 
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 01           
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 
02_processed 
  Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey 
Problem 1 Sketch 1 
  Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey 
Problem 1 Sketch 2 
  built in 
compartme
nt 






R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_1          Convert 
(dresser) 
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_2   Built in 
storage 
      
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6703   Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6704           




      
R_2U6nLLVXr7wAG5S_desk_sketch   Built in 
compartme
nt  
















    1.5 
by 3 
  3 ft by 4 in 
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_InkedWork Desk 
Sketch 1_LI 
  Built in 
Compartme
nt 
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R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_State   Built in 
Compartme
nt 
    Convert 
(shelf) 
R_3Gkuktd6jhXog5B_work desk   Build in 
Compartme
nt 
      
R_3pfl4ZfmKj4TAaY_Work 
desk_processed 
  place for 
storage 














      
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_2   Built in 
storage 























      
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch1   built in 
shelf 






        
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Shetch 1   Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 2   Build in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 3   Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_6F0GVobyascrzB7_ME 4010-
001_Concept Generation Survey_Work 
Desk 
  Built in 
shelf 
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  3 by 
1.5 
ft 
    
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4223   Detachable 
shelf 
      
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Desk Concept   Built in 
compartme
nt 
  One 
operation 
  
R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_concept2desk           
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept 








      
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept 
Generation Survey Sketch 2 









  Built in 
compartme
nt 





  Built in 
compartme
nt 





  Built in 
compartme
nt 





          
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 
2020 (2) 
  Built in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 
2020 (4)_processed 
  Built in 
storage 















R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4685   Built in 
compartme
nt 






   
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-
4686_processed 
  Built in 
compartme
nt  






R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_1   attachable 
pouches 
    Convert 
(bench) 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_2_processed   Build in 
compartme
nt 
      
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_3_processed   Storge fix      Convert to 
shelf 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_4_processed         Flush to 
floor 
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Desk    built in 
compartme
nt 








R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Desk Concepts    Storage 
under  fix 
to wall 
      
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 2_Page_1   Built in 
compartme
nt 
      



















al step (1) 
2 by .5 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 
2020-09-27 at 7.05.29 PM 
        Flatten to 
floor 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 
2020-09-27 at 7.05.37 PM 
  detachable 
compartme
nt 
    Flush to 
floor 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 











2020-09-27 at 7.05.50 PM 
  Built in 
compartme
nt 
    flus (to 
wall) 
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_sketch1desk   Built in 
storage 
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Fragments per requirements: 
REQ 1 
Number of Student Fragment 
4 elevate surface 
6 collapsible 
1 Collapsible half desk 
1 Disassemble (top) 
1 Drop from celling 
1 Expand (fold top) 
1 Extend leg 
29 Flip (top) 
1 Flip (bed to get to desk) 
2 Flip (whole desk) 
1 Flip and fold (top) 
7 fold (top) 
7 Fold (leg) 
2 fold (middle of desk) 
3 fold side 
3 shelf to desk 
1 Shorten leg (convert to desk) 
4 Slid in and out 
2 slid out bed 
1 Slid top back and down 
 
Req 2 
Number of students Fragment 
1 car trunk opening system 
3 crank to lower 
3 handle 
1 Iron board like  
1 pull cable 
1 push up and down (vertical) 
1 pull lever 
2 Pull down  
2 Pull rope 
2 push and pull 
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# of Student Fragment 
4 Assisted motion (spring) 
1 control motion (cylinder 
1 Control motion (high resistance piston) 
1 Control motion (motorized) 
1 control motion (slider) 
1 Control motion (telescopic support) 
7 Control Motion (track) 
9 Locking mechanism 
1 magnetic close 
2 Support (bar) 
2 secure latch / clip 
3 secure to wall 
2 lock pin 
1 mounting plate Floor 
1 non-slam hinges 
1 Assisted motion (lifts) 
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Req. 6 
# of student Fragment 
1 Assisted motion (pully) 
1 Assisted (lift) 
1 Assisted motion (cylinder) 
1 Assisted motion (roller) 
4 Assisted motion (spring) 
1 Assisted motion (tension hinge) 
1 Assisted motion (wheels) 
1 Assisted motion (car trunk like cable) 
1 Control motion (motorized) 
1 Material (plastic composite) 
1 assisted controlled (hydraulic) 
 
Req. 7 
# of student Fragment 
1 attachable pouches 
38 Build in compartment 
3 drawer 
1 dresser 
2 built in shelf 
2 Compartment on top 
1 detachable compartment 
1 detachable shelf 
2 fix to wall storage 
 
Req 8 
# of student Fragment 
1 1.5 by 3 
1 2 by 1.5 
1 2 by 2 
1 3 by 1.5 
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Req 9 
# of student Fragment 
7 minimum operation 
1 Assistance in operation (lift) 
3 Assistance in operation (track guid) 
1 Assistance motion (motorized) 
1 assisted motion (spring) 
1 button control 
2 one operation (crank to lower and raise) 
1 One operatoin (slid in and out) 
1 Wheels to slide easy 
1 Works like iron board (one operation) 
 
Req 10 
# of student Fragment 
1 2 by .5 
1 3 ft by 4 in 
5 Convert to shelf 
1 Convert (bench) 
1 Convert (card table) 
3 convert (desk to bed) 
2 Convert (drawer) 
3 Convert (dresser to desk) 
1 Converted desk to wardrobe hanging rack 
1 Disassemble (top) 
3 Flatten/ flush to the floor 
2 Flush (wall) 
1 fold flat for storage 
1 no footprint 
1 portable (like white board) 
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Work Desk Problem Statement 
Participant Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
33 AL050604   1     1 1     1   
26 AN070273                     
9 CA041371 1           1     1 
17 CH021669   1                 
34 EM102601                     
40 FA121884                     
43 jo040971 2                 1 
14 JO081108       1     
5 JU080986                     
16 JU111091 1           1     1 
46 KA110913            
13 KI072311            
30 LI021985  1          
28 MA101186         1   
19 MO102669 2 1    1      
4 MO121008         1           
15 RE011508 1     1 1   1 
48 SH062675 1   1        
32 SU102707             1       
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Work Desk Traditional 
Participant Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8 BE062899                     
12 CR081124            
22 HE060256     1 1  1 1   
39 HE071698            
29 JA081092 1                   
1 JE031131     1       
2 JO071920            
20 JU022392       1     
36 KA080725            
6 KA090233       1     
49 KB052020         1           
44 LI121493                     
41 MA082131                   1 
42 PA083123                     
45 RA051658           1     1   
37 RE112433 1       1 1     1   
47 ST032155                   1 
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Work Desk Scrum 
Participant  Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
51 AR120778 1                 2 
3 CA050176      1 1  1   
27 ca102046   1                 
23 Ce090364          1 
10 CH072439   1     1     1   1 
21 CR063082            
7 DE111565 2 2     2   1     1 
25 DE122944     1       
18 DO050641         1 1   1     
38 EL051379         1     1   1 
35 JA050881 2           
50 JU030242     1       
24 LA110861     1 1   1   
31 LY072376  2   1 1   2   
52 SA070363                   1 




   
Desk Req 1 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0  
1   
0   
 
Req 1       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Id-non 19 8 0.421053 0.479532   
Id-reg 17 2 0.117647 0.110294   
Id-scrum 16 5 0.3125 0.495833   
        
ANOVA       
Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.839292 2 0.419646 1.153017 0.324099 3.186582 
Within Groups 17.83378 49 0.363955    
        
Total 18.67308 51         
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Desk Req 2 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 2 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 2       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 4 0.210526 0.175439   
Traditional 17 0 0 0   
Contextual 16 7 0.4375 0.529167   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1.577682 2 0.788841 3.483717 0.038493 3.186582 
Within Groups 11.09539 49 0.226437    
       
Total 12.67308 51         
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Desk Req 3 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 3       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Id-non 19 0 0 0   
Id-reg 17 0 0 0   
Id-scrum 16 0 0 0   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0 2 0 65535 #DIV/0! 3.186582 
Within Groups 0 49 0    
       
Total 0 51         
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Desk Req 4 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0  
1   
0   
 
Req 4        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 19 1 0.052632 0.052632    
Traditional 17 0 0 0    
Contextual 16 0 0 0    
        
        
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.033401 2 0.0167 0.863782 0.427884 3.186582 
Within Groups 0.947368 49 0.019334     
        
Total 0.980769 51         
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Desk Req 5 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 5       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 2 0.105263 0.099415   
Traditional 17 4 0.235294 0.191176   
Contextual 16 9 0.5625 0.395833   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1.88728 2 0.94364 4.286967 0.019243 3.186582 
Within Groups 10.7858 49 0.220118    
       
Total 12.67308 51         
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Desk Req 6 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 6       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 3 0.157895 0.140351   
Traditional 17 3 0.176471 0.154412   
Contextual 16 4 0.25 0.2   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.080019 2 0.04001 0.245153 0.783539 3.186582 
Within Groups 7.996904 49 0.163202    
       
Total 8.076923 51         
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Desk Req 7 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0  
0   
1   
 
Req 7        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 19 5 0.263158 0.204678    
Traditional 17 2 0.117647 0.110294    
Contextual 16 3 0.1875 0.1625    
         
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.190507 2 0.095253 0.591829 0.55722 3.186582 
Within Groups 7.886416 49 0.160947     
         
Total 8.076923 51         
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Desk Req 8 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 8       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 0 0 0   
Traditional 17 1 0.058824 0.058824   
Contextual 16 3 0.1875 0.1625   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.313631 2 0.156816 2.274253 0.11363 3.186582 
Within Groups 3.378676 49 0.068953    
       
Total 3.692308 51         
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Desk Req 9 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 2 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 9       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 2 0.105263 0.099415   
Traditional 17 3 0.176471 0.154412   
Contextual 16 4 0.25 0.333333   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.182246 2 0.091123 0.482181 0.620334 3.186582 
Within Groups 9.260062 49 0.188981    
       
Total 9.442308 51         
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Desk Req 10 
Problem 
Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 1  
0   
0   
 
Req 10       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 4 0.210526 0.175439   
Traditional 17 2 0.117647 0.110294   
Contextual 16 7 0.4375 0.395833   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.889899 2 0.44495 2.007581 0.145212 3.186582 
Within Groups 10.8601 49 0.221635    
       
Total 11.75 51         
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Total Work with Outlier 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
4 0 3 
0 0 3 
3 4 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 4 
0 1 0 
3 0 8 
1 1 1 
0 0 3 
3 1 3 
0 1 2 
0 0 1 
1 1 3 
1 0 6 
4 2 1 
1 4 2 
4 1  
2   
1   
 
Total with outliers       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 29 1.526316 2.263158   
Traditional 17 17 1 1.625   
Contextual 16 42 2.625 4.25   
        
        
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 22.59008 2 11.29504 4.241477 0.020003 3.186582 
Within Groups 130.4868 49 2.662997    
        
Total 153.0769 51         
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File Name 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_2
546_LI_inked_processed 
  Pin       
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547_processed 
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42_inked_processed_LI 
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Emma 




pull trigger mounted  
to handle 
grip padded   Grip 
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 
1 
pull trigger mounted 
to chair 







  net net 
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 
3 
  Attached 
to chair 





    net / blade net net 
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001_213016_processed 
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2020_Page_2_processed 
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joint 
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2020_Page_3_processed 
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processed 
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  attached to 
arm 
  net  net  
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG
_4224_processed 















grip to close 
snips 
    basket basket 
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach 
Pickers_Page_3_processed 
grip to close 
snips 













    
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concep
t Generation Survey Peach 
Picker_processed 







claw handle shown 
attached to 
arm 







      
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20
200930_205923_processed 
  attached to 
back 





  clips to 
arm  
      
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan 
Sep 27, 2020_processed 
  shown 
attached 















to close claw 
attach to 
arm 
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R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 
2_processed 
  attached to 
arm 
  basket basket 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 
3_processed 





  bucket bucket 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 
4_processed 
  attached to 
both arm 
  bucket bucket 
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Peach 
picker_processed 























  basket 
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 
1_Page_1_processed 










  Rubber arm basket basket 
R_XMrlgRlWwgnNnhf_IMG_
1053_processed 
cord ball and 
socket join 
to chair 
      
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Scree
n Shot 2020-09-27 at 7.19.16 
PM_processed 
lever       Wire/strin
g gripper 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Scree




  padded grip   Grip’s 
peach 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Scree




        
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Scree
n Shot 2020-09-27 at 7.19.37 
PM 
pull rope   fabric lining  bucket bucket 
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_Sketch 
1_processed 




   
 
File Name 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_
2546_LI_inked_processed 
          
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_
2547_processed 







        
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_
6943_processed 
    Harness for 
safety, stabilizer  




















        
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_2020
1001_213006 
          
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_2020
1001_213016_processed 










        
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peac
hes3_processed 
      spring loaded    
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG
_20200930_230411_cropped 














        
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peac
h picker _Page_1_cropped 
telescoping 
rod 
        
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peac
h picker _Page_2_cropped 
          
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peac
h picker _Page_3_processed 






y drawing 1_cropped  
telescoping 
rod 
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R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Ado
be Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_1_processed 
          
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Ado
be Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_2_processed 
          
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Ado
be Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_3_processed 






          
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_sketch 
2_processed 





    counterweight 




collapsible         
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketc
h 2_processed 
retractable         
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketc
h 3_processed 






        
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 
2_processed 





    use tension to 











        
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketc
h 1_processed_LI_inked 
          
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Con




control by a 
servo motor 
    motor operated   
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_Sketc
h 1 picker_processed 
Extendable 
rod 






    lightweight 
(plastic 






    controller   
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IM
G_6707_processed 












    button   
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R_2VR7PMsz4uQ4B2q_Peac
hPicker_processed_Incked 















Picker Sketch 1 





Picker Sketch 2__processed 
    added extra rip 
high up on the 
rod for ease of 
control 
    
R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_Sket
ch 1 




























          
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch2
_processed 





          
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketc
h 1_processed 
          
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketc
h 2_processed 
      Trigger   
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketc
h 3_processed 




















   
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach1
_processed_Inked 
          
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach2
_processed 
          
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach3
_processed_Inked 
      button    
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IM
G_4224_processed 





        
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach 
Pickers_Page_2_processed 
          
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach 
Pickers_Page_3_processed 
          
R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_conce
pts1wheelchar_processed 




pt Generation Survey Peach 
Picker_processed 

















    controller   
R_pgVgmUnKpzGl7ix_20200
930_160155_processed 
collapsible     controller   
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Sca



























        
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketc
h 3_processed 
          
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketc
h 4_processed 
          
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Peac
h picker_processed 
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R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketc
h 1_Page_1_processed 
          
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketc
h 1_Page_2_processed 





        
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Scre
en Shot 2020-09-27 at 7.19.16 
PM_processed 
          
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Scre
en Shot 2020-09-27 at 7.19.24 
PM_processed 
          
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Scre
en Shot 2020-09-27 at 7.19.30 
PM_processed 
          
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Scre
en Shot 2020-09-27 at 7.19.37 
PM 
          
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_Sketch 
1_processed 







# of student Fragment 
12 Pull trigger 
1 grip to close snips 
9 Pull string/rope/cable 
3 lever 
1 saw 
4 pull handle 
4 squeeze handle 
2 crank wheel 
1 pully operation 
1 pull device 
1 button operated 
1 rope pull 
1 Hand pick peach 
1 manually push cart 
1 pull bar to close 
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Req 2 
# of Students Fragment 
12 Attached to arm  
8 shown attached 
3 attached to chair 
1 attached via universal joint 
3 ball and swivel joint attachment 
1 built in arm rest 
1 hook mount  
1 Locks for wheelchair 
2 Pin 
1 pole attach to both arm 
1 Stored in the back of chair 
2 Wheelchair attached to device 






# of students Fragment 
3 net/blade combo 
2 cut above peach 
1 Claw "gently" remove peach 
1 fabric lining  
4 padded grip 
3 hand pick 
1 Low clamping force 
1 scissors cut steam 
7 basket/scissor 
1 rubber bumper 
1 tube 
1 funnel near blade 
1 soft foam around the cutter 
1 net padded 
1 padded claw 
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Req 4 
# of students Fragment 
12 Net/ Net collect 
1 saw (to cut the branch) 
17 backet to collect 
2 chute to transfer 
1 area to hold peach 
1 net/scissors 
2 claw multiple peach 
2 collect in hollow tube 
1 funnels 
1 stack in shaft 
1 vacuum peaches 
1 strips branch 
 
Req 5 
# of students Fragment 
17 Basket 
14 net 
1 cage to protect fruit 
1 catcher 
3 funnel 
1 chute to collect 
8 grab/grip peach 
2 collect in tube 
1 cutter cradle peach 
3 hand pick 
1 roll to holder 
1 wire/string gripper 
1 Collect in shaft 
1 cart to catch 




   
Req 6 
# of students Fragment 
1 adjustable height stand 
4 adjustable arm 
3 collapsible 
4 extendable 
1 geared wheel for extension 
4 retractable arm 
13 telescope arm 
1 vertical height control by a servo motor 




# of students Fragment 
1 added extra grip high up on the rod for ease of control 
1 Harness for safety 
1 rail guard 
1 safety Cutoff lever 
1 stabilizer  
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Req 9 
# of students Fragment 
1 0.5 lbf of  force  mention 
1 hydraulic support 
3 spring loaded blade 
7 button activated 
5 controller pad 
1 counterweight for easy use 
1 engine power no manual 
1 joy stick controller 
2 plastic 
1 motor operated 






# of students Fragment 
1 6th when fully retractable 
1 device fits in Arm rest 
1 Stored in the back of chair 
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Peach- Problem Statement 
Participant ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
23 Ce090364     1      
10 CH072439           
12 CR081124           
7 DE111565 1 1         
18 DO050641    1       
22 HE060256     1 2   1  
2 JO071920      1   1  
50 JU030242   1        
36 KA080725           
49 KB052020    1       
24 LA110861   1        
42 PA083123           
45 RA051658           
52 SA070363           
47 ST032155  1         
11 SU110167           
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Peach- Traditional 
Participant ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
33 AL050604           
26 AN070273 1   1 1      
51 AR120778           
9 CA041371 1   2 1    1  
3 CA050176  1 1     2   
27 CA102046    1       
17 CH021669         1  
21 CR063082        1 1  
25 DE122944  1         
38 EL051379          1 
34 EM102601  1         
35 JA050881           
43 JO040971    1  1     
14 JO081108  1         
31 LY072376         1  
19 MO102669  1 2 1 1      
4 MO121008 1          
15 RE011508   1  1      
48 SH062675 1  1      1  
32 SU102707           
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Peach- Contextual 
Participant ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8 BE062899         1  
40 FA121884 1          
39 HE071698   1        
29 JA081092  1         
1 JE031131   1 2 1      
20 JU022392  1        1 
5 JU080986           
16 JU111091 1   1       
6 KA090233  1        1 
46 KA110913 1 1      1 1  
13 KI072311   1        
30 LI021985 1   1 1      
44 LI121493 2 1       1  
41 MA082131           
28 MA101186   1 1 1      





   
Peach Req 1 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
  1   
  0   
  1   
  0   
 
Req 1        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 1 0.0625 0.0625    
Traditional 20 4 0.2 0.168421    
Contextual 16 6 0.375 0.383333    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.785576923 2 0.392788462 1.946562 0.153647 3.186582 
Within Groups 9.8875 49 0.201785714     
         
Total 10.67307692 51         
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Peach Req 2 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 1 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 2        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 2 0.125 0.116667    
Traditional 20 6 0.3 0.221053    
Contextual 16 6 0.375 0.25    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.530769 2 0.265385 1.340603 0.271116 3.186582 
Within Groups 9.7 49 0.197959     
         
Total 10.23077 51         
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Peach Req 3 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 2 0 
  0   
  1   
  1   
     
 
Req 3        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 3 0.1875 0.1625    
Traditional 19 5 0.263158 0.315789    
Contextual 16 4 0.25 0.2    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.05476 2 0.02738 0.118169 0.888804 3.190727 
Within Groups 11.12171 48 0.231702     
         
Total 11.17647 50         
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Peach Req 4 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
1 0 2 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 4        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 2 0.125 0.116667    
Traditional 20 6 0.3 0.326316    
Contextual 16 5 0.3125 0.3625    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.3625 2 0.18125 0.663399 0.519662 3.186582 
Within Groups 13.3875 49 0.273214     
         
Total 13.75 51         
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Peach Req 5 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
  0   
  1   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 5        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 2 0.125 0.116667    
Traditional 20 5 0.25 0.302632    
Contextual 16 4 0.25 0.2    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.173077 2 0.086538 0.403846 0.669949 3.186582 
Within Groups 10.5 49 0.214286     
         
Total 10.67308 51         
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Peach Req 6 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 6        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 3 0.1875 0.295833    
Traditional 20 1 0.05 0.05    
Contextual 16 0 0 0    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.304807692 2 0.152403846 1.386132 0.259671 3.186582 
Within Groups 5.3875 49 0.10994898     
         
Total 5.692307692 51         
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Peach Req 7 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 7        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 0 0 0    
Traditional 20 0 0 0    
Contextual 16 0 0 0    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0 2 0 65535 #DIV/0! 3.186582 
Within Groups 0 49 0     
         
Total 0 51         
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Peach Req 8 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 8        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 0 0 0    
Traditional 20 3 0.15 0.239474    
Contextual 16 2 0.125 0.116667    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.219231 2 0.109615 0.852564 0.432546 3.186582 
Within Groups 6.3 49 0.128571     
         
Total 6.519231 51         
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Peach Req 9 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
  0   
  0   
  1   
  0   
 
Req 9        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 2 0.125 0.11667    
Traditional 20 5 0.25 0.19737    
Contextual 16 3 0.1875 0.1625    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.139423 2 0.069712 0.430345 0.652718 3.186582 
Within Groups 7.9375 49 0.16199     
         
Total 8.076923 51         
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Peach Req 10 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 10        
SUMMARY        
Groups Count Sum Average Variance    
Problem Statement 16 0 0 0    
Traditional 20 1 0.05 0.05    
Contextual 16 2 0.125 0.11666    
         
ANOVA        
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.126923 2 0.063462 1.151709 0.324504 3.186582 
Within Groups 2.7 49 0.055102     
         
Total 2.826923 51         
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Total Peach 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 1 
0 3 1 
0 0 1 
2 7 1 
1 4 4 
5 1 2 
2 1 0 
1 2 2 
0 1 2 
1 1 4 
1 1 1 
0 0 3 
0 2 4 
0 1 0 
1 1 3 
0 5 3 
  1   
  2   
  3   
  0   
 
Total Peach       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance  
Problem Statement 16 15 0.9375 1.6625  
Traditional 20 36 1.8 3.32631  
Contextual 16 32 2 1.86666  
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 10.38173077 2 5.1908654 2.1901 0.122741 3.186582 
Within Groups 116.1375 49 2.3701531    
       
Total 126.5192308 51         
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Combine 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 1 
0 3 1 
0 0 1 
2 7 1 
1 4 4 
5 1 2 
2 1 0 
1 2 2 
0 1 2 
1 1 4 
1 1 1 
0 0 3 
0 2 4 
0 1 0 
1 1 3 
0 5 3 
4 1 3 
0 2 3 
3 3 1 
1 0 1 
0 0 4 
0 0 0 
3 4 8 
1 0 1 
0 1 3 
3 1 3 
0 0 2 
0 1 1 
1 0 3 
1 1 6 
4 1 1 
1 0 2 
4 1  
2 0  
1 2  
 4  
 1  
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Combine       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 35 44 1.257143 2.020168   
Traditional 37 53 1.432432 2.641141   
Contextual 32 74 2.3125 3.060484   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 21.19474 2 10.59737 4.138289 0.018733 3.086371 
Within Groups 258.6418 101 2.56081    
       
Total 279.8365 103         
 
Fisher Individual Tests for Differences of Means 
 




Difference 95% CI T-Value 
Adjusted 
P-Value 
Problem Stat - 
Traditional 










1.055 0.391 (0.279, 
1.832) 
2.70 0.008 
Simultaneous confidence level = 87.85% 
 
This shows Contextual performs better than traditional and problem statement condition.  





   
Peach Work  Peach cont. Work cont. 
1 4  1 1 
0 0  0 0 
0 3  2 1 
2 1  1 1 
1 0  1 0 
5 0  5 1 
2 3  1 0 
1 1  2 2 
0 0  3 4 
1 3  0 1 
1 0  1 3 
0 0  1 3 
0 1  1 1 
0 1  1 1 
1 4  4 4 
0 1  2 0 
0 4  0 8 
3 2  2 1 
0 1  2 3 
7 0  4 3 
4 0  1 2 
1 4  3 1 
1 0  4 3 
2 1  0 6 
1 1  3 1 
1 0  3 2 
All data combine for each problem and then ANOVA was conducted. Found no difference. 
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Peach 52 83 1.596154 2.480769   
Work 52 88 1.692308 3.001508   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.240385 1 0.240385 0.087695 0.76773 3.934253 
Within Groups 279.5962 102 2.741139    
Total 279.8365 103         
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Appendix I. Variety Results 
This section has variety result table for both problems. Also, contain tables for each 
requirements and its ANOVA test result.  





















R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_Peach Picker_processed 1 1 1   1 1         
R_3Gkuktd6jhXog5B_peach picker 1     1 1 1     1   
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Peach 1_processed 1 1 1 1 1 1         
R_1QM9Y6EH4MZ0oNg_peach picker_processed   1 1 1 1 1     1   
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker 
_Page_1_cropped 
1 1   1 1 1         
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker 
_Page_2_cropped 
1 1 1 1 1           
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_peach picker 
_Page_3_processed 
1     1         1   
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6942_inked_processed_
LI 
1   1 1 1 1         
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6943_processed   1 1   1     2     
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 1 1 1 1 1 1 1         
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 2_processed 1                   
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_peach 3       1             
R_1o6J2HHqpCEzoYp_survey drawing 1_cropped    1     1 1     1   
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 
2020_processed 
  1     1 1     1   
R_XMrlgRlWwgnNnhf_IMG_1053_processed 1 1                 
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_Sketch 1_processed               1 1   
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1 1 1                 
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_sketch 2_processed         1           
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 1_processed 1 1                 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 2_processed       1 1 1         
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 3_processed 1 1                 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_Sketch 4_processed                     
R_4GwIwG5588D97rz_part2_processed 1 1   1 1           
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach1_processed_Inked   1   1 1           
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach2_processed       1 1           
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_peach3_processed_Inked       1 1       1   
R_2WG7NGx8TBeCeSf_3EB6362D-A519-491D-
8312-594F858B80D3 
1 1   1   1     1 1 
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R_pgVgmUnKpzGl7ix_20200930_160155_processed   1       1     1   
R_3pfl4ZfmKj4TAaY_Peach picker_processed 1     1 1           
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 1_processed 1 1     1 1         
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 2_processed     1 1 1           
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 3_processed           1     1   
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_sketch 1 1     1 1 1         
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_sketch 2   1 1               
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 1_processed_LI_inked   1   1             
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_1_processed 
  1 1 1 1           
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_2_processed 
1 1 1   1           
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_Adobe Scan Sep 29, 
2020_Page_3_processed 
  1             1   
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 1_processed 1     1 1           
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 2_processed   1 1 1 1       1   
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 3_processed   1   2 1           
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_205912_proce
ssed 
1 1                 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_205917_proce
ss 
1         1         
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_20200930_205923_proce
ssed 
  1   1 1 1     1   
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey Problem 2 
Sketch 1_processed 
  1     1 1     1   
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4224_processed 1 1     1 1         
R_6F0GVobyascrzB7_ME 4010-001_Concept 
Generation Survey_Peach_porcessed 
  1   1 1       1 1 
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation Survey 
Peach Picker_processed 
    1 1 1           
R_2TBN7jkP4Y4SW71_IMG-1873_Processed   1     1       1   
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches1_cropped     1 1 1 1         
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches2_processed 1   1   1           
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_peaches3_processed       1         1   
R_2abMYWn7Wjh5VG6_peaches sketch_processed       1 1 1         
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch2_processed 1 1               1 
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6705_cropped_Inked 1   1 1 1       1   
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6706_processed   1             1   
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6707_processed 1 1 1   1     1     
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_230411_cro
pped 
1 1   1 1           
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_230416_pro
cessed 
  1   1 1           
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R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_Sketch 1 1 1 1               
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 1_Page_1_processed 1 1 1               
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 1_Page_2_processed 1   1 1 1           
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach 
Pickers_Page_1_processed 
1       1 1         
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach 
Pickers_Page_2_processed 
1     1 1           
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Peach 
Pickers_Page_3_processed 
      1 1           
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 1_Page_1_processed 1 1   1 1 1         
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 1_Page_2_processed 1 1 1           1   
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4681_processed     1   1 1     1   
R_2b3inv6FCMh1RNe_unnamed (1)_processed 1       1 1         
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Peach picker_processed   1 1 1 1           
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-2020 
15.21.36[471]_Page_1_processed_Inked 
1 1   1 1           
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-2020 
15.21.36[471]_Page_2_processed_Inked 
  1 1   1       1   
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_CamScanner 09-28-2020 
15.21.36[471]_Page_3_processed_inked 
  1 1 1 1           
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_Sketch 1 picker_processed   1       1     1   
R_2U6nLLVXr7wAG5S_PeachPicker_sketch_proces
sed 
  1 1 1 1 1     1   
R_2VR7PMsz4uQ4B2q_PeachPicker_processed_Inck
ed 
        1           
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 at 
7.19.16 PM_processed 
1       1           
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 at 
7.19.24 PM_processed 
1   1   1           
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 at 
7.19.30 PM_processed 
                    
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 at 
7.19.37 PM 
1   1 1 1           
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_Peach Picker Sketch 1 1 1     1           
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_Peach Picker Sketch 
2__processed 
1       1     2     
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_213006     1 1 1           
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_213016_processe
d 
1                   
R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_concepts1wheelchar_processe
d 
1 1 1     1     1   
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_2546_LI_inked_process
ed 
  1                 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG_2547_processed                 1   
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 1_processed 1     1 1 1         
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R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 2_processed       1 1 1         
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 3_processed 1                   
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Peach Concept 
Generation_Page_1_processed 
1 1                 
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Peach Concept 
Generation_Page_2_processed 
    1   1           
 
Peach- Problem Statement 
Participant ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
23 Ce090364  1   1 1   1  
10 CH072439 1 1         
12 CR081124 1 1   1      
7 DE111565 2 2  1 1 1     
18 DO050641  1  3 3    1  
22 HE060256 1 1 1 1 2 2   1  
2 JO071920  1   1 1   1  
50 JU030242   1 1 1      
36 KA080725    1 1 1     
49 KB052020 1 2  2 2      
24 LA110861 2 1 2 1 1      
42 PA083123  1 1 1 1 1   1  
45 RA051658     1      
52 SA070363 1  1 1 1      
47 ST032155  1       1  
11 SU110167 1 1 1  1      
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Peach- Traditional 
Participant ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
33 AL050604 1 1 1  1 1     
26 AN070273 1   1 1 1   1  
51 AR120778 1 1 1 1 1 1     
9 CA041371 3 2 1 3 2 1   1  
3 CA050176 1 1 2 1 2 1  2   
27 ca102046 2 1 1 2 1 1     
17 CH021669  1   1 1   1  
21 CR063082        1 1  
25 DE122944 1 1  1 1      
38 EL051379 1 1  1  1   1 1 
34 EM102601  1    1   1  
35 JA050881  1  1       
43 jo040971 2 2  1 1 2   1  
14 JO081108 1 1   1 1     
31 LY072376   1  1 1   1  
19 MO102669 1 3 2 2 3    1  
4 MO121008  1    1   1  
15 RE011508 3  2 1 3      
48 SH062675 1 1 1   1   1  
32 SU102707 2   2 2 2     
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Peach- Contextual 
Participant ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8 BE062899  1 1 1 1 1   1  
40 FA121884 1   1 1      
39 HE071698 1 1 1 1 1 1     
29 JA081092 1 3 2 1 2    1  
1 JE031131 1 2 1 4 3    1  
20 JU022392  1  1 1    1 1 
5 JU080986  1   1    1  
16 JU111091 1  2 2 2 1   1  
6 KA090233 1 1        1 
46 KA110913 2 2 2 1 2   1 2  
13 KI072311 1 1 1        
30 LI021985 2   2 3 1     
44 LI121493 2 2 1 1 1 1   1  
41 MA082131 1    1 1     
28 MA101186  1 1 1 1      
37 RE112433 2 1   2   2   
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Peach Req 1 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 1 0 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 3 1 
0 1 1 
1 2 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 2 
2 0 1 
0 0 2 
0 2 2 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 2 
 0  
 3  
 1  
 2  
 
Req 1       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 10 0.625 0.516667   
Traditional 20 21 1.05 0.892105   
Contextual 16 16 1 0.533333   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1.819231 2 0.909615 1.363032 0.265413 3.186582 
Within Groups 32.7 49 0.667347    
       
Total 34.51923 51         
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Peach Req 2 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 
2 2 3 
1 1 2 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
2 1 2 
1 1 1 
1 1 0 
0 2 2 
0 1 0 
1 0 1 
1 3 1 
  1   
  0   
  1   
  0   
 
Req 2       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 14 0.875 0.383333   
Traditional 20 19 0.95 0.576316   
Contextual 16 17 1.0625 0.729167   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.285577 2 0.142788 0.253157 0.777355 3.186582 
Within Groups 27.6375 49 0.564031    
       
Total 27.92308 51         
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Peach Req 3 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 1 2 
0 2 1 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 
2 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 2 0 
  0   
  2   
  1   
  0   
 
Req 3       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 7 0.4375 0.395833   
Traditional 20 12 0.6 0.568421   
Contextual 16 12 0.75 0.6   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.781731 2 0.390865 0.744144 0.480433 3.186582 
Within Groups 25.7375 49 0.525255    
       
Total 26.51923 51         
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Peach Req 4 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 3 1 
3 1 4 
1 2 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 2 
1 1  
2 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 2 
 1 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 2 0 
  0   
  1   
  0   
  2   
 
Req 4       
SUMMARY      
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 12 0.75 0.733333   
Traditional 20 17 0.85 0.765789   
Contextual 16 16 1 1.066667   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.507692 2 0.253846 0.299361 0.742638 3.186582 
Within Groups 41.55 49 0.847959    
       
Total 42.05769 51         
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Peach Req 5 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 2 2 
3 2 3 
2 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 0 
2 0 2 
1 0 0 
1 0 3 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 3 2 
  0   
  3   
  0   
  2   
 
Req 5       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 18 1.125 0.516667   
Traditional 20 21 1.05 0.892105   
Contextual 16 22 1.375 0.783333   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.992308 2 0.496154 0.666983 0.517852 3.186582 
Within Groups 36.45 49 0.743878    
       
Total 37.44231 51         
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Peach Req 6 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 1 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
2 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 1 
0 2 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
  1   
  0   
  1   
  2   
 
Req 6       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 7 0.4375 0.395833   
Traditional 20 17 0.85 0.344737   
Contextual 16 6 0.375 0.25   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 2.454808 2 1.227404 3.703944 0.031767 3.186582 
Within Groups 16.2375 49 0.331378    
       
Total 18.69231 51         
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Peach Req 7 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 7       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 0 0 0   
Traditional 20 0 0 0   
Contextual 16 0 0 0   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0 2 0 65535 #DIV/0! 3.186582 
Within Groups 0 49 0    
       
Total 0 51         
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Peach Req 8 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 8       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 0 0 0   
Traditional 20 3 0.15 0.239474   
Contextual 16 3 0.1875 0.295833   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.320192 2 0.160096 0.872847 0.424154 3.186582 
Within Groups 8.9875 49 0.183418    
       
Total 9.307692 51         
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Peach Req 9 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 2 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
  1   
  0   
  1   
  0   
 
Req 9       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 6 0.375 0.25   
Traditional 20 11 0.55 0.260526   
Contextual 16 9 0.5625 0.395833   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.3625 2 0.18125 0.606746 0.549166 3.186582 
Within Groups 14.6375 49 0.298724    
       
Total 15 51         
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Peach Req 10 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
  0   
  0   
  0   
  0   
 
Req 10       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 16 0 0 0   
Traditional 20 1 0.05 0.05   
Contextual 16 2 0.125 0.116667   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.126923 2 0.063462 1.151709 0.324504 3.186582 
Within Groups 2.7 49 0.055102    
       
Total 2.826923 51         
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Part 2: Table for Work Desk Problem  
File Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_DeskSketch1 1 1   3 1   1  
R_1EcXOtnj4fOLIcp_DeskSketch2 1          
R_3Gkuktd6jhXog5B_work desk 1      1    
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Desk 1 1         1 
R_1P75PybuGSSpUbU_Desk 2_processed 1         1 
R_1QM9Y6EH4MZ0oNg_work desk 2      1   1 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_1       1    
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_2 1          
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_3 1         1 
R_1JJHVyCWa3gvyZE_table dorm_Page_4 1      1   1 
R_1E0YfB1PullIKCE_IMG_6944 1    2 1 2  1  
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 1 1 1   1  1  1  
R_1gUDacUGljTLGaS_desk 2 1          
R_1o6J2HHqpCEzoYp_survey drawing 2 1      1   1 
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 2020 (2) 1      1    
R_sO144HEWy0CYqNH_Scan Sep 27, 2020 
(4)_processed 1 1 
    1    
R_XMrlgRlWwgnNnhf_IMG_1052 1 1   1  1 1  1 
R_z379Seztx1GY8c9_sketch1desk 1      1    
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_1 1      1    
R_1pyt4tj2AzXCwJg_Sketch 1_Page_2           
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_1 1 1     1   1 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_2_processed 1    2  1    
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_3_processed 1 1     1   1 
R_u2Eff3ApB7AtqMN_4_processed 1         1 
R_4GwIwG5588D97rz_part1 1    1 1     
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_sketch1 1    1 1 1    
R_9zrNgJlRrhQxLP3_sketch2 1    1   1   
R_2WG7NGx8TBeCeSf_D13E9A53-5390-46C0-
AA24-F721EE7A1F43 1 
   2   1  1 
R_pgVgmUnKpzGl7ix_20200930_155830 1          
R_3pfl4ZfmKj4TAaY_Work desk_processed 1      1   1 
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch 2 1    1 1 1 1 1  
R_239t7xQfvpB5vsa_sketch_1 1      1    
R_1IXkOofITQwuCwn_desk 1    1  1    
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 01 1          
R_2BljqUrzCwu14Wd_Sketch 02_processed 1      1    
R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 2_Page_1 1    1  1    
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R_1pnAg7fGbuKVRQa_cedar scan 2_Page_2 1    1      
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Shetch 1 1 1   1  1    
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 2           
R_5At0D7VvtnBAX61_Sketch 3           
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_1 1      1   1 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_2 1         1 
R_NWp1W15N4wWnCH7_sketch 4-6_Page_3 1         1 
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey Problem 1 
Sketch 1 1 
   1  1    
R_2EcnM3WJwnkOqMJ_Concept Survey Problem 1 
Sketch 2 1 
   1    1  
R_A5tBAnMZ7BGIHRf_IMG_4223 1      1    
R_6F0GVobyascrzB7_ME 4010-001_Concept 
Generation Survey_Work Desk 1 
   1  1    
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation Survey 
Sketch 1 1 
   4 1 1    
R_ezm9vuWsnhzYeGt_Concept Generation Survey 
Sketch 2 
         1 
R_2TBN7jkP4Y4SW71_IMG-1874       1    
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk1 1      1    
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk2_processed 1          
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk3_processed 1      1   1 
R_1hEbM3ekp8DOunW_desk4       1   1 
R_2abMYWn7Wjh5VG6_drawer sketch 1    1  1    
R_3R4ILoH3q3ibQii_sketch1 2      1   1 
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6703 1      1    
R_2sY1g8MwghGTvEm_IMG_6704           
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_225039 1    1  1    
R_1IQ9RB6rxe1mK6Y_IMG_20200930_225044 2          
R_3g6mmG2PSX40A5h_State 1      1   1 
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 2_Page_1 1 1   2  1    
R_xlvPJGJMfMRIQZH_sketch 2_Page_2  1    1   1  
R_AytkzfofV2qFCFj_Desk Concept 1 1   1  1    
R_7POEwedwV8nfFzr_Sketch 2 1 1   1 1 1    
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4684_processed 1 1    1 1    
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4685 1        1  
R_tXTzh3i20wYDT0d_IMG-4686_processed  1   1    1  
R_2b3inv6FCMh1RNe_sketches 1      1   1 
R_VQLTInrjn1YHNO9_Desk 1 1   1  1  1  
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_1 1     1 1    
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_2 1      1    
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R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_3 1 1    1     
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_4 1     1    1 
R_3QYNIyYREnnn1Ha_Page_5           
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_1 1    1     1 
R_2sXwlHp4BDa4Ocv_sketch_2 1      1    
R_2U6nLLVXr7wAG5S_desk_sketch 1      1    
R_2VR7PMsz4uQ4B2q_Desk 1    1 1 1  1  
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 at 
7.05.29 PM 1 
        1 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 at 
7.05.37 PM 1 
     1    
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 at 
7.05.43 PM 1 
   1 1 1   1 
R_XZJpE9qzAIZHMpH_Screen Shot 2020-09-27 at 
7.05.50 PM 1 
        1 
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_InkedWork Desk Sketch 1_LI 1      1    
R_2y9m1lzi2k15cQM_InkedWork Desk Sketch 2_LI 1    1 1   1  
R_1HcJXdV7ewxtXlW_20201001_214917 1         1 
R_DP3jDYDtSDolFfP_concept2desk 2   1       
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2549_processed 1      1    
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2550_processed       1   1 
R_0SMtUIujTDyJTDb_IMG-2552 1         1 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 1 1 1   1      
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 2 1      1   1 
R_22YAh2u26fOI5D3_Sketch 3 1      1    
R_xAEGwz7Vl17TZtv_Desk Concepts 1 1   1  1    
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Work Desk- Problem Statement 
Participant Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
33 AL050604 2 1   3 1   1  
26 AN070273 1      1    
9 CA041371 3      2   2 
17 CH021669 2 1     2    
34 EM102601 1          
40 FA121884 1      1   1 
43 jo040971 3      1   3 
14 JO081108 1      1    
5 JU080986       1    
16 JU111091 3      3    
46 KA110913 1      1   1 
13 KI072311 1      1    
30 LI021985 1 1   1  1    
28 MA101186 1 1   1  1  1  
19 MO102669 4 1    3 2   1 
4 MO121008 2    1  1   1 
15 RE011508 4    1 1 2   3 
48 SH062675 2   1       
32 SU102707 3 1   1  2   1 
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Work Desk- Traditional 
Participant  Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8 BE062899 2      1   1 
12 CR081124 1      1    
22 HE060256 2    1 1 2 1 1  
39 HE071698 1    1  1    
29 JA081092 2    2  1    
1 JE031131 1 1   1  1    
2 JO071920 2    2  1  1  
20 JU022392 1    1  1    
36 KA080725 1    1  1   2 
6 KA090233 2      1    
49 KB052020 3    1  1    
44 LI121493 1 1   1 1 1    
41 MA082131 1      1   1 
42 PA083123 1      1    
45 RA051658 1    1 1 1  1  
37 RE112433 2    1 1 1  1  




   
Work Desk- Contextual 
Participant  Id 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
51 AR120778 2         2 
3 CA050176 1    2 1 2  1  
27 ca102046 2 1   1  1  1  
23 Ce090364 1      1   1 
10 CH072439 1 1   1  1 1  1 
21 CR063082 1      1    
7 DE111565 4 2   2  3   3 
25 DE122944 1    1 1     
18 DO050641 2    2 1 1 1   
38 EL051379 1    2   1  1 
35 JA050881 2      1    
50 JU030242 1    4 1 1   1 
24 LA110861 1 2   2 1 1  1 1 
31 LY072376 2 2   1 1 1  2  
52 SA070363 1         1 
11 SU110167 1 1   1  1    
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Desk Req 1 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
2 2 2 
1 1 1 
3 2 2 
2 1 1 
1 2 1 
1 1 1 
3 2 4 
1 1 1 
0 1 2 
3 2 1 
1 3 2 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 2 
4 1 1 
2 2 1 
4 2  
2   
3   
 
Req 1       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 36 1.894737 1.321637   
Traditional 17 26 1.529412 0.389706   
Contextual 16 24 1.5 0.666667   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1.744463 2 0.872231 1.067822 0.351619 3.186582 
Within Groups 40.02477 49 0.816832    
       
Total 41.76923 51         
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Desk Req 2 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 2 
1 0 2 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0  
0   
1   
 
Req 2       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 6 0.315789 0.22807   
Traditional 17 2 0.117647 0.110294   
Contextual 16 9 0.5625 0.6625   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1.634839 2 0.817419 2.533837 0.089708 3.186582 
Within Groups 15.80747 49 0.322601    
       
Total 17.44231 51         
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Desk Req 3 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 3       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 0 0 0   
Traditional 17 0 0 0   
Contextual 16 0 0 0   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0 2 0 65535 #DIV/0! 3.186582 
Within Groups 0 49 0    
       
Total 0 51         
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Desk Req 4 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0  
1   
0   
 
Req 4       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 1 0.052632 0.052632   
Traditional 17 0 0 0   
Contextual 16 0 0 0   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.033401 2 0.0167 0.863782 0.427884 3.186582 
Within Groups 0.947368 49 0.019334    
       
Total 0.980769 51         
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Desk Req 5 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
3 0 0 
0 0 2 
0 1 1 
0 1 0 
0 2 1 
0 1 0 
0 2 2 
0 1 1 
0 1 2 
0 0 2 
0 1 0 
0 1 4 
1 0 2 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 1 1 
1 0  
0   
1   
 
 
Req 5       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 8 0.421053 0.590643   
Traditional 17 13 0.764706 0.441176   
Contextual 16 19 1.1875 1.229167   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 5.102867 2 2.551433 3.46049 0.039285 3.186582 
Within Groups 36.1279 49 0.737304    
       
Total 41.23077 51         
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Desk Req 6 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
3 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 6       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 5 0.263158 0.538012   
Traditional 17 4 0.235294 0.191176   
Contextual 16 6 0.375 0.25   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.180043 2 0.090021 0.267449 0.766439 3.186582 
Within Groups 16.49303 49 0.336593    
       
Total 16.67308 51         
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Desk Req 7 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 1 0 
1 1 2 
2 2 1 
2 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 3 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
3 1 0 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 1 0 
1 1 1 
2 2  
0   
2   
 
Req 7       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 23 1.210526 0.619883   
Traditional 17 19 1.117647 0.110294   
Contextual 16 15 0.9375 0.595833   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.65913 2 0.329565 0.738729 0.482965 3.186582 
Within Groups 21.8601 49 0.446125    
       
Total 22.51923 51         
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Desk Req 8 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 8       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 0 0 0   
Traditional 17 1 0.058824 0.058824   
Contextual 16 3 0.1875 0.1625   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.313631 2 0.156816 2.274253 0.11363 3.186582 
Within Groups 3.378676 49 0.068953    
       
Total 3.692308 51         
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Desk Req 9 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 2 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0  
0   
0   
 
Req 9       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 2 0.105263 0.099415   
Traditional 17 4 0.235294 0.191176   
Contextual 16 5 0.3125 0.3625   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.38728 2 0.19364 0.922471 0.404328 3.186582 
Within Groups 10.2858 49 0.209914    
       
Total 10.67308 51         
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Desk Req 10 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
0 1 2 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
3 0 3 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 0 0 
3 2  
0   
1   
 
Req 10       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 19 13 0.684211 1.005848   
Traditional 17 6 0.352941 0.492647   
Contextual 16 11 0.6875 0.7625   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1.267192 2 0.633596 0.829555 0.442276 3.186582 
Within Groups 37.42512 49 0.763778    
       
Total 38.69231 51         
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Total Work 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
8 4 4 
2 2 7 
7 8 6 
5 3 3 
1 5 6 
3 4 2 
7 6 14 
2 3 3 
1 5 7 
6 3 5 
3 5 3 
2 5 8 
4 3 9 
5 2 9 
11 5 2 
5 6 4 
11 6  
3   
8   
 
Total work       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Id-non 19 94 4.947368 9.497076   
Id-reg 17 75 4.411765 2.632353   
Id-scrum 16 92 5.75 10.33333   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 14.91575 2 7.457877 0.992857 0.377847 3.186582 
Within Groups 368.065 49 7.511531    
       
Total 382.9808 51         
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Combine 
Problem Statement Traditional Contextual 
4 5 6 
2 5 3 
3 6 6 
7 13 10 
8 10 12 
9 8 5 
4 4 3 
3 2 9 
3 4 3 
7 6 12 
7 3 3 
6 2 8 
1 9 9 
4 4 3 
2 4 4 
4 12 7 
8 3 4 
2 9 7 
7 5 6 
5 8 3 
1 4 6 
3 2 2 
7 8 14 
2 3 3 
1 5 7 
6 4 5 
3 6 3 
2 3 8 
4 5 9 
5 3 9 
11 5 2 
5 5 4 
11 3  
3 2  
8 5  
 6  
 6  
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Combine Condition       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Problem Statement 35 168 4.8 7.576471   
Traditional 37 197 5.324324 7.336336   
Contextual 32 195 6.09375 10.21673   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 28.18853 2 14.09426 1.697847 0.18826 3.086371219 
Within Groups 838.4269 101 8.301256    
       
Total 866.6154 103         
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Peach Work - - Peach Cont. Work Cont. 
4 8  3 3 
2 2  2 5 
3 7  9 3 
7 5  4 5 
8 1  4 5 
9 3  12 3 
4 7  3 2 
3 2  9 5 
3 1  5 6 
7 6  8 6 
7 3  6 4 
6 2  3 7 
1 4  6 6 
4 5  10 3 
2 11  12 6 
4 5  5 2 
5 11  3 14 
5 3  9 3 
6 8  3 7 
13 4  12 5 
10 2  3 3 
8 8  8 8 
4 3  9 9 
2 5  3 9 
4 4  4 2 
6 6  7 4 
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Combine for Problems       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Peach 52 299 5.75 9.21078   
Work 52 261 5.01923 7.50943   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 13.88462 1 13.88462 1.660818 0.200408 3.934253441 
Within Groups 852.7308 102 8.360106    
       
Total 866.6154 103         
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Appendix J. Prompts Examined 






















1 DP2 New drawing table 1 68 316 3 1 2 
2 DP3 Tubular map case 0 81 405 4 1  
3 DP4 System to collect and hide electronic wires 0 81 406 4 1  
4 DP5 New table for offices 1 70 355 4 1 1 
5 DP6 Wearable binocular 0 38 190 4 1  
6 DP9 Peanut shelling machine 1 62 318 5 1 7 
7 DP10 Traffic light using LED 0 33 167 1 1  
8 DP11 Milk frothing device 0 31 143 2 1  
9 DP12 Solar device 0 57 288 4 1  
10 DP13 Counter top stand 1 97 459 6 1 4 
11 DP14 Ping pong ball transporter 1 42 216 2 1 4 
12 DP15 Tool for alien species 0 27 149 2 1  
13 DP16 Biomass cooking device 0 101 535 5 1  
14 DP17 UAV 0 148 827 7 3  
15 DP18 Innovative remote controller 0 118 753 16 1  
16 DP23 Oars 0 57 297 4 1  
17 DP24 Waste sorting device 0 32 176 2 1  
18 DP25 Lunar device 0 126 655 8 1  
19 DP27 Soda maker 0 86 425 4 1  
20 DP31 Alternative alarm clock 1 59 282 4 1 0 
21 DP33 Human transportation system 0 68 332 4 1  
22 DP34 Device to collect energy from human motion 0 163 810 5 1  
23 DP35 Leg immobilization device 0 81 354 3 1  
24 DP36 Bicycle lock 1 75 346 3 1 9 
25 DP37 Mechanism to grab books 1 65 330 5 1 5 
26 DP38 Peach Picking 1 86 402 5 1 5 
27 DP39 Dringking Fountain 1 57 294 3 1 3 
28 DP40 chocolate foundation 1 48 257 4 1 3 
29 DP41 buritto folding 1 54 263 4 1 2 
 revise prompt 1 dorm desk 1 69 282 3 1 2 
 revise prompt 2 pet food dispenser 1 66 278 4 1 3 
 revise prompt 3 peach picker 1 63 297 4 1 2 
  Acc Dorm desk 1 191 861 10 1 5 































1 DP2 New drawing table 56.92833333 10.95 68 3 102 
2 DP3 Tubular map case 50.50347222 11.2457716 81 4 130 
3 DP4 System to collect and hide electronic wires 47.37013889 11.68280864 81 4 133 
4 DP5 New table for offices 50.08678571 10.62071429 70 4 115 
5 DP6 Wearable binocular 59.16092105 7.367631579 38 4 62 
6 DP9 Peanut shelling machine 50.97480645 9.229870968 62 5 105 
7 DP10 Traffic light using LED 45.15818182 15.15878788 33 1 50 
8 DP11 Milk frothing device 62.83798387 8.345322581 31 2 47 
9 DP12 Solar device 49.88703947 9.841184211 57 4 96 
10 DP13 Counter top stand 62.21758591 8.59747422 97 6 147 
11 DP14 Ping pong ball transporter 50.56285714 11.4238092 42 2 67 
12 DP15 Tool for alien species 36.46583333 11.52685185 27 2 50 
13 DP16 Biomass cooking device 40.58546535 12.616717 101 5 174 
14 DP17 UAV 27.60743243 14.66111969 148 7 276 
15 DP18 Innovative remote controller 33.73412076 10.38625 118 16 231 
16 DP23 Oars 54.33967105 9.220131579 57 4 93 
17 DP24 Waste sorting device 39.90125 11.66875 32 2 57 
18 DP25 Lunar device 45.82017857 10.78107143 126 8 216 
19 DP27 Soda maker 45.32412791 12.27872093 86 4 142 
20 DP31 Alternative alarm clock 54.20951271 9.3625 59 4 96 
21 DP33 Human transportation system 55.21529412 9.781176471 68 4 108 
22 DP34 Device to collect energy from human motion 27.90182822 17.46633129 163 5 281 
23 DP35 Leg immobilization device 57.23 11.98444444 81 3 117 
24 DP36 Bicycle lock 48.356 12.72533333 75 3 118 
25 DP37 Mechanism to grab books 40.058461 10.90153846 65 5 118 
26 DP38 Peach Picking 69.36304651 7.85753484 86 5 122 
27 DP39 Dringking Fountain 53.97105263 10.4515785 57 3 90 
28 DP40 chocolate foundation 51.8925 9.0025 48 4 81 
29 DP41 buritto folding 52.1325 9.341666667 54 4 90 
 revise prompt 1 dorm desk 
71.91608696 8.942318841 69 3 91 
 revise prompt 2 pet food dispenser 69.59659091 7.651060606 66 4 94 
 revise prompt 3 peach picker 68.64875 7.596944444 63 4 91 
  Acc Dorm desk 64.7563534 8.972089005 191 10 277 




   
 
 
 Flesh reading-test Flesch-Kincaid 
easy 60 100 0 6 
Normal 50 60 6 12 
Hard 30 50 12 15 




   
Appendix K. IRB Concent Form 
This appendix presents the consent form, every participant must read and accept the 
form to take part of the experiments. If participants do not want give consent, then they 
are not held accountable or they are not affected negatively in any way.  
 
Consent Form  
Information about being in a Research Study 
Clemson University 
 
Requirement Representation Influence on Ideation 
 
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY 
Dr. Joshua Summers is inviting you to volunteer for a research study. Dr. Summers is 
a professor in Mechanical Engineering at Clemson University conducting the study 




Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to understand the influence of 




   
Voluntary Consent: Participation is voluntary, and the only alternative is to not 
participate. You will not be punished in any way if you decide not to be in the study 
or to stop taking part in the study. 
  
Activities and Procedures: Your part in the study will be to sketch solutions of a 
design prompt presented in this survey and to submit the sketches.  
  
Participation Time: It will take you about an hour to be in this study. 
 
 




Possible Benefits: You may not benefit directly from taking part in this study, 
however, this will introduce you to the C-Sketch method of concept development. 
 
 
S.C. MANDATORY REPORTING LA 
The research team includes individuals who are mandatory reporters. Your personal 
information may be disclosed if required by law. This means that there may be rare 
situations that require us to release personal information about you, e.g., in case a 
judge requires such release in a lawsuit or if you tell us of your intent to harm 
yourself or others (including reporting behaviors consistent with child abuse or 
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neglect). In accordance with S.C. Code §63-7-310, we are required to report child 
abuse or neglect. 
 
 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TITLE IX POLICY 
As responsible employees under Clemson University Title IX policies, we are 
required to report incidents of discrimination based on sex, sexual harassment, or 
sexual violence involving a member of the Clemson University community. 
  
EQUIPMENT AND DEVICES THAT WILL BE USED IN RESEARCH 
STUDY 
Student will require to have access to a computer of a phone. They will be asked to 
submit a scan version of their solution sketches.  
  
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY 
The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional 
publications, or educational presentations. 
• No identifiable data will be collected or will be asked to fill in during this survey. 
This will ensure the privacy of all the participants. 
• All the data collected during this survey will be non-identifiable to one single 
participant. However, participants will be asked to create an individual identifier 
for the research to keep track of the data without collecting any personal 
information. 
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• The information collected during the study could be used for future research 
studies or distributed to another investigator for future research studies without 
additional informed consent from the participants or legally authorized 
representative. No identifiable private information will be collected during the 
study. 
• Identifiable information collected during the study will be removed and the de-
identified information could be used for future research studies or distributed to 
another investigator for future research studies without additional informed 
consent from the participants or legally authorized representative. 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please 
contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636 
or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area, please use the 
ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be able to answer 
some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson IRB if the 
research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than the 
research staff. 
 
If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact Akash 
Patel at Clemson University at arpatel@g.clemson.edu and/or 864.353.2926.  
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CONSENT 
 
By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information written 
above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing to take part in 
this research. You do not give up any legal rights by taking part in this research study. 
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Appendix L. Survey and Packets 
 
This appendix will present the survey created on Qualtrics. This includes the flow 
of the survey and all of the internals working. Also, includes the setting withing the survey.  
If clicked on the link it will direct one to the survey: 
https://clemson.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_b0ZAPhiqlGJuNq5 






   
Survey Flow 
Standard: Consent Form (3 Questions) 
Block: Instruction and Preliminary Survey (4 Questions) 
Standard: Work Desk NO requirements (4 Questions) 
Standard: Work Desk Requirements  (3 Questions) 
Standard: Work desk SCRUM (3 Questions) 
Standard: Problem 1 Submission (12 Questions) 
Standard: Peach Picking SCRUM (4 Questions) 
Standard: Peach Picking NO Requirements (3 Questions) 
Standard: Peach Picking Requirements  (3 Questions) 
Standard: Problem 2 Submission (12 Questions) 
Standard: 1.2 Work Desk No Requirements 2 (4 Questions) 
Standard: 1.2. Work Desk Requirements 2 (3 Questions) 
Standard: 1.2 Work desk SCRUM 2 (3 Questions) 
Standard: Problem 1 Submission 2 (12 Questions) 
Standard: End (1 Question) 






   
 
Start of Block: Consent Form 
 
Q63  





Information about being in a Research Study 
 Clemson University 
  
 Requirement Representation Influence on Ideation  
  
 KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY   
Dr. Joshua Summers is inviting you to volunteer for a research study. Dr. Summers is 
a professor in Mechanical Engineering at Clemson University conducting the study 
with Akash Patel a student of Dr. Summers in the master program at Clemson 
University. 
 
   
Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to understand the influence of 
different representations of design problems on solution sketch.  
 
   
Voluntary Consent: Participation is voluntary, and the only alternative is to not 
participate. You will not be punished in any way if you decide not to be in the study 
or to stop taking part in the study.     
Activities and Procedures: Your part in the study will be to sketch solutions of a 
design prompt presented in this survey and to submit the sketches.  
    
Participation Time: It will take you about an hour to be in this study. 
 
   
Risks and Discomforts: We do not know of any risks or discomfort to you in this 
research study. 
 
   
Possible Benefits: You may not benefit directly from taking part in this study, 
however, this will introduce you to the C-Sketch method of concept development.  
 
   
S.C. MANDATORY REPORTING LA   
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The research team includes individuals who are mandatory reporters. Your personal 
information may be disclosed if required by law. This means that there may be rare 
situations that require us to release personal information about you, e.g., in case a 
judge requires such release in a lawsuit or if you tell us of your intent to harm 
yourself or others (including reporting behaviors consistent with child abuse or 
neglect). In accordance with S.C. Code §63-7-310, we are required to report child 
abuse or neglect.  
 
   
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TITLE IX POLICY   
As responsible employees under Clemson University Title IX policies, we are 
required to report incidents of discrimination based on sex, sexual harassment, or 
sexual violence involving a member of the Clemson University community.      
EQUIPMENT AND DEVICES THAT WILL BE USED IN RESEARCH 
STUDY   
Student will require to have access to a computer of a phone. They will be asked to 
submit a scan version of their solution sketches.      
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY   
The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional 
publications, or educational presentations.    No identifiable data will be collected 
or will be asked to fill in during this survey. This will ensure the privacy of all the 
participants.   All the data collected during this survey will be non-identifiable to 
one single participant. However, participants will be asked to create an individual 
identifier for the research to keep track of the data without collecting any personal 
information.      The information collected during the study could be used for future 
research studies or distributed to another investigator for future research studies 
without additional informed consent from the participants or legally authorized 
representative. No identifiable private information will be collected during the study.     
 Identifiable information collected during the study will be removed and the de-
identified information could be used for future research studies or distributed to 
another investigator for future research studies without additional informed consent 
from the participants or legally authorized representative.     
 
 CONTACT INFORMATION 
 If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please 
contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-
0636 or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area, 
please use the ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be 
able to answer some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the 
Clemson IRB if the research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with 
someone other than the research staff. 
  
 If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact 
Akash Patel at Clemson University at arpatel@g.clemson.edu and/or 864.353.2926.  
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 By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information written 
above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing to take 






Q65   
o I give the researcher my consent  (1)  
o I DO NOT give researcher my consent  (2)  
 
End of Block: Consent Form 
 
Start of Block: Instruction and Preliminary Survey 
Display This Question: 
If   = I give the researcher my consent 
 
Q1  
In the exercise, students will be asked to read couple of problem statements and 
sketch the solution on a clean sheet of paper. This exercise should take less than 60 
minutes to complete (15 minutes for each problem) and an additional 15 to upload the 
sketches for each problem. This needs to be completed without any breaks in the 
assignment.   
Item Needed to complete this Assignment:   
 
 
15-20 clean sheet of papers (Each concept on separate paper)   
Marker or a sharpie    
 
   
Time breakdown   
Instruction - unlimited.    
Problem statement 1 and Sketch - 15 minutes   
Upload sketches  - 15 minutes   
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Problem statement 2 and Sketch - 15 minutes   





Q3 Please provide the first two letters of your mother’s first name followed by the 
date of the month and day you were born on (2 digits). Also, add your last 2 digits of 
your CU-ID # following the date of the month and day you were born on.      For 
example, my mother’s first name is Isabella and I was born on the fifth of July. 






   
Q2 What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under 
I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 87 , therefor it falls under 84 - 91 range.  
o 00 - 08  (4)  
o 09 - 16  (5)  
o 17 - 25  (6)  
o 26 - 33  (7)  
o 34 - 42  (8)  
o 43 - 50  (9)  
o 51 - 59  (10)  
o 60 - 67  (11)  
o 68 - 75  (12)  
o 76 - 83  (13)  
o 84 - 91  (14)  





   
Q4 Section Number  
o 1  (4)  
o 2  (5)  
o 3  (6)  
o 4  (7)  
o Not Listed or Any Other  (8)  
 
End of Block: Instruction and Preliminary Survey 
 
Start of Block: Work Desk NO requirements 
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
 
 
Q7 Work Desk Problem 
 Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch  as many high-quality solution as you 
can starting on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.  
 
 
Click Yes if you have read the instruction above.  
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o Yes  (4)  
o Maybe  (5)  
o No  (6)  
 
 
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
 
Q66 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
 
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
 
Q8  
Work Desk Problem 
Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch  as many high-quality solution as you 
can starting on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.  
 
 
Problem Statement   
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 Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 which 
left her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate students are 
required to stay on campus during their freshman year. Because of the rule, Emily 
will be staying in a dorm room on campus for the first year of her university career. 
Due to her disability and limited space in a dorm room, she has asked Clemson 
University to design a desk that will be able to alternate positions and save space in 
the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk to provide more surface area in the 
room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her to navigate the room. She has a 
few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it should have 2 states, a desk 
state, and a non-desk state. Second, it should be manually operated and should take 
less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the desk should include a 
storage system for most commonly used office supplies (i.e. Pencil, paperclip, stapler, 







First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: Work Desk NO requirements 
 
Start of Block: Work Desk Requirements 
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
 
Q67 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
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Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
 
Q42  
Work Desk Problem 
Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch  as many high-quality solution as you 
can starting on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.  
 
 
Problem Statement    
  Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 
which left her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate 
students are required to stay on campus during their freshman year. Because of the 
rule, Emily will be staying in a dorm room on campus for the first year of her 
university career. Due to her disability and limited space in a dorm room, she has 
asked Clemson University to design a desk that will be able to alternate positions and 
save space in the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk to provide more 
surface area in the room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her to navigate 
the room. She has a few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it should 
have 2 states, a desk state, and a non-desk state. Second, it should be manually 
operated and should take less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the 
desk should include a storage system for most commonly used office supplies (i.e. 
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Pencil, paperclip, stapler, etc.). The device must cost less than 100 dollars.    
 Requirements list:   
1)    The system must have 2 states, desk state, and non-desk state.   
2)    The system must be manually operated.    
3)    The system must take ≤10 seconds to go from state A to state B and vise-versa.   
4)    The system must cost ≤ 100 dollars.    
5)    The system must be safe to operate.    
6)    The system must require ≤ 10 pound-force (lbf) to transition from state A to state 
B and vise-versa.    
7)    The system must store commonly used office items.    
8)    When in desk mode, the system must not exceed 4.5 square feet.   
9)    The system must be easy to operate.   
10) When in non-desk mode, the system must limit its footprint to be less than 





First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: Work Desk Requirements 
 
Start of Block: Work desk SCRUM 
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
 
Q68 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 




   
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
 
Q46  
Work Desk Problem 
 Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 
can start on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.    
    
Problem Statement   
  Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 
which left her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate 
students are required to stay on campus during their freshman year. Because of the 
rule, Emily will be staying in a dorm room on campus for the first year of her 
university career. Due to her disability and limited space in a dorm room, she has 
asked Clemson University to design a desk that will be able to alternate positions and 
save space in the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk to provide more 
surface area in the room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her to navigate 
the room. She has a few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it should 
have 2 states, a desk state, and a non-desk state. Second, it should be manually 
operated and should take less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the 
desk should include a storage system for most commonly used office supplies (i.e. 
Pencil, paperclip, stapler, etc.). The device must cost less than 100 dollars.    
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 Requirements list     
As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to have 2 states, a desk, and a non-desk 
state so that I can maximize the space in my dorm room.     
As an administrator, I would like the system to be manually operated so that the 
electrical bill and the maintenance cost is minimum.     
As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to take ≤ 10 seconds to go from state A 
to State B and vise-verse so that I can quickly transition from minimum space to 
maximum for mobility freedom.   
As an administrator, I would like the system to cost ≤100 dollars so that it can be 
installed in all the ADA rooms.     
As an administrator, I would like the system to be safe to operate so that it can be safe 
from liability.     
As a user in a wheelchair user, I would like the system to require ≤ 10 pounds-
force(10lbf) so that I do not strain my back when transitioning from State A to state B 
and vise-versa.     
As a desk user, I would like the system to have storage for most used office supplies 
so that I have quick access to the supplies.     
As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to not exceed 4.5 ft2 when in desk 
mode so that I have the maximum tabletop area to work.     
As an administrator, I would like the system to be easy to operate so that no training 
or a manual is needed for students in wheelchairs.   
As a wheelchair user, I would like the footprint to ≤1 ft2 when in a non-desk mode so 





First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: Work desk SCRUM 
 
Start of Block: Problem 1 Submission 
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Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 
Q10 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
 
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
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Q13  
Work Desk Problem Submission     
Once the sketches are completed, please upload as many solution sketches as you 
have sketched in 15 minutes for the Work Desk Problem.   
    
  
You can take a picture of the sketch using your phone and uploading them to this 
page individually OR you can combine it in a zip folder to submit it in one folder 
with all the sketches.      
    
ONLY ONE SUBMISSION IS REQUIRED is "Sketch 1 or a Zip folder of all the 
sketches" question     
     
File can be in any format. .PDF , .JPEG, .PING, or a .Doc 
  
 One way you can upload the sketches is: 
 1. Take a picture on your phone 
 2. Send those pictures to your email from your phone. 
 3. Open the email on your laptop or desktop (where ever you are completing this 
assignment).  
 4. Download the all the attachment form your email to your current local drive.  




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
00 - 08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 
Q58  Sketch 10 
 
End of Block: Problem 1 Submission 
 
Start of Block: Peach Picking SCRUM 
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Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
51 - 59 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
60 - 67 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
76 - 83 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
92 - 99 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 00 - 
08 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
09 - 16 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
17 - 25 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
26 - 33 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
43 - 50 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 
 
Q24 Peach Picking Problem 
 Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 
can start on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.   
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Click Yes if you have read the instruction above.  
o Yes  (4)  
o Maybe  (5)  
o No  (6)  
 
 
Display This Question: 
If Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
r... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
92 - 99 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 09 - 
16 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 26 - 
33 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 
Q69 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 




   
Display This Question: 
If Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
r... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
92 - 99 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 09 - 
16 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 26 - 
33 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 
Q26  
prr Peach Picking Problem 
 Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 
can start on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.    
 
Problem Statement   
    
  
Emma is a 19-year-old mechanical engineering student at Clemson. She suffered a 
car accident couple of years back which left her in a wheelchair. Before the accident, 
Emma loved the outdoors and picking fruits with her family. During the next summer 
break, she and her family have decided to go picking peaches. Since she is in a 
wheelchair, she has a limited range of reach, especially for height. Due to this 
limitation, she cannot experience the pleasure of picking peaches with her family. For 
her 20th birthday, her family has decided to surprise her with a device that will help 
her pick peaches while in a wheelchair. The family has asked Clemson University to 
help design a device that will allow Emma, who is in a wheelchair, to experience the 
joy of picking peaches from the tree with her whole family. The family has few things 
in mind that they would like the device to accomplish. They would like the device to 
be manually operated and it should be attached to the wheelchair. Also, it should not 
damage the fruit and fall on the ground while picking. Also, the device should not 
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cost more than 100 dollars.    
Requirements List      
As a user, I would like the device to be manually operated so I can enjoy the peach 
picking process.     
As a wheelchair user, I would like the device to be attached to the wheelchair so it 
can be a part of me as I move down the orchard.   
As a user, I would like the device to not damage peaches so that the peaches can be 
harvested and use for consumption.   
As a user, I would like the device to pick multiple peaches at a time so that it is less 
time consuming to pick peaches.     
As a user, I would like the device to prevent Peaches from falling on to the ground so 
that no damage is done to the peaches and are harvest-able.     
As a wheelchair user, I would like the device to reach from the range of 10 ft to 12 ft 
in height so that I can reach the harvest while maintaining a proper seating posing in 
my wheelchair.   
As a customer, I would like a device to cost ≤ 100 dollars so that I can afford it.     
As a company, I would like the device to be safe to operate so that we are safe from 
liability.    As a wheelchair user, I would like the force required to operate the device 
to be ≤ 10 pound-force (lbf) so that it does not become strenuous on myself.     
As a user, I would like the device to fit in a minivan so that I can transport the device 






First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: Peach Picking SCRUM 
 
Start of Block: Peach Picking NO Requirements 
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Display This Question: 
If Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
r... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
51 - 59 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
60 - 67 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 17 - 
25 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
 
Q70 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 




   
Display This Question: 
If Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
r... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
51 - 59 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
60 - 67 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 17 - 
25 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
34 - 42 
 
Q50  
pno Peach Picking Problem 
Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 






Emma is a 19-year-old mechanical engineering student at Clemson. She suffered a 
car accident couple of years back which left her in a wheelchair. Before the accident, 
Emma loved the outdoors and picking fruits with her family. During the next summer 
break, she and her family have decided to go picking peaches. Since she is in a 
wheelchair, she has a limited range of reach, especially for height. Due to this 
limitation, she cannot experience the pleasure of picking peaches with her family. For 
her 20th birthday, her family has decided to surprise her with a device that will help 
her pick peaches while in a wheelchair. The family has asked Clemson University to 
help design a device that will allow Emma, who is in a wheelchair, to experience the 
joy of picking peaches from the tree with her whole family. The family has few things 
in mind that they would like the device to accomplish. They would like the device to 
be manually operated and it should be attached to the wheelchair. Also, it should not 
damage the fruit and fall on the ground while picking. Also, the device should not 
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First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: Peach Picking NO Requirements 
 
Start of Block: Peach Picking Requirements 
Display This Question: 
If Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
r... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
76 - 83 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 00 - 
08 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 43 - 
50 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
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Q71 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
 
Display This Question: 
If Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
r... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
76 - 83 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 00 - 
08 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 43 - 
50 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 
Q54  
prr Peach Picking Problem 
Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 






Emma is a 19-year-old mechanical engineering student at Clemson. She suffered a 
car accident couple of years back which left her in a wheelchair. Before the accident, 
Emma loved the outdoors and picking fruits with her family. During the next summer 
break, she and her family have decided to go picking peaches. Since she is in a 
wheelchair, she has a limited range of reach, especially for height. Due to this 
limitation, she cannot experience the pleasure of picking peaches with her family. For 
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her 20th birthday, her family has decided to surprise her with a device that will help 
her pick peaches while in a wheelchair. The family has asked Clemson University to 
help design a device that will allow Emma, who is in a wheelchair, to experience the 
joy of picking peaches from the tree with her whole family. The family has few things 
in mind that they would like the device to accomplish. They would like the device to 
be manually operated and it should be attached to the wheelchair. Also, it should not 
damage the fruit and fall on the ground while picking. Also, the device should not 






1) The device must be manually operated.  
2) The device must attach to a wheelchair.  
3) The device must not damage the peaches. 
4) The device must pick multiple peaches at a time.  
5) The device must prevent peaches from falling on to the ground. 
6) The device must reach from the range of 10 ft to 12 ft in height.  
7) The device must cost ≤ 100 dollars. 
8) The device must be safe to operate.  
9) The force requires to operate the device must be ≤ a 10-pound force (lbf).  







First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: Peach Picking Requirements 
 
Start of Block: Problem 2 Submission 
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Q27 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 





Peach Picking Problem Submission 
 
Once the sketches are completed, please upload as many solution sketches as you 
have sketched in 15 minutes for the Peach Picking Problem. 
  
 
You can take a picture of the sketch using your phone and uploading them to this 
page individually OR you can combine it in a zip folder to submit it in one folder 
with all the sketches.    
  
ONLY ONE SUBMISSION IS REQUIRED is "Sketch 1 or a Zip folder of all the 
sketches" question   
   
File can be in any format. .PDF , .JPEG, .PING, or a .Doc 
 
One way you can upload the sketches is: 
1. Take a picture on your phone 
2. Send those pictures to your email from your phone. 
3. Open the email on your laptop or desktop (where ever you are completing this 
assignment).  
4. Download the all the attachment form your email to your current local drive.  













   
 




























Q38 Sketch 10 
 
End of Block: Problem 2 Submission 
 
Start of Block: 1.2 Work Desk No Requirements 2 
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Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
51 - 59 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
60 - 67 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
76 - 83 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
92 - 99 
And If 
prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
giv... Is Displayed 
Or Or prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading 
the giv... Is Displayed 
Or Or pno Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading 
the giv... Is Displayed 
 
Q65 Work Desk Problem 
Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 




Click Yes if you have read the instruction above.  
 
 
o Yes  (4)  
o Maybe  (5)  




   
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
And And prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 84 - 
91 
And And prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
 
Q74 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
 
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 68 - 
75 
And And prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
Or If 
prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
giv... Is Displayed 
And What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
 
Q66  
Work Desk Problem 
Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 
can start on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.  
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 Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 which 
left her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate students are 
required to stay on campus during their freshman year. Because of the rule, Emily 
will be staying in a dorm room on campus for the first year of her university career. 
Due to her disability and limited space in a dorm room, she has asked Clemson 
University to design a desk that will be able to alternate positions and save space in 
the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk to provide more surface area in the 
room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her to navigate the room. She has a 
few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it should have 2 states, a desk 
state, and a non-desk state. Second, it should be manually operated and should take 
less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the desk should include a 
storage system for most commonly used office supplies (i.e. Pencil, paperclip, stapler, 







First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: 1.2 Work Desk No Requirements 2 
 
Start of Block: 1.2. Work Desk Requirements 2 
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Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 51 - 
59 
And And pno Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 92 - 
99 
And And prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
 
Q73 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
 
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 51 - 
59 
And And pno Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 92 - 
99 
And And prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
 
Q68  
Work Desk Problem 
Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 
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can start on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.  
 
 
Problem Statement   
  Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 
which left her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate 
students are required to stay on campus during their freshman year. Because of the 
rule, Emily will be staying in a dorm room on campus for the first year of her 
university career. Due to her disability and limited space in a dorm room, she has 
asked Clemson University to design a desk that will be able to alternate positions and 
save space in the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk to provide more 
surface area in the room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her to navigate 
the room. She has a few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it should 
have 2 states, a desk state, and a non-desk state. Second, it should be manually 
operated and should take less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the 
desk should include a storage system for most commonly used office supplies (i.e. 
Pencil, paperclip, stapler, etc.). The device must cost less than 100 dollars.    
 Requirements list:   
1)    The system must have 2 states, desk state, and non-desk state.   
2)    The system must be manually operated.    
3)    The system must take ≤10 seconds to go from state A to state B and vise-versa.   
4)    The system must cost ≤ 100 dollars.    
5)    The system must be safe to operate.    
6)    The system must require ≤ 10 pound-force (lbf) to transition from state A to state 
B and vise-versa.    
7)    The system must store commonly used office items.    
8)    When in desk mode, the system must not exceed 4.5 square feet.    
9)    The system must be easy to operate.   
10) When in non-desk mode, the system must limit its footprint to be less than 





First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: 1.2. Work Desk Requirements 2 
 
Start of Block: 1.2 Work desk SCRUM 2 
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Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 60 - 
67 
And And pno Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 76 - 
83 
And And prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
 
Q72 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
 
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 60 - 
67 
And And pno Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 
reading the giv... Is Displayed 
Or If 
What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 76 - 
83 
And And prr Peach Picking ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After 




 Work Desk Problem 
 Read the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
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requirements and the problem statement, sketch as many high-quality solutions as you 
can start on a clean sheet of paper. Limit one solution per page.    
    
Problem Statement and Given Requirements    
  Emily is a freshman at Clemson University. She suffered an accident at age 10 
which left her in a wheelchair. According to Clemson University, undergraduate 
students are required to stay on campus during their freshman year. Because of the 
rule, Emily will be staying in a dorm room on campus for the first year of her 
university career. Due to her disability and limited space in a dorm room, she has 
asked Clemson University to design a desk that will be able to alternate positions and 
save space in the room. Having an ability to manipulate the desk to provide more 
surface area in the room will help Emily be safe and will be easy for her to navigate 
the room. She has a few things that she would like the desk to have. First, it should 
have 2 states, a desk state, and a non-desk state. Second, it should be manually 
operated and should take less than 10 seconds to go from state A to State B. Also, the 
desk should include a storage system for most commonly used office supplies (i.e. 
Pencil, paperclip, stapler, etc.). The device must cost less than 100 dollars.    
  
  
 Requirements List     
As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to have 2 states, a desk, and a non-desk 
state so that I can maximize the space in my dorm room.     
As an administrator, I would like the system to be manually operated so that the 
electrical bill and the maintenance cost is minimum.     
As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to take ≤ 10 seconds to go from state A 
to State B and vise-verse so that I can quickly transition from minimum space to 
maximum for mobility freedom.    
As an administrator, I would like the system to cost ≤100 dollars so that it can be 
installed in all the ADA rooms.    
As an administrator, I would like the system to be safe to operate so that it can be safe 
from liability.     
As a user in a wheelchair user, I would like the system to require ≤ 10 pounds-
force(10lbf) so that I do not strain my back when transitioning from State A to state B 
and vise-versa.     
As a desk user, I would like the system to have storage for most used office supplies 
so that I have quick access to the supplies.     
As a wheelchair user, I would like the system to not exceed 4.5 ft2 when in desk 
mode so that I have the maximum tabletop area to work.    
As an administrator, I would like the system to be easy to operate so that no training 
or a manual is needed for students in wheelchairs.   
As a wheelchair user, I would like the footprint to ≤1 ft2 when in a non-desk mode so 




   
 
Q71 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 
Click Count  (4) 
 
End of Block: 1.2 Work desk SCRUM 2 
 
Start of Block: Problem 1 Submission 2 
Display This Question: 
If Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
Or If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 
Q80 Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
51 - 59 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
60 - 67 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
76 - 83 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
92 - 99 
Or If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 




Work Desk Problem Submission   
Once the sketches are completed, please upload as many solution sketches as you 
have sketched in 15 minutes for the Work Desk Problem. 
  
 
You can take a picture of the sketch using your phone and uploading them to this 
page individually OR you can combine it in a zip folder to submit it in one folder 
with all the sketches.    
  
ONLY ONE SUBMISSION IS REQUIRED is "Sketch 1 or a Zip folder of all the 
sketches" question   
   
File can be in any format. .PDF , .JPEG, .PING, or a .Doc 
 
One way you can upload the sketches is: 
1. Take a picture on your phone 
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2. Send those pictures to your email from your phone. 
3. Open the email on your laptop or desktop (where ever you are completing this 
assignment).  
4. Download the all the attachment form your email to your current local drive.  




Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
51 - 59 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
60 - 67 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
76 - 83 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
92 - 99 
Or If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
51 - 59 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
60 - 67 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
76 - 83 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
92 - 99 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
Or Or Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
given requi... Is Displayed 
 




   
Display This Question: 
If What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
51 - 59 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
60 - 67 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
68 - 75 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
76 - 83 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
84 - 91 
Or What range does your last 2 digit of your CU-ID # fall under I.e. = C31478187 , last 2 digits = 8... = 
92 - 99 
And If 
Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the given 
requi... = Yes 
And And Work Desk ProblemRead the problem statement and given requirements. After reading the 
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Q91  Sketch 10 
 
End of Block: Problem 1 Submission 2 
 
Start of Block: End 
 
Q39  
Thank You for participating in this survey!!!   
   
If you have any questions or a comment please feel free to write any comments you 
may have in the text box below.    
    
Thank You!  
________________________________________________________________ 
 
End of Block: End 
 
339 
   
Start of Block: End for people who did not give consent 
Display This Question: 
If   = I DO NOT give researcher my consent 
 
Q105  
Thank You for participating in this survey!!!   
   
If you have any questions or a comment please feel free to write any comments you 
may have in the text box below.    
    
Thank You!  
________________________________________________________________ 
 
End of Block: End for people who did not give consent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
